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ABSTRACT 

Optical interconnects between electronics systems have attracted significant 

attention and development for a number of years because optical links have 

demonstrated potential advantages for high-speed, low-power, and interference 

immunity. With increasing system speed and greater bandwidth requirements, the 

distance over which optical communication is useful has continually decreased to chip-

to-chip and on-chip levels. Monolithic integration of photonics and electronics will 

significantly reduce the cost of optical components and further combine the 

functionalities of chips on the same or different boards or systems. Modulators are one 

of the fundamental building blocks for optical interconnects. High-speed modulation and 

low driving voltage are the keys for the device's practical use. In this study two separate 

designs show that using a graded base SiGe HBT we can modulate light at high speeds 

with moderate length and dynamic power consumption.  

The first design analyzes the terminal characteristics of the HBT and a close 

match is obtained in comparison with npn HBTs using IBM‟s 8HP technology. This 

suggests that the modulator can be manufactured using the IBM 8HP fabrication 

process. At a sub-collector depth of 0.4 µm and at a base-emitter swing of 0 V to 1.1 V, 

this model predicts a bit rate of 80 Gbit/s. Optical simulations predict a π phase shift 

length (Lπ) of 240.8 µm with an extinction ratio of 7.5 dB at a wavelength of 1.55 µm. 

Additionally, the trade-off between the switching speed, Lπ and propagation loss with a 

thinner sub-collector is analyzed and reported. The dynamic power consumption is- 

reported to be 3.6 pJ /bit.    

The second design examine a theoretical aggressively-scaled SiGe HBT that may  

approximate a device that is two device generations more advanced than available today. 

At a base-emitter swing of 0 V to 1.0 V, this model predicts a bit rate of 250 Gbit/s. 

Optical simulations predict a π phase shift length (Lπ) of 204 µm, with an extinction 

ratio of 13.2 dB at a wavelength of 1.55 µm. The dynamic power consumption is 

reported to be 2.01 pJ /bit.                 

This study also discusses the design of driver circuitry at 80 Gbit/s with voltage 

swing levels of 1.03V. Finally the use of slow wave structures and use of SiGe HBT as a 

linear analog modulator is introduced. 
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1. Introduction 

This introductory chapter begins with a brief historical background and discussion of the 

motivation of this work. The limitations of electrical wires and benefits of optical links 

are summarized.  

1.1 Motivation 

Since their invention more than half a century ago, transistors have driven and 

revolutionized the semiconductor industry. In 1965, five years after the first practical 

demonstration of metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET), Gordon 

Moore observed that the number of transistors in an integrated circuit (IC) was doubling 

every two years [1] as a result of a dramatic scaling of the feature sizes. While individual 

logic elements and transistors have become significantly smaller and faster, 

computational speed is limited by the communication between different parts of digital 

systems. This bottleneck is identified as one of the grand challenges in the progress of 

integrated electronics [2]. Since the introduction of low-loss silica fibers, optics has been 

dominating the long haul communications and it has consistently made its way down to 

shorter distances. There are many physical reasons for replacing electrical cables with 

optics [3-7]. Signals in both optical and electrical links are carried by electromagnetic 

waves. Information in typical electrical wires such as coaxial cables propagates almost at 

the velocity of light similar to that in optical links as illustrated in Figure 1 [7]. However 

as the modulation frequencies increase, the traditional electrical wires are becoming 

increasingly resistive and capacitive and the signals move at a slower rate due to 

dissipative wave propagation. Even the low-loss electrical wires suffer from skin effects, 

the phenomenon by which conduction takes place only in an increasingly thin layer near 

the surface of a conductor at higher frequencies. Signal distortion is becoming a 

significant problem in deeply scaled wires due to increasing copper resistivity and signal 

attenuation. Furthermore, electrical wires suffer from cross-talk due to electromagnetic 

interference. This gives rise to signal integrity issues. Additionally, the cost of electrical 

lines has become an important issue. In other words, it is increasingly more expensive to 

run electrical wires at growing bitrates. 
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  Figure 1: Optical interconnect v/s Electrical interconnect [7]. 

Optics has negligible propagation loss from large bandwidth signals because the carrier 

frequency of light is very high compared to any practical modulation frequency. On the 

other hand, electrical interconnections suffer from significant signal distortion and 

frequency dependent cross-talk at high modulation frequencies. Optics further enjoy 

unique advantages such as increased timing precision owing to short optical pulses and 

the ability to transmit multi-channels down a single optical link, thanks to wavelength 

division multiplexing (WDM). Both of these advantages are quite common and easy to 

produce in optics. Another substantial advantage of optics is the relative ease of guiding 

the optical wave. The transmitted signal can be confined into the material boundaries of 

the guiding medium owing to the small wavelength of the optical signals. 

The large photon energy of light provides voltage isolation between the transmitter and 

receiver. Additionally, optics inherently offers an eloquent solution to the impedance 

matching crisis faced by electronics owing to the quantum nature of the physical 

processes [3-7]. While electronic devices have high impedance and low capacitance, the 

communication between such devices rely on low impedance and high capacitance 

transmission lines. Line drivers are employed to match the impedance which results in 

increased power dissipation and chip area at high operation frequencies.  

Looking at the above mentioned reasons we are inclined to leverage the advantages 

light provides over an electrical signal. Now what we need is a material which can make 

use of this advantage. A material which is cheap, have robust processing ability and also 
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cost-effective. The availability of the well established, cost-effective fabrication process 

renders silicon an attractive choice for optoelectronics, for all applications where 

infrared light beyond silicon absorption edge is to be guided, filtered, modulated and 

switched.[8][9]. Optical Modulators are the fundamental components of optoelectronic 

integrated circuits. It translates the electronic signal into an optical signal. It is difficult 

to modulate light sources directly at high speed because the cavity in the laser source is, 

such as Distributed feedback (DFB) structure, is usually sensitive to fabrication errors 

and external environment. In order to achieve high performance optoelectronic IC‟s high 

quality externally operated electro-optic modulators are needed. Firstly, the electro-optic 

modulators should be CMOS compatible such that all processes can be done with 

standard cost-effective silicon processes. Secondly, a large bandwidth is desired for 

many applications. The speed of modulators is the bottleneck of in optoelectronic IC‟s. 

The thermo-optic effect has been widely used because it induces large refractive-index 

change without optical loss, but the switching speed is in the order of microseconds. A 

switching speed of 970ns has been has been demonstrated based on thermo-optic effect 

[10]. The plasma dispersion effect induces the change in the refractive index and optical 

absorption coefficient. Modulation speed based on plasma effect is mainly determined 

by carrier lifetime and carrier drift velocity. Other effects, such as the stark effect can be 

employed for fast modulation but are too weak to provide high modulation efficiency in 

Silicon. Thirdly, low power dissipation is required to reduce the total power 

consumption in an optoelectronic chip. Also, low insertion loss, high modulation 

efficiency, high extinction ratio and very low non-linearity are needed. 

All-optical computation and communication systems are beginning to be 

considered as the future of information processing as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. To 

accomplish the goal of high level of integration monolithic integration is required, where 

all the optical elements including light sources, light control, electronics, and detectors 

are incorporated in a single substrate. The material of choice for such integration is Si 

nowadays. In fact, besides the difficulties arising from the indirect bandgap (an issue for 

light generation) and the weak electro-optical performances [11], Si has many 

advantages over traditional optoelectronic materials. Most of the microelectronic 

industry relies on Si as a semiconductor of choice for the fabrication of microelectronic 
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devices. Last, but not least, there is a wide experience developed in the microelectronic 

industry in Si processing. On the other hand, there is no unique competitor to Si in the 

optical domain. In fact, compound semiconductors, such as indium phosphide (InP) or 

gallium arsenide (GaAs), are widely used to make light sources [12], thanks to their 

direct bandgap. On the other hand, electro-optical crystals, such as lithium niobate 

(LiNbO3), are used for light modulation [13], via the Pockels effect. None of these 

materials succeeded as the material of choice for optical devices, and their 

manufacturing costs are quite high compared to Si. Light modulation is one of the main 

issues in Si-based technology, since Si does not show a good electro-optical effect. 

Before entering into the physics part, it is interesting to mention some of the special 

features of systems based on integrated photonic technology. In particular, an electro-

optical modulator must satisfy some requirements: (a) Low voltage control. This implies 

that the voltage required to obtain certain electric field amplitude can be considerably 

reduced. For example, while the typical voltage for electro-optic control in conventional 

optical systems is of the order of several kV, in integrated optic devices the voltage 

required is only few volts. (b) Fast operation. The small size of the control electrodes in 

an electro-optic integrated photonic device implies low capacitance, allowing fast 

switching speed and high modulation bandwidth. (c) High optical power density. (d) 

Compact and low weight. The use of a single substrate with an area of several 

millimeters squared for integrating different photonic components makes the optical chip 

very compact and light weight.(e) Low cost. The development of integration techniques 

makes mass production possible via lithographic techniques and mask replication also 

the planar technology reduces the quantity of material necessary to fabricate the 

photonic devices. These aspects are the basis of a low-cost device that would thus have 

an easy introduction into the market. 
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Figure 2: A futuristic view of an optical chip from Intel [14]. 

 

Figure 3: Prediction of CMOS compatible On-chip Optical Interconnect [15]. 
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2. Background and theory of Optical Modulators 

The aim of this study is to provide an overview of the physics principles ruling optical 

modulation in Si and the efforts made in the last 25 years to fabricate Si-based light 

modulators. In the first part the fundamental parameters to describe a modulator are 

defined, and both the mechanisms for light modulation and the kind of device that can be 

fabricated are discussed. The second part is devoted to provide an overview of the 

devices proposed so far in literature. 

2.1 Introduction to Optical Modulation 

In complete analogy to radiofrequency waves, information can, in principle, be 

imprinted on optical waves by four modulation techniques: optical amplitude modulation 

(AM, and intensity modulation), optical frequency modulation (FM), optical phase 

modulation (PM), optical polarization modulation. Regardless of the chosen modulation 

method, the optical signal modulation is achieved through a change in the optical field, 

generally due to an electric signal. In the electrical modulation it is possible to 

distinguish between the carrier signal and the modulating signal. The information is 

carried by inducing variations in the carrier signal due to the modulating signal. Once the 

carrier signal characteristic is known (through a standard), it is possible to recover the 

information bit from its changes. On the other hand, in optical modulation, the final goal 

so far pursued is to change the signal amplitude by using either direct AM or PM due to 

a phase shift induced in an interferometric structure. In fact, in this case the carrier signal 

frequency (e.g. 200 THz for a wavelength of 1.55 μm, the one most used in 

telecommunications) is too high to be detected, hence it would not be possible to recover 

the information coded therein through either PM or FM. 

Optical modulation can, in principle, be achieved using either internal or external 

modulation of the light source. In the first case the source (either a laser or an LED) 

current can be modulated to modify the light signal intensity (AM). This approach is 

straightforward, inexpensive, and compact since two functions are achieved with the 

same device. Direct modulation transmitters have impedance matched and lasers directly 

connected to the modulating signal. This technique is very cost effective and can provide 

modulations up to 2.5 Gbs
−1

 [16]. The main drawback is the limited extinction ratio, 
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since we do not want to turn off a laser at the 0-bit. This will cause an impact on the 

distance per bit-rate product: the output frequency shift with the drive signal. When the 

laser current is quickly changed, the different electron densities affect the refractive 

index and, therefore, produce a wavelength variation. This effect is highly undesirable 

in, e.g. long-haul systems because of the chromatic dispersion present in such systems. 

The chirp effect is solved by going to external modulation. In this case, the laser 

is biased to a constant value, its specific operating point. Once generated, the optical 

beam is passed through an optical intensity modulator. The main advantages of external 

modulation are higher speed and data rates; low chirp, even if strongly reduced the chirp 

is still present; large extinction ratio, the optical signal can be fully absorbed in the 

modulator region; and low modulation distortion. Also in this case some drawbacks must 

be faced: it is an additional component, which means additional costs; additional loss, 

named insertion loss, in the range 5–7 dB, is usually obtained including an external 

modulator in the optical path. Nevertheless, external modulators provide the best signal 

quality for both PM and AM. 

The generation of a phase-modulated signal requires an external modulator 

capable of changing the optical phase in response to an applied voltage. If the electric 

field is applied through a channel waveguide, the change in the refractive index induces 

a change in the propagation constant of the structure, and therefore the light travelling 

through that region undergoes a certain phase shift. The other approach to optical 

modulation is using pure amplitude modulators. They work as very fast switches. One of 

the simplest ways to perform this task is to build an integrated Mach-Zehnder 

interferometer (MZ or MZI, see later) on an electro-optic substrate.  

The next important step in the introduction to optical modulation is the definition 

of the parameters that identify a device as a modulator. The performances of an optical 

modulator can be characterized by four parameters: 

1. The contrast ratio (CR). It is defined as the On/Off ratio of the power or 

transmission coefficients in amplitude modulators. Directly from the CR another 

parameter can be identified, the modulation depth (M), which is defined as: 

     
   

    
       ,          (2.1) 
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where PON and POFF are the output power when the device is in the On and Off 

state, respectively. It is indicated in percentage and a device can be considered a 

modulator if M is above 20–25% [17]. 

2. The voltage Vπ required to obtain a π phase shift for phase modulators or the 

voltage Vdd to obtain a switch from the “Off” to the “On” state in amplitude modulators. 

The phase change Δφ is obtained, as mentioned earlier, by changing the material 

refractive index (Δn) within the device length L according to the following formula: 

ΔΦ = 2πΔnL/ λ0          (2.2) 

The π variation is obtained as a trade-off between the maximum voltage, required to 

obtain the refractive index variation, and the maximum device length allowed in the 

device structure. Once Vπ is defined, the optimum device length (Lπ) is obtained as: 

Lπ = λ0 /2Δn           (2.3) 

3. The bandwidth Δf. 

4. Insertion loss. It is defined as the total loss in the device. It is obtained by adding the 

coupling loss that can be reduced to below 1 dB and the transmission loss in the device 

region. Typical insertion loss is of 5–7 dB. Of course, the insertion loss increases with 

the device length and there is a trade-off with the CR. Finally, there is a trade-off among 

these parameters. As an example the CR is proportional to the device length whereas the 

bandwidth is inversely proportional to L. Therefore, a fifth parameter can be defined, the 

figure of merit (F), for an overall characterization of the device: 

F =Δfλ/Vπ [GHz μm/V]       (2.4) 

2.2 Different mechanisms of Light Modulation 

Light can be modulated using different physical effects, depending on the material used 

to fabricate the modulator. In this section a brief overview of the different physical 

phenomena is provided. Certain transparent materials change their optical properties 

when subjected to an external perturbation, as an acoustic wave, an electric field, or an 

increase in temperature. Not all the materials are affected in the same way, as it depends 

on their crystal structure. 
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2.2.1 Acousto-optical Effect 

The refractive index of an optical material can be modified by the presence of sound, 

hence sound can control light, and this effect is known as acousto-optical effect. The 

light passing through the crystal is diffracted or transmitted, depending on the acoustic 

drive signal applied to the crystal. Regions of different density are created when the 

sound travels through the crystal. The light beam passing through the crystal is diffracted 

according to the pattern defined by the acoustic wave. However, since silicon does not 

exhibit acousto-optical effect we will not go into details. 

2.2.2  Electro-Optical Effects 

Certain materials change their refractive index when subjected to a static (dc.) or a low-

frequency electric field. This is caused by forces that distort the positions, orientations, 

or shapes of the molecules forming the material. The origin of this effect is the atomic 

response to the electric field. In particular, the application of a dc or slowly varying 

electric field is able to displace atoms and electrons away from their equilibrium 

positions, thus modifying the polarisability of the medium. The dependence of the 

refractive index on the applied field can be either linear or quadratic. In the first case the 

effect is known as linear electro-optical effect or Pockels effect, in the second case it is 

known as quadratic electro-optical effect or Kerr effect. The refractive index of an 

electro-optical medium is a function of the applied electric field E. Since this function 

varies only slightly with E, it can be expanded in a Taylor‟s series about E = 0, where 

the second- and higher-order terms can be neglected as they are many orders of 

magnitude lower than n: 

n(E) = n – 1/2rn
3
E – 1/2ξn

3
E

2
 + ・ ・ ・       (2.5) 

where r and δ are Pockels and Kerr coefficients, respectively. 

When the third term provides a contribution much lower than the second the medium is a  

Pockels medium: 

n(E) = n – rn
3
E/2              (2.6) 

Typical Pockels coefficient values are in the range 10
−12

 to 10
−10

mV
−1 

and typical 

Pockels media are NH4H2PO4 (ADP), KH2PO4 (KDP), LiNbO3, LiTaO3, and CdTe [17]. 
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In general n is dependent upon the direction of the applied field with respect to the 

crystal axes, hence it is necessary to univocally define the field direction with respect to 

the crystal axis. The devices are labeled as longitudinal or transverse according to the 

electric field direction with respect to the light direction.  

In Centro-symmetric crystals the coefficient r is 0, the second term of (2.5) vanishes and 

the refractive index dependence on the applied electric field is: 

n(E) = n – 1/2ξn
3
E

2
             (2.7) 

 In this case the material is known as a Kerr medium. A very careful study on the Kerr 

effect in Si has been performed by Soref and Bennet [18]. In particular, they calculated 

the refractive-index change (Δn) of crystalline Si produced by an applied electric field 

(E) at room temperature for wavelengths ranging 1.0–2.0 μm. They estimated the 

strength of the Kerr effect in crystalline Si using the harmonic oscillator model of Moss 

[19] and assuming oscillation frequency ω much lower than the oscillator resonance 

frequency ω0 (ω  ω0). It gives the result: 

Δn = −3e
2
 (n2 – 1) E

2
/ (2nM

2
 ω0

4
x

2
)           (2.8)

 

where e is the electronic charge, n the unperturbed refractive index, M the effective 

mass, and x the average oscillator displacement. It is interesting to note that the n 

perturbation is independent of optical wavelength. Assuming n = 3.50 at λ = 1.3 μm, M 

as the electron mass, a resonance frequency ω0 of 2π × 10
15

 rads
−1

, and an x value of l0
−9

 

m, (4.7) provides the refractive index variation Δn as a function of the applied electric 

field E. The results of the calculation are summarized as a solid line in Figure 4 

 [18]. Calculation provides a Δn of 10
−4

 when the electric field reaches l0
6
 Vcm

−1
. 

Unfortunately, such electric field value is above breakdown in lightly doped silicon.  

Another electro-optical effect in Si is the Franz–Keldysh effect. It is known that the 

photo absorption coefficient (α) rises when the band edge energy is reached. If a 

semiconductor has a direct bandgap α rises very steeply, while, as in the case of silicon, 

indirect bandgap semiconductors have a smaller α increase. In any case, the absorption 

threshold is slightly shifted towards lower energies if a strong electric field is applied to 

the semiconductor. This effect is due to the distortion of the energy bands of Si. 
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Figure 4: Kerr effect in c-Si vs. E as determined from a harmonic oscillator mode [20]. 

Upon the application of an electric field the electrons can tunnel across the bandgap, thus 

a lower energy than in band-to-band absorption is required. As explained in [17] the 

tunneling process is strongly favored if a photon, having energy close to bandgap, is 

absorbed. Such effect is more evident at wavelengths close to the bandgap. The Franz–

Keldysh effect is also called photon-assisted tunneling. It actually involves both 

electroabsorption (Δα vs. E effects) and electro-refraction (Δn vs. E effects), but the last 

effect is much lower. The electroabsorption spectrum at the indirect edge has been 

measured in detail by Wendland and Chester [20]. Also in this case, Soref and Bennet 

[18] performed a numerical calculation to investigate the electro-refraction and the 

results are summarized in Figure 5. The change in index as a function of the applied field 

is plotted in Figure 5 at the optimum 1.07 μm wavelength and at the nearby 1.09 μm 

wavelength. The figure clearly shows that the Frank–Keldysh effect decreases very 

rapidly increasing the wavelength, to become close to 0 at 1.55 μm, the wavelength of 

interest in optical telecommunications. This effect is preferably used in direct bandgap 

semiconductors, where the absorption threshold is well defined. 
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2.2.3 Thermo-optic Effect in Silicon 

In order to explain the thermo-optical effect, the refractive index can be written as a 

complex number, n + ik, where n (conventional refractive index) is the real part and the 

optical extinction coefficient k is the imaginary part. This last coefficient is directly 

related to the optical absorption coefficient of the material (α) by the relation k = αλ/4π 

The thermo–optical effect lies on the fact that the refractive index is not a constant with 

respect to temperature. Thermally induced modulations of the complex refractive index 

originate from three major effects, namely the changes in the distribution functions of 

carriers and phonons, the temperature induced shrinkage of the bandgap, and the thermal 

crystal expansion. As the temperature rises, the latter mechanism decreases the optical 

density and, consequently, the refractive index. The variation of the refractive index with 

the temperature at a constant pressure is called the thermo-optical coefficient. 

To evaluate the thermo-optical effect the n variation as a function of temperature 

(∂n/∂T), the thermo-optical coefficient, must be observed. Its unit is per degree 

centigrade or Kelvin, and it ranges between 10
−3

 and 10
−6

 [K
−1

]. The thermo-optical 

coefficient of most of the semiconductors commonly used in optoelectronics has been 

measured by Bertolotti et al. [21] using the prism technique, in a wide wavelength range, 

from 0.5 to 12 μm, for temperatures in the range 15–35◦C. The results for silicon and 

germanium are shown in Figure 6. They found a value of 1.86 × 10
−4

 K
−1

 at 1.55 μm for 

the thermo optical coefficient in Si. Typically, the Si thermo-optical coefficient is three 

times greater than in classical thermo-optical materials and eight times greater than in 

silica-based materials [22]. Studies [23] performed as a function of the temperature in a 

wider range, 300–580 K, and reported in Figure 6 show a linear dependence of the 

thermo-optical coefficient in the observed temperature range with a variation from the 

1.86 × 10
−4

 K
−1

 value measured at room temperature up to 2.4×10
−4

 K
−1

 at the 

maximum temperature measured. The data indicate no dependence on sample doping or 

crystal orientation. 
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Figure 5: Field dependence of electro refraction at 1.07 μm (circle) and 1.09 μm (square) for Si. 

Dashed lines are extrapolations [18]. 

 

Figure 6: Temperature coefficients of the refractive indexes of Ge and Si and calculated dn/dT 

dependence [21].  
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Figure 7: Measured thermo-optical coefficient in various silicon samples. Interpolation of data as a 

second-order polynomial is shown as a solid line [23]. 

The linear dependence was fitted by a polynomial showing a weak quadratic 

dependence. In particular, 

∂n/∂T= 9.48 × 10
−5

 + 3.47 × 10
−7

T − 1.49 × 10
−1

0T
2 

(K
−1

)       (2.9) 

Finally, the Si room temperature value is double of the LiNbO3 coefficient at the same 

wavelength and 15-fold higher than the fiber silica coefficient as shown in Figure 7[24]. 

As mentioned earlier, not only is the real part of the complex refractive index affected by 

optical properties a modification, e.g. due to temperature changes, but also the 

absorption coefficient varies. Nevertheless, for the thermo-optic effect, the absorption 

variation (dα) as a function of the temperature (dT) for a lightly doped (1 × 10
16

 cm
−3

) Si 

sample at a wavelength of 1.55 μm is of dα/dT ≈ 10
−4

cm−1K
−1

, hence the absorption 

coefficient variation is low [25]. 

2.2.4 Plasma dispersion effect 

The most important physical phenomenon affecting the silicon refractive index is the 

free carrier absorption. In fact, the optical properties of silicon are strongly modified by 

injection of charge carriers into an undoped sample (+ΔN) or by removal of free carriers 

from a doped sample (–ΔN). In particular, a photon can be absorbed by free carriers 

causing intra-band transitions, the inter-band contribution being negligible. On account 
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of the high density of states at the band edges, the optical excitation of an electron from 

the valence band to the conduction band exhibits only a very weak dependence on the 

carrier concentration [18]. Therefore, a change of the complex refractive index due to the 

injection of carriers originates from an increase of the free carrier absorption. Optically, 

it does not make much difference whether carriers come from impurity ionization or 

from injection, thus they will be assumed as equivalent in the rest of the discussion. 

Three carrier effects are important (1) traditional free carrier absorption; (2) Burstein–

Moss band filling that shifts the absorption spectrum to shorter wavelengths, and (3) 

Coulombic interaction of carriers with impurities, an effect that shifts the spectrum to 

longer wavelengths. To theoretically describe the free carriers-optical effect, the Drude 

model [26], which regards the charge carriers as harmonic oscillators with vanishing 

binding energies, has been used. Solving the equation of motion in the frequency domain 

the electrical polarizations due to the displacement of the electrons and the holes are 

obtained. The complex refractive index is then calculated by expanding the square root 

of the dielectric constant. The calculation provides the variation of both the real part of 

the refractive index Δn and the absorption coefficient Δα as a function of the variation of 

the electrons and holes concentrations, ΔNe and ΔNh, respectively,  

      
    

         
  

   

    
 

   

    
         

      
    

         
  

   

         
 

   

         
        (2.10) 

where n is the refractive index of unperturbed crystalline Si, e the electron charge, λ the 

light wavelength, ε0 the permittivity of free space, c the speed of light, m*ce and m*ch are 

the conductivity effective mass of electrons and holes, respectively, while μe and μh are 

the electrons and holes mobility, respectively. Substituting the material parameters of 

silicon at the two wavelengths most important in telecommunication (1.3 and 1.55 μm) 

they become: 

Δn = Δne +Δnh = −8.35 × 10
−22

ΔNe + 5.70 × 10
−22

ΔNh 

Δα = Δαe +Δαh = 2.51 × 10
−19

ΔNe + 3.91 × 10
−19

ΔNh,      (2.11) 

Δn = Δne +Δnh = −1.2 × 10
−23

ΔNe + 8.0 × 10
−24

ΔNh 

Δα = Δαe +Δαh = 3.6 × 10
−19

ΔNe + 5.1 × 10
−19

ΔNh,        (2.12) 
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respectively, where Δne (Δαe) and Δnh (Δαh) are the n(α) changes due to electrons and 

holes contributions, respectively. However, an accurate description of the plasma-optical 

effect needs to consider all scattering processes that are assisted by phonons or 

impurities since free carrier absorption requires the interaction with a third particle for 

momentum conservation. Although these effects are implicitly included in the mobility, 

they are not treated rigorously by the Drude model. In order to obtain a theory closer to 

the experimental observations, Soref and Bennet [18] collected experimental data about 

the absorption spectra of heavily doped samples [27, 28] and calculated the real part of 

the refractive index from the Kramers-Kronig relation [29]. Since n and k are related by 

the Kramers-Kronig dispersion relations, the same relations hold for their variations, Δn 

and Δk. The results of their calculations are at 1.3 um: 

Δn = Δne +Δnh = −6.2 × 10
−22

ΔNe + 6.0 × 10
−18

 (ΔNh) 
0.8

,      (2.13) 

Δα = Δαe +Δαh = 6.0 × 10
−18

ΔNe + 4.0 × 10
−18

ΔNh,           (2.14) 

 

and at 1.55 μm: 

Δn = Δne +Δnh = −8.8 × 10
−22

ΔNe + 8.5 × 10
−18

 (ΔNh) 
0.8

,       (2.15) 

Δα = Δαe +Δαh = 8.5 × 10
−18

ΔNe + 6.0 × 10
−18

ΔNh.         (2.16) 

 

The most important difference with respect to the Drude model shown here is a Δn 

dependence on ΔNh 
0.8

. Actually, they also report a Δn dependence on ΔNe
1.05

. The last 

dependence is quite close to the Drude theory value and is generally not considered. 

More recently, Huang et al. [29] reported concentration dependence proportional to 

ΔNe
1.07

 and ΔNe
1.03

 at a wavelength of 1.3 μm. The real part of the complex refractive 

index and the absorption coefficient, as derived from (2.15) and (2.16) are plotted in 

Figure 8a and 8b respectively. Figure 9(a) shows the relation between the absorption co-

efficient vs the photon energy in silicon. From Kramers-Kronig theorem the real part of 

the refractive index can be computed as shown in Figure 9(b). A comparison of Drude 

model and Soref model is shown in Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(b). 
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Figure 8: (a) Real part of the refractive index and (b) absorption coefficient for a wavelength of 1.55 

μ m, as derived from (2.15) and (2.16), respectively [18]. 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9: (a) Experimental optical absorption spectra of c-silicon as a function of electron 

concentration (b) calculated refractive index change as a function of electron concentration based on 

Kramers-Kronig theorem at wavelength=1.55um.The circle lines are for holes and solid lines are for 

electrons [18, 30].  
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Figure 10: (a) refractive index change based on Soref model (solid, triangle) and Drude model 

(dashed, circle) (b) absorption coefficient change based on Soref model (solid, triangle) and Drude 

model (dashed, circle) at wavelength =1.55um [18, 30]. 

2.2.5 Different materials for Optical Modulators 

The performance of optical modulators depends not only on the different modulation 

effects but also on the material properties. Our primary focus is on the Si based materials 

and along with it dielectrics and III-V materials which can be employed as optical 

modulators [30]. Figure11shows different materials used for optical modulation 

applications. 

 

 Figure 11: Materials for Modulation [30]. 
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2.2.6 Previous work on Si based Optical Modulators  

 

Figure 12: Progress of Si Modulators from 1980-1989 [30]. 

 

Figure 13: Progress of Si Modulators from 1990-2004 [30]. 
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Figure 14: Progress of Si Modulators from 2004-2007 [30]. 

 

Figure 15: Progress of Si Modulators from 2007-2011 [31]. 

Figure 11, Figure 12, Figure 13, Figure 14 and Figure 15 shows the historic development 

of optical modulators since 1980. In 2011 a high speed modulator based on delay 

breakdown effect reported an operating speed of 238 GHz with 18 V driving voltage 

signals [32]. 
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3. SiGe HBT and its technology generations 

3.1 The SiGe HBT 

Wireless communication links demand very sensitive and highly selective RF integrated 

circuits. In recent years, SiGe HBTs have demonstrated excellent high speed 

performance, which is compatible to the performance achieved by the GaAs based 

heterostructure devices. Moreover, there has been considerable recent interest in using 

the cryogenic temperature environment to improve the performance of digital circuits 

and the applications of deep space network (DSN) However, the conventional low-cost 

Si based devices with poor frequency and power response have been extensively studied 

to push both cutoff frequency and maximum oscillation frequency over 200 GHz [38]. 

Especially, SiGe HBTs have stood for the high frequency and high power performance 

of Si technology. These transistors employ Ge content in the base region with gradual 

change in the composition to improve device characteristics. In addition, SiGe HBT 

technology can be integrated with the CMOS, which makes the ideas of system on a chip 

(SOC) available by using the BiCMOS approach  

Introducing Ge into Si has a number of consequences. First and most important, 

because Ge has a larger lattice constant than Si, the energy bandgap of Ge is smaller than 

that of Si (0.66 eV vs. 1.12 eV), and thus SiGe will have a bandgap smaller than that of 

Si, making it a suitable candidate for bandgap engineering in Si. The compressive strain 

associated with SiGe alloys produces additional bandgap shrinkage, and net result is a 

bandgap reduction of approximately 75 meV for each 10% of Ge introduced. This Ge-

induced “band offset” occurs predominantly in the valance band, making it conductive 

for use in tailoring npn bipolar transistors. In addition, the compressive strain lifts the 

conduction and valance band degeneracy‟s at the band extremes, effectively reducing the 

density-of-states and improving the carrier mobility‟s with respect to pure Si.  

 

 

 

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as: J.D Cressler and G. Niu, “Silicon-Germanium 

Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors” Boston Artech House, 2003 and J.-S. Rieh, D. Greenberg, A. Stricker, 

member and G. Freeman, Invited paper on “Scaling of SiGe Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors”, 

Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 93, No. 9, September 2005. 
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Because a practical SiGe film must be very thin if it is to remain stable and hence 

defect free, it is a natural candidate for use in the base region of a bipolar transistor, 

which by definition must be thin to achieve high-frequency operation. The SiGe HBT 

represents the first practical bandgap-engineered transistor in the Si material system. The 

outstanding performance of SiGe HBT, particularly in terms of current gain, early 

voltage (VA), and cut-off frequency (fT), can best be explained by examining a schematic 

energy bandgap diagram. The standard rule of thumb for SiGe device design is 74 

meV/percent of Ge (mole fraction), which represents an acceptable approximation across 

the practical range of 0-30% Ge content used in transistor design [33]. 

3.2 Band Gap Engineering 

The essential operational differences between the SiGe HBT and the Si BJT are best 

illustrated by considering a schematic energy band diagram. In a graded base device 

construction, the Ge content is linearly graded from 0% near the metallurgical emitter-

base (EB) junction to some maximum value of Ge content near the metallurgical 

collector-base (CB) junction, and then rapidly ramped back down to 0% Ge. The 

resultant overlaid energy band diagrams for both the SiGe HBT and the Si BJT, biased 

identically in forward-active mode, are shown in Figure 16. It can be seen that a Ge 

induced reduction in base bandgap occurs at the EB edge of the quasi-neutral base and at 

the CB edge of the quasi-neutral base. This grading of the Ge across the neutral base 

induces a built-in quasi-drift field in the neutral base that will impact minority carrier 

transport. This valence band to conduction band translation is fortuitous, given that the 

induced drift field associated with the now position-dependent conduction band edge 

will positively influence the minority electron transport through the base, as desired. In a 

well-designed SiGe HBT, the SiGe-Si heterojunction on the CB side of the neutral base 

is intentionally buried in the strong band bending of the CB junction, and thus is not 

visible in the band diagram at low-injection. 
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Figure 16: Energy band diagram for a Si BJT and graded-base SiGe HBT, both biased in forward 

active mode at low-injection [33]. 

However, under high level injection, this is not the case, and SiGe-Si heterojunction will 

have important consequences on device performance at high JC. When VBE is applied to 

forward bias the EB junction, electrons are injected from the electron-rich emitter into 

the base across the EB potential barrier. The injected electrons diffuse across the base, 

and are swept into the electric field of the CB junction, yielding a useful collector 

current. At the same time, the applied forward bias on the EB junction produces a back-

injection of holes from the base into the emitter. If the emitter region is doped heavily 

with respect to the base, however, the density of back-injected holes will be small 

compared to the forward-injected electron density, and hence a finite current gain  

results. The introduction of Ge into the base region has two tangible dc consequences: 

Firstly, the potential barrier to injection of electrons from emitter into the base is 

decreased as shown in Figure 17. This will yield exponentially more electron injection 

and hence higher current gain, provided the base current remains unchanged. The 

introduction of Ge effectively decouples the base doping from the current gain, thereby 

providing device designers with much greater flexibility than in Si BJT design. We can 

effectively trade the higher gain induced by the Ge band offset for a higher base doping 

level, leading to lower net base resistance, and hence better dynamic switching and noise 

characteristics. Secondly the presence of a finite Ge content in the CB junction will 

positively influence the output conductance of the transistor, yielding higher early 

voltage.  
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Figure 17: Illustration of the bandgap changes induced by the introduction of Ge into the base 

region of an n-p-n SiGe HBT [33]. 

As discussed above the current gain ratio between a silicon germanium and Si 

transistor is given by: 

     (3.1) 

where is the effective density of states ratio between SiGe and Si, and γ is the minority 

carrier diffusion ratio between SiGe and Si [33]. The early voltage VA increases since the 

smaller base bandgap near the collector-base junction suppresses the neutral base 

depletion for increasing applied CB voltage. The VA ratio between SiGe and Si is given 

as:  

     (3.2) 

The base transit time decreases since the graded energy bandgap could generate a "quasi-

electric" field to accelerate charged carriers in the base. The base current is now 

composed by not only the diffusion current but also the drift current. Hence, a higher 

cut-off frequency (fT) is achieved. The transit time ratio of τb is 

     (3.3) 
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3.3 SiGe Technology Trends  

Although SiGe technology is a new star in the semiconductor world, the concept of SiGe 

HBT is almost as old as the invention of the transistor itself. In the first transistor patent, 

Shockley mentioned combining Si and Ge to form a SiGe HBT. In 1957, Kroemer 

pioneered the theory of HBT [34]. However, the early HBTs were manufactured using 

III-V compound semiconductors, like gallium-arsenide (GaAs) and indium phosphide 

(InP), because effective heterojunction formation requires two semiconductors with 

similar lattice spacing. Unfortunately, Ge has a larger lattice constant than Si, with a 

lattice mismatch of roughly 4.2%. It was 30 years before the concept could be realized 

practically due to material growth limitations. Device-quality SiGe films were first 

achieved in the mid-1980s using ultra-high vacuum/chemical vapor deposition 

(UHV/CVD) techniques [35]. Once this obstacle was overcome, SiGe technology was 

ready to enter its golden age. Figures18 and 19 shows the representative cross-section 

and doping profile of the first-generation (50 GHz peak). 

 

Figure 18: Representative cross-section of the first- and second-generation SiGe HBTs [33]. 
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Figure 19: Representative doping profile of the first-generation SiGe HBT [33]. 

SiGe HBT demonstrated by IBM in 1990 [36]. The year 2001 was a milestone. During 

the first six months, the second-generation (120 GHz peak fT) SiGe HBT was 

successfully fabricated [37], followed almost immediately, in November, by breaking 

the 200 GHz peak fT barrier, thus introducing the third-generation SiGe HBT [38]. 

Today, the peak fT of state-of-the-art SiGe HBTs is reportedly as high as 350 GHz [39]. 

Figure 20 lists the representative parameters for three distinct SiGe HBT generations. As 

SiGe HBT technology evolves, optimized lateral and vertical scaling is being used to 

obtain an improved frequency response. To suppress the Kirk effect and the 

heterojunction barrier effect, the collector doping has been increased. Thus, as shown in 

the Table 1, the collector current density (JC) at the peak cutoff frequency (fT) rises with 

scaling. However, the increased collector doping needed to sustain this performance gain 

unfortunately produces a strong increase in the collector-base junction electric field, 

which in turn increases impact ionization, raising concerns for device reliability. 

The other potential reliability issue arises due to the self-heating effect. Several studies 

have reported measurements of the thermal resistance of SiGe HBTs [40]. The results 

show that thermal resistance increases as the transistor feature size scales down. This is 

due to the smaller cross-sectional area enclosed by a deep-trench, which effectively 
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pinches the heat flux towards the substrates. For the same power input, the larger 

thermal resistance leads to severe junction temperatures. Thus, some device degradation 

mechanisms will be accelerated, and the device lifetime is likely to be shorter. 

 

Figure 20: Representative parameters for three distinct IBM SiGe HBT BiCMOS technology 

generations [33]. 

3.4 Scaling trends in SiGe HBT 

The performance of semiconductor devices tends to improve as the device dimensions 

shrink. This simple principle of scaling has been the key to the spectacular success of 

semiconductor industry over the past half-century. It has worked for virtually all types of 

transistors, including the Si-based bipolar transistors. 

Historically, scaling has run into apparent hard limits multiple times in the course of 

bipolar technology evolution, which have been successfully overcome with help from 

material and structural innovations, such as the self-aligned base, poly emitter, epitaxial 

base, and, most recently, the SiGe base. SiGe heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs), 

which incorporate such a SiGe base, benefit from the availability of “bandgap 

engineering” owing to the smaller bandgap of SiGe than that of Si. This adjustable 

bandgap provides an entirely new dimension for device design and serves as an 

enormous leverage for performance enhancement, especially when combined with the 

excellent scalability of Si technologies. Such improvement is evidenced by the recently 

reported SiGe HBTs exhibiting cutoff frequency exceeding 350 GHz [38, 39]. Figure 21 

shows accumulated data points for since the early 1980s, which include traditional 

implanted-base Si bipolar junction transistors (BJTs), epitaxial-base Si BJTs, SiGe 

HBTs, and SiGeC HBTs (a variation of SiGe HBTs which incorporate a carbon-doped 
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SiGe base. Over the span of two decades, was increased by a factor of 30, almost 

doubling every four years.  

 

Figure 21: The trend of cutoff frequency fT over the past two decades, categorized by conventional 

implanted-base Si BJTs (I/I Si BJT), epitaxial-base Si BJTs (Epi Si BJT), SiGe HBTs (SiGe HBT), 

and SiGe HBTs with carbon-doped base (SiGeC HBT) [40].  

 

Figure 22: The trend of the gate delay over the past two decades for Si-based bipolar transistors 

[40]. 

Shown in Figure 22 is the trend of the gate delay, which is a measure of technology 

performance rather than of individual device performance. It also approximately follows 

the performance trend doubling every four years (delay reduced by half) over the past 

two decades. These trends for speed parameters are the evident results of incessant 

vertical and lateral scaling efforts, supported by material and structural innovations in 

parallel.  The effect of scaling on speed and performance is the most relevant reason in 

choosing the third generation of SiGe HBT (8hp) and a nanoscale version in our analysis 

in later chapters. This effect is discussed in the next section. 
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3.4.1 Effect of Scaling on speed 

The speed of a device can be represented by various measures and corresponding speed 

parameters. The most widely used speed parameters for transistors are the cutoff 

frequency and the maximum oscillation frequency, which are defined as the frequency 

point where the current gain and the power gain become unity, respectively.  

3.4.1.1 Impact of Scaling on Ft 

The effect of device scaling on Ft can be more effectively viewed through a parameter , 

the emitter-to-collector delay time, defined as the reciprocal of multiplied by a factor of , 

which can be expressed in terms of bipolar device parameters as 

τEC = 1/(2πfT)  

= τE + τB + τC + τCSCL 

= KT/qIc *CEB + ( KT/qIc + Rc + RE) *CCB + WB
2
/γDn + WCSCL/2*vsat       (3.4) 

where is the Boltzmann constant, is temperature, is unit electronic charge, is collector 

current, and are emitter-base and collector-base capacitances, and are collector and 

emitter resistances, is neutral base width, is base-collector space charge region (SCR) 

width, is electron diffusion constant, is the saturation velocity, and is the field factor 

which is a measure of the quasi-electric field established in the base. Both vertical and 

lateral scaling affect the device parameters with vertical scaling having the primary 

impact because typical bipolar transistors are vertically layered as shown in the 

schematic cross section of a modern SiGe HBT (Figure 23). 

 

Figure 23: Schematic cross section of a modern SiGe HBT [40]. 
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For vertical scaling, collector scaling and base scaling have the major impacts in 

practical device structures. The primary effect of collector scaling is the reduction of, 

which is usually achieved by increasing the collector doping concentration, resulting in a 

reduction in the transit time across the B-C SCR. The reduction of, however, necessarily 

involves an increase in, leading to increased RC delay. Therefore, collector scaling 

requires a precise balance between these two conflicting parameters for the optimal 

speed improvement. A commonly practiced approach for Si-based bipolar transistors to 

minimize the increase due to the increased is to selectively implant the intrinsic portion 

of the collector [the resultant pedestal-shaped structure is called the selectively 

implanted collector (SIC)]. A secondary effect of the collector scaling with increased is 

the increase of the Kirk current, the collector current at which a base-widening known as 

the Kirk effect takes place. As the Kirk effect occurs when the mobile carrier 

concentration becomes comparable to the background doping concentration, higher 

doping concentration effectively delays the onset of the base-widening, thus increasing 

the maximum driving current level and reducing the minimum values of and another 

effect of collector scaling is an increase in the average velocity across B-C SCR due to 

enhanced ballistic transport [33], leading to a reduced and tend to decrease with vertical 

scaling as the resistive parasitic vertical paths for current are shortened. The key effect of 

base scaling is the decrease of and resultant reduction of the transit time across the 

neutral base region, which is usually achieved by reducing as-grown boron-doped layer 

thickness along with the suppression of boron out diffusion in the subsequent process 

steps. For the out diffusion suppression, reduced thermal cycle and the inclusion of 

carbon in the SiGe base region (for SiGeC HBTs) are currently the most viable options 

[33]. A secondary effect of base scaling, especially for devices with graded base 

bandgap such as typical SiGe(C) HBTs, is the increased quasi-electric field in the base 

region that leads to reduced (when the peak Ge composition is assumed fixed). Base 

scaling, however, tends to increase the intrinsic base sheet resistance and, therefore, the 

total base resistance. One advantage of base scaling over collector scaling is the fact that 

it does not degrade the B-C breakdown voltage, which makes base scaling a more 

favored option for the speed enhancement in power devices. The impact of lateral 

scaling on is not as pronounced as vertical scaling, but a certain level of lateral scaling 
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needs to accompany vertical scaling. Most evidently, the inevitable increase from 

vertical scaling can be effectively compensated by lateral scaling. Such compensation 

applies to, too. However, lateral dimension reduction leads to the degradation of and as a 

result of the laterally pinched vertical current paths.  

3.4.2 Current Density and Scaling 

Increased operation current density of a device is favored for current drivability as well 

as speed improvement. From the reliability perspective, however, it imposes mostly 

adverse effects on the device. Several types of degradations have been reported for 

bipolar transistors operated under elevated collector current density: base leakage current 

increase, emitter resistance variation, and mid- range base current level shift [40]. 

Although complicated, most of these degradations can be attributed to the damage of Si-

dielectric interface around the emitter and the instability of the thin oxide layer inserted 

at the emitter poly-mono interface. Self-heating becomes severe with increased, too, 

resulting in junction temperature rise and the acceleration of device degradation. Vertical 

scaling tends to increase the collector current level. Both base and collector scaling 

promote increase, but by distinct mechanisms and from different aspects. Base scaling 

generally leads to an increase in for a given, since the reduced decreases the base 

Gummel number. In actual circuit design, however, there is no hard constraint for tuning 

in most cases, and preferred level can be recovered by readjusting. Hence, increase due 

to base scaling is not quite a practical reliability issue.  
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Figure 24: Increasing trend of Jc peak with Ft for Si-based bipolar transistors [40]. 

On the other hand, collector scaling with increased would rise at peak condition, due to 

the delayed onset of the Kirk effect. Therefore, for device operations near peak 

condition, raised from collector scaling would actually enhance the overall operation 

current level, leaving a device potentially more susceptible to the reliability issues. 

 Figure 24 illustrates the trend at peak over the peak for Si-based bipolar transistors. This 

apparently excessive current density, however, is still much lower than typical density 

for the channel current in most advanced nMOS devices, which is 50–100 mA m when 

channel conducting path width of nm is assumed. It is also noted from the trend that Jc 

peak for epitaxial-base Si BJTs is slightly higher than that of SiGe HBTs with a similar 

speed. In other words, epitaxial- base Si BJTs is slower than SiGe HBTs for a similar, 

which is a clear evidence of the superior speed performance of SiGe HBTs, largely due 

to their smaller. Lateral scaling leads to a slight apparent increase in, as the relative 

contribution from the fringing current becomes more pronounced.  
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4. Evaluation of adapting 8hp SiGe HBT as an Electro-optic modulator 

In this chapter a well-rounded viability evaluation of adapting IBM 8HP SiGe HBT 

device into an electro-optic (EO) modulator is investigated. It uses high density electron-

hole plasma dispersion at very high speeds to convert signal from electrical domain into 

optical domain. Numerical simulations performed on Cadence 8hp kit shows that the 

SiGe HBT enhances significantly the performances obtained compared to any other Si 

based devices. A device model is proposed to emulate the IBM 8HP device, so that 

optical modulation efficiency can be estimated. MEDICI simulation on this model 

agrees with the Cadence result in small-signal response, suggesting the resemblance 

between the model and 8HP device. Switching speeds of 80 Gbit/s can be obtained using 

this device.  

4.1 Introduction 

 Fast modulation of optical signals with low cost devices is of great interest to 

many fields ranging from on-chip or intra-chip interconnects to Si photonics for 

telecommunication. In this chapter, we present the analysis of the charge stored during 

the turn-on transient and the turn off transient of npn SiGe HBT. We report the fastest 

ever recorded data transmission rate of 80 Gbit/s for an EO modulator. From the charge 

calculation we also report the π phase shift interaction length required. To achieve this a 

third generation SiGe HBT 8HP technology from IBM is used because of its high unity 

gain cut-off frequency of 207 GHz and its feasibility to scale to even higher speeds. This 

device can achieve such higher speeds even at lower base drive voltages hence reducing 

power consumption. Due to high injection of carriers at base drive voltages of 0.9V there 

is a huge amount of free carriers which helps in increasing the plasma dispersion effect 

required for a large refraction index change and hence shorter Lπ.  

We use CADENCE 8hp kit to simulate the waveforms generated from a common-

emitter npn configuration. All currents moving into the device is represented as positive 

values. The highest speed ever recorded in an EO modulator of 80 Gbit/s was shown 

using eye diagrams from the simulated waveforms mentioned above. Next, the charge 

stored in the device was computed by integrating the terminal currents using MATLAB 

during the device turn-on mode. This charge was further validated by comparing it with 
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the amount of charge removal during device turn-off. Finally, the charge computed 

above was used to calculate the π phase shift interaction length. The following equation 

was used to compute these charges from terminal currents. 

   dQc  +  dQb   +  dQe  = dQ      (4.1) 

     dt          dt           dt         dt   

where the three terms in the above equation gives the rate of change of charge across 

collector, base and emitter terminals. From the principal of charge conservation at the 

end of 1 cycle (ON + OFF) the total charge in the device should be zero.  

4.2 Simulation Results 

 The circuit simulation is performed in Virtuoso Analog design environment with 

SPECTRE as a simulator integrated with CADENCE. This CADENCE kit used models 

for third generation IBM SiGe HBT 8hp technology. An npn SiGe HBT transistor of 

emitter width 0.12 um and emitter length of 2 um is chosen as shown in Figure 25. The 

peak ft current for this size of the device is 2.84 mA. A base-emitter input voltage pulse 

of 0-900mV is applied at the base of the Common-Emitter configuration. The ramp up 

and ramp down time for the input voltages used were 1ps. The Collector-emitter 

terminal is biased with a fixed voltage of 500 mV to operate the transistor in soft 

saturation when ON.A substrate contact resistance of 1.5KΏ is used to connect it to 

ground. The terminal current waveform is shown in Figure 26. 
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4.2.1 Circuit diagram and Current Plots 

 

Figure 25: Circuit diagram. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

Figure 26: Transient terminal currents for Vbe =0-0.9V for ramp time = 1ps. 
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The applied voltage is a square wave of 0 to 900mv. There are several regimes of 

operations through which the transistor passes as it charges up during the ON time of 

input voltage. At time 0s the input signal is applied. The input rise time of the signal is 1 

ps. There is a large imbalance of charge that is present during this transient region. The 

collector current flows outward from the terminal in the transient region. The base 

current flows into the device and the emitter current is flows out of the device. This 

region can be visualized as the unbalanced region namely when the rate of charge 

entering through the base is not equal to the rate of charge leaving through the collector 

and emitter. It is in this unbalanced region of operation that there is charge build up in 

the device.  

 At 2.6 ps the collector current reverses its direction from negative value to a 

positive value. This reversal of current can be attributed to the fact that after the base 

transit time (~0.7 ps) in the SiGe HBT the diffusion of electrons injected from the 

emitter tries to neutralize the excess positive charges in the quasi-neutral base and slowly 

with time the rate flow of charge reach a steady state value. There is also movement of 

free electrons from the collector to the base across the BC heterojunction, but this 

amount is comparatively low to the electrons injected from the emitter. This difference 

can be seen in the current levels between the emitter and collector from 0 to 1 ps.  

After 1 ps the voltage applied in the Base-Emitter junction is around 900mV and the 

Base-Collector Junction is forward biased by 400mV. But due to the presence of Base 

collector heterojunction the holes in base find it difficult to go across it but the electrons 

can pass through and move into the collector and finally out of the collector terminal and 

hence the reversal of collector current(at 2.6 ps). Beyond 2.6 ps the device is about to 

reach a steady state value of current as we see from the fact that Ic + Ib + Ie becomes 

equal to zero.  
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4.2.2 Eye diagram 

The two eye diagrams below show the data transmission capability of 80 Gbit/s for this 

device. Figure 27 is for a 0-0.9V swing square wave with a bit stream 101010101…and 

Figure 28 is for 0-0.9V square wave for a random bit stream. In our case it is important 

to find the time in which the charge modulation can take place. Because on the basis of 

 

Figure 27: Eye Diagram of 80 Gbit/s charge modulation for 101010101… bit stream. 

 

Figure 28: Eye Diagram of 80 Gbit/s for random bit stream. 
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charge modulation there will be a π phase shift of the light in one of the arms of MZI 

configuration. So predicting that the charge is building up to a value of 2×10
-14

C during 

the ON cycle (Q1 region) shows that the π phase shift will occur in that time for Lπ 

length of the device. Hence the light will turn off at that same time in MZI output. Figure 

27 shows the possibility of charge modulation at 80Gbit/s data rate for a bit stream 

1010101010101. These simulations were carried out in CADENCE 8hp kit by using the 

circuit shown in Figure 25. Figure 28 shows the possibility of 80 Gbit/s data rate for a 

random bit stream. This simulation were carried out in CADENCE 8hp kit by feeding a 

random bit square signal of 0-0.9V at the base of common-emitter configuration of npn 

SiGe HBT.  

4.2.3 Analysis of ON cycle and OFF cycle charges 

4.2.3.1 On Cycle total charge: 

 The behavior of the device described above leads us to compute the net charge 

build up in the device as follows. From the region 0 ps to 2.6 ps the base current is 

positive, the collector and emitter current is negative. From Equation 4.1 we see the sum 

of the currents moving into the device is dQ/dt. Hence by adding the magnitude of the 

terminal currents we will be taking into account the currents going into the device. The 

net current when integrated over time from 0 to 2.6 ps will give the net charge flow into 

the device.  

 From 2.6 ps to 10.8 ps the total excess charge build-up in the device is very small 

but the charge build up from the transient region (0 to 2.6 ps) becomes constant or 

reaches a steady state value. All the above analysis is done during the ON period of the 

input square voltage. By the principle of charge conservation the charge build-up during 

the ON period should be equal to the charge removal on the OFF period.  

During ON cycle the emitter, base and collector charges are extracted for Q1 and Q2 

stage as shown in Figure 29, Figure 30, Figure 31, Figure 32, Figure 33, and Figure 34. 

Figure 35 and Figure 36 shows the net total charge in Q1 and Q2 stage. 
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Figure 29: Base charge Q1 at base terminal. 

 

Figure 30: Base charge Q2 at base terminal. 
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Figure 31: Collector charge Q1 at Collector terminal. 

 

Figure 32: Collector charge Q2 at Collector terminal. 
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Figure 33: Emitter charge Q1 at emitter terminal. 

 

Figure 34: Emitter charge Q2 at Emitter terminal. 
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Figure 35: Total charge in Base due to Emitter, Base and collector terminal in Q1. 

 

Figure 36: Total charge in Base due to Emitter, Base and collector terminal in Q2. 
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4.2.3.2 Off cycle total Charge: 

   During the OFF cycle the base terminal current is negative (going out) and the 

Collector and emitter current is positive (going in). Figure 26 shows the base, collector 

and emitter currents in the OFF period. Figure 37, Figure 38 and Figure 39 shows the 

terminal currents and the integrated charge vs time.  

The total rate of change of charge in the device is the sum of the base charge the 

collector charge and the emitter charge. In our case the base charge is negative and the 

emitter and collector charge is positive because of the sign of the terminal currents. 

Hence we subtract the base charge from the sum of emitter and collector charge to get 

the net total charge in the device. Figure 40 shows the net charge that is removed from 

the device. For 0-900mV square drive voltage in the base the net charge removed is      

2. ×10
-14

C.  

 

Figure 37: Base charge in Q3 due to Base terminal. 
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Figure 38: Collector charge Q3 due to Collector Terminal. 

 

Figure 39: Emitter Charge Q3 due to emitter terminal. 
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Figure 40: Total off charge in Q3 due to Emitter Base and collector terminal. 

  

Total Cycle charge: 

These total charge computed is effectively stored in the base but flows out of these 

terminals Emitter, Base  and Collector. Hence from this charge we can compute the 

carrier density of electrons (cm
-3

) by: charge stored (C) /(e*Ew*El*Ed*1×10
-12

) , 

where Ew = 0.12 µm, El = 2 µm, Ed = 0.03 µm. From the Figure 41 the charge stored = 

2.3×10
-14

. For this amount of charge the carrier density comes out to be 2×10
19

 cm
-3

. 
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Figure 41: Total charge in Base due to emitter base and collector terminal. 

4.2.4 Analysis of Lπ and power consumption 

The table below shows the various base drive voltages in Common Emitter configuration 

and the corresponding rise time (s), fall time (s), pi phase shift interaction length (Lpi), 

dynamic power consumption (W) and charge stored (C). 
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Table 4.1: Summary of charge stored, Lπ, Energy consumption Rise and fall time for different base 

drive voltages 

Vbe(V) Rise 

time(ps) 

Fall 

time(ps) 

Lpi(um) Energy 

consumption 

(fJ/bit/um) 

Charge 

stored(C) 

0-1V 5.4ps 1.45ps 334.17 TM 

766.4  TE  

8.74  4.00×10
-014

 

0-0.9V 4.82ps 0.8ps 520.85 TM   

1186.2 TE 

3.6   2.30×10
-014

 

0.4-0.9V 5.1ps 1ps 520.85 TM   

1186.2 TE 

 3.50  1.10×10
-014

 

0.6-0.9V 5.3ps 1.168ps 520.85 TM   

1186.2 TE 

 3.38 9.80×10
-015

 

 

 For 0-1 V the BC junction gets more forward biased and hence the collector 

current waveform during OFF period shows a storage time which was negligible for 

lower base drive voltages. Also the steady state collector current grows upto 3.3 mA 

which is higher than the peak ft current (~ 2.84mA) defined for this device size. These 

facts lead to the rise in the rise time and fall time of the signal than lower base drive 

voltages even though the charge stored in the device increases. At higher base drive 

voltages the device moves deeper into saturation which slows down the signals and 

hence undesirable. 

It is interesting to note that at base drive voltages of 0.6V to 0.9 V the total charge in the 

device is still in the 10
-14

C orders of magnitude. As we lower the base drive voltage to 

0.6-0.9V the charge stored in the device reduces a little to 9.8×10
-14 

C. However, there is 

a trade off in this approach. From the table 4.1 and Figure 42, Figure 43, Figure 44, and 

Figure 45, we can see the dynamic power consumption also reduces for one time period. 

Hence to choose an optimum base drive voltage for an optimum value of charge stored 

in the device we have to take into consideration the dynamic power consumption of the 

device. From the above values we can see that the 0-0.9V of base drive voltage gives the 
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required amount of charge for Lpi of 534.17 µm and a power consumption of 3.6 fJ/ bit/ 

µm. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 42: Power Consumption for Vbe 0-0.9V square voltage. 

 

 

 

  

  

         

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 43: Power Consumption for Vbe 0-1V square voltage.  
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Figure 44: Power Consumption for voltage Vbe 0.4-0.9V square wave. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 45: Power Consumption for square voltage Vbe 0.6-0.9V square. 
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4.2.5 Analysis using 8XP 

Recently IBM released 8XP which is the early preview of 9HP. The fT of 8XP is 

350GHz which is 140GHz faster than the current 8HP model. The charge was computed 

for 50 GHz signal and it was seen that the charge (2×10
-14

) and carrier density (1.8×10
19 

cm
-3

) is almost about the same as 8HP. Hence there is feasibility of operating the 

modulator at higher speeds and shorter interaction length. The simulation results is 

shown in Figure 46. 

 

Figure 46: The total charge build-up and discharge for 8XP. 

4.2.6 Analysis for Vbe 0-1V 

Figure 47 shows the circuit diagram for analyzing the charge modulation for 0-1V 

swing. Figure 48 and Figure 49 shows the terminal currents and charge modulation for 

0-1V input swing. 
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Figure 47: Circuit for Vbe 0-1 V. 

 

Figure 48: The total charge build-up and discharge for Vbe 0-1V. 
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Figure 49: Total charge build-up and discharge for Vbe =0-1V. 

Carrier Density = 
          

                     
 =           

4.2.7 Transient Simulation for 18 um device length 

Based on the calculation for Lπ is calculated to be around 534 µm. Hence it is imperative 

that we analyze the switching speed and the charge stored in the device for device length 

> 2 µm. Cadence 8hp kit provides models for device length up to 18 µm. Hence this was 

chosen as the device lengths for the SiGe HBT npn transistor. The Ew = 0.12 µm and the 

common–emitter configuration circuit was set up as shown in Figure 25. The following 

Figure 50 and Figure 51 shows the rise and fall times for device length of 18 µm to be 

approximately same as that of a 2 µm device. Hence the switching speeds remain the 

same. As for charge stored, Figure 52 shows the charge stored in the device to be 

1.9×10
-13

 C which is larger than that of 2 µm device. This value of charge stored is 

corresponds to 1.6×10
19

 cm-3 of carrier density in 30 nm base. This is the expected 

result that the speed of the device and the carrier density remains the same. So it is 
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possible to have a device of 534 µm and similar switching speeds and carrier density in 

the base.  

 

Figure 50: Rise Time = 4.97 ps. 
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Figure 51: Fall Time = 1.1 ps. 

 

Figure 52: Total charge in 18 um device. 
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4.2.8 Analysis for Vbe = 0-0.9V with tr = tf = 5ps and 2 µm device   

 

Figure 53: Waveforms for Ew = 0.12um El=2 um and tr = tf = 5ps of Vbe = 0-0.9V. 

The EO modulator generally gets it input electrical signals for a rise and fall time of 3 to 

5 ps. Hence the investigation of the 5 ps rise and fall time for the input signal. The 

waveforms are shown in Figure 53 and the charge stored as shown in Figure 54 is about 

the same as for 1 ps rise time of the input square wave signal. 
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Figure 54: Total charge stored for Ew = 0.12um El=2 um and tr = tf = 5ps of Vbe=0-0.9V. 

4.3 Comparison of Transient Currents in Cadence and MEDICI 

The device simulation using MEDICI was also performed and both the large signal and 

small signal analysis was done. But as can be seen from the Figure 55, 56 and 57  

 

Figure 55: Base Current difference between Cadence and MEDICI. 
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the terminal currents are not exactly in agreement with that of Cadence simulation. 

Hence this is a part of future exercise which is mentioned in Chapter 5. The small signal 

cut-off frequency was computed close to the IBM 8HP value and is shown in Figure 58. 

 

Figure 56: Collector Current difference between Cadence and MEDICI. 
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Figure 57: Emitter Current difference between Cadence and MEDICI. 

 

Figure 58: Ft vs Ic curve simulated in MEDICI and compared with IBM 8hp. 
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4.4  Conclusion  

This work suggests and proves the feasibility of an 80 Gbit/s SiGe HBT EO modulator 

with small foot-print.  

The following investigations are performed in later chapters: 

 Design Driver circuits for the EO modulator proposed 

 Solve the discrepancy in CADENCE and MEDICI large signal model and 

compute the charge. 

 Model the device in COMSOL/3D to see the effect of light modulation. 

 Analysis of thermo-optic effect against modulation due to plasma dispersion 

effect. 

 Collaborate on waveguide and low-Q plasma reuse ideas. 

 Collaborate on fabrication of test structures. 
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5. Device Modeling of an 80 Gbit/s SiGe HBT Optical Modulator 

In this chapter we present a rigorous electrical and optical analysis of a strained and 

graded base SiGe Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor (HBT) electro-optic (EO) 

modulator. In this study, we propose a two-dimensional (2-D) model for a graded base 

SiGe HBT structure that is capable of operating at a data bit rate of 80 Gbit/s or higher. 

In this structure a polysilicon/monosilicon emitter (Width = 0.12 µm) and a strained 

SiGe graded base (Depth = 40 nm), a selectively implanted collector (SIC) (Depth = 0.6 

µm) is introduced. Furthermore, the terminal characteristics of this new device modeled 

using MEDICI are closely compared to the SiGe HBT in the IBM production line, 

suggesting the possibility of fast deployment of the EO modulator using established 

commercial processing. The refractive index distribution was generated and 

incorporated in collaboration with Dr. Shengling Deng and Prof. Zhaoran Rena Huang 

of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Optical simulations predict a π phase shift length 

(Lπ) of 240.8 µm with an extinction ratio of 7.5 dB at a wavelength of 1.55 µm. 

Additionally, the trade-off between the switching speed, Lπ and propagation loss with a 

thinner sub-collector is analyzed and reported. 

5.1 Introduction 

Fast modulation of optical signals with low cost devices is of great interest to many 

fields ranging from on-chip or intra-chip interconnections to Si photonics for 

telecommunication. Among the different technologies explored in developing 

modulators, silicon photonics is one of the most promising as it allows mass production 

at an attractive cost and monolithic integration with advanced electronics on a single die 

[40]. Electro-optical effects in strained silicon [42] or quantum-confined stark effect in 

SiGe/Ge quantum wells [43] have been demonstrated recently, but current high speed 

modulators integrated in silicon are based on the plasma dispersion effect [45] and have 

been amply verified by experimental measurements. In 1997, a three terminal Bipolar 

Mode FET (BMFET) integrated in a low loss single mode SOI waveguide was proposed  

 

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as: T. Guha Neogi, Shengling Deng; J. Novak, Jong-Ru Guo; 

R. Clarke, M.R. LeRoy, J.F. McDonald, Z.R.Huang, "Modeling and Analysis of an 80-Gbit/s SiGe HBT 

Electrooptic Modulator," Photonics Journal, IEEE , vol.3, no.1, pp.42-56, Feb. 2011. 
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having a switching time of less than 3.5 ns and a π-phase shift interaction length (Lπ) of 

1 mm [44]. In 2007 IBM reported a P-I-N silicon modulator with bit rates of 10 Gbit/s 

and an Lπ of 100 to 200 µm [46]. In the same year, Intel demonstrated a PN junction 

based high speed modulator of 40 Gbit/s with an Lπ of 1mm in a Mach-Zehnder 

Interferometer (MZI) configuration using a carrier depletion structure combined with 

travelling wave electrodes [47]. In 2005, a depletion mode PN junction based SOI 

modulator was reported with rise and fall times of 7 ps with an effective bandwidth of 60 

GHz [48]. In the same year, a shorter EO modulator length was demonstrated by 

incorporating resonant light–confining structures [49]. III-V based travelling wave 

electro-absorption modulators (TWEAM) using the high quantum-confined stark effect 

has been reported to operate at 80-100 Gbit/s [65]. Modeling of a silicon modulator with 

an operation bandwidth of 74 GHz using a MOS capacitor structure in a ring resonator 

configuration was reported in 2009 [66]. In 1990, Soref proposed the use of SiGe-on-Si 

technology for high speed optical modulation based on a free carrier plasma effect [50]. 

The SiGe modulators reported in the literature exhibited longer device lengths, and RC 

limited bandwidths [51][52]. Several of these studies provide experimental verification 

that the free carrier effect can be utilized. The question that remains now is how fast this 

effect can operate and with what physical length, propagation loss and energy per bit. 

A previous work on a SiGe HBT EO modulator reported an operation bandwidth 

limited to 2.4 GHz [64] and 10.5 GHz with a short Lπ of 73.6 µm [59]. In this new 

structure explored by MEDICI, we designed the doping concentration of all three 

regions, namely emitter, base, and collector, and added mono-crystalline silicon to 

enhance carrier mobility which appears to be critical in improving the speed of the 

device. The reduction in the lateral width of the transistor resulted in lower intrinsic base 

resistance, extrinsic base resistance, and emitter-base and base-collector intrinsic 

capacitances. The key contribution of this study is the improvement in the rise and fall 

times of the EO modulator during large signal switching. This is achieved by the 

introduction of mono-crystal silicon layer on the thin SiGe epitaxial base and the 

compressively strained SiGe base on the selectively implanted collector (SIC). The rise 

time is improved by enhancing the mobility of both the electrons and holes in the base. 

The monosilicon cap layer and the graded Ge base, which introduces a built in electric 
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field, accelerate the vertical transport of electrons. The compressive strain in the SiGe 

base enhances the lateral and vertical hole mobility. The fall time is improved due to the 

smaller recombination lifetime in the reduced bandgap SiGe base and lesser charge 

storage in the polysilicon emitter. However, the thickness of the base is limited by the 

punch-through effects due emitter-base and base-collector depletion capacitances. This 

limited thickness also limits the strain induced mobility enhancement. A thinner base 

reduces the base transit time of the electrons but at the same time reduces the overlap of 

the optical field with the carriers and hence the modulation efficiency. Additionally, at 

extremely thin bases (below 20 nm) the numerical simulation techniques used should 

accurately model the transport of highly energetic electrons and holes.  

In this chapter, we also analyze the terminal characteristics of the HBT, namely small 

signal cut-off frequency, current gain, and transient response. A close match is obtained 

in comparison with npn HBTs using IBM‟s 8HP technology [54] studied by CADENCE 

simulator. This suggests that the modulator can be manufactured using the IBM 8HP 

fabrication process through the brokerage service provider MOSIS [62].Two 

independent device and circuit simulation tools have been employed at each step of the 

simulation to cross check the results wherever possible. These simulations strongly 

support the primary conclusion of this study that the proposed SiGe EO modulator can 

operate at 80 Gbit/s or perhaps beyond. To confirm that the rise and fall time of the EO 

modulator is only a few picoseconds, we study the time evolution of the free carrier 

plasma including both electrons and holes in the device. In addition, we verify that the 

SiGe HBT waveguide is single mode at both zero bias and high bias (Vbe = 1.1 V). The 

extinction ratio of the MZI, the dynamic power consumption, and the attenuation of the 

wave propagation are also computed in this study. Finally, the trade-off between the 

waveguide propagation loss and the device speed as a result of thinning of the sub-

collector region is analyzed. The viability of a SiGe based modulator is supplemented by 

the feasibility of an 80 -100 GHz photodetector using a p-Ge/i-Si/n-Si heterojunction 

PIN diode [67]. To the best of our knowledge, it is the fastest Si EO modulator ever 

proposed based on free-carrier plasma effect. Moreover, by using an MZI configuration, 

the proposed EO modulator has provided much better temperature stability compared to 

ring or disk resonator based Si EO modulators [49, 70]. 
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5.2 Device Structure 

The proposed two-dimensional (2D) HBT device structure is shown in Figure 59. 

The typical parameters that represent the HBT technology are the base thickness and the 

emitter width (WE). In this model, an n-doped Polysilicon Emitter with uniform doping 

concentration of 1×10
21 

cm
-3

, width of 0.12 µm and depth of 0.36 µm is chosen. There 

are two symmetric base contacts and two symmetric collector contacts on each side of 

the emitter. This configuration is chosen because of superior driving ability, lower 

thermal resistance, and lower sensitivity to self-heating [57]. The base consists of p-

doped strained SiGe alloy with a thickness of 40 nm and width of 1.7 µm. The 

germanium mole fraction is linearly graded from 19% at Emitter-Base junction to 25% 

at Base-Collector junction [54]. The thin epitaxial base has a peak doping of 5.5×10
19 

cm
-3

. A highly doped p-Polysilicon (3×10
20 

cm
-3

) raised extrinsic base with a thickness 

of 80 nm and width of 0.7 µm is defined on each side of the narrow emitter. A narrow 

distance between the edge of emitter and the edge of raised extrinsic base is chosen to 

reduce the extrinsic base resistance. A Selectively Implanted Collector (SIC) region with 

a thickness of 0.6 µm and width of 0.2 µm is incorporated. The peak doping level of 

8×10
18 

cm
-3

 is chosen in the SIC with a downward gradient toward the base. The 

remaining part of the low doped (N
-
) collector region assumes a background doping of  

2×10
16 

cm
-3

 each side of the SIC. The buried sub collector of width 3.32 µm, depth of 

0.4 µm and high doping concentration of 1.3×10
19 

cm
-3 

is defined to reduce the 

resistance of the sub-collector region which connects the intrinsic BC junction to the 

collector contact. The reach-through layer connecting the sub-collector layer and the 

collector contacts assumes a high doping of 2×10
19 

cm
-3

. The doping profile along the 

center of the device cross-section (AA‟) is plotted in Figure 60. A buried oxide layer 

with a thickness of 0.2 µm and width of 3.32 µm is assumed just below the sub-

collector. Figure 59 assumes a silicon substrate below the buried oxide with a doping 

concentration of 2×10
16 

cm
-3

. As shown in Figure 59, there are two shallow trenches of 

0.6 µm thickness below the base contacts. The two deep trenches are defined on each 

side of the collector contacts. These trenches are filled with silicon dioxide which 

behaves as an electrical insulator and additionally confines the light due to its low 

refractive index compared to silicon. 
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Figure 59: Schematic cross-section of the proposed HBT EO modulator model.   
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Figure 60: Doping profile verse vertical distance at device centre (AA’) from the surface. 

5.3 Device Modeling 

The electrical characteristics of the HBT EO modulator are explored by a 2D 

simulation tool, MEDICI. The key parameters examined include the free-carrier 

concentration and distribution. These parameters give rise to optical field confinement, 

injection current, DC characteristics and electrical power at transient conditions. An 

optical model is created to design and analyze the mode confinement, π phase shift 

interaction length (Lπ), transmission characteristics, modulation depth, and optical losses 

of the structure. 

5.3.1  Electrical Model 

The 2D simulation package MEDICI from SYNOPSYS [54] is employed to analyze 

the electrical calculations of the proposed HBT device. Suitability of this device 

modeling software to analyze electrical performance in SOI waveguides has been 

demonstrated by other authors [44][67]. This program simulates internal physics and 

device characteristics of semiconductor devices by solving Poisson‟s equation and the 

charge continuity equations for electrons and holes numerically. The software allows a 

complete statistical approach (Fermi–Dirac statistics) when, for example, heavily doped 

regions are considered. Carrier recombination models include Shockley–Read–Hall 
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(SRH) recombination, Auger recombination, and surface recombination. A concentration 

dependent model has been used to determine the carrier mobility. In our simulations, the 

Philips unified model (PHUMOB) [54] and the velocity saturation models [54] are 

chosen for mobility calculation, and to correctly represent the majority and minority 

carrier dynamics of a bipolar device. To account for the excess carrier recombination 

and the heavy doping effects throughout the device, the Slotboom bandgap narrowing 

(BGN) model [54] [56], the concentration dependent SRH (Shockley-Read-Hall) model, 

and the Auger recombination model are included in these simulations [54]. The bandgap 

narrowing parameters for silicon, Polysilicon, and SiGe regions are carefully chosen for 

curve fitting. Ohmic contacts without additional contact resistance or capacitance have 

been assumed.  

The accuracy of device simulation of SiGe HBTs is often determined by how 

accurately carrier transport is described. Three carrier transport models are now 

generally used: the drift-diffusion (DD) model, the hydrodynamic (HD) model, and the 

Monte Carlo (MC) model. Drift-diffusion model of charge transport neglects nonlocal 

transport effects such as velocity overshoot, diffusion associated with carrier temperature 

gradients, and the dependence of impact ionization rates on carrier energy distributions. 

The more detailed HD model approach includes the energy gradient in the current 

equation and considers mobility as a function of the average carrier energy. Local carrier 

heating in high and rapidly varying electric fields is modeled using a self-consistent 

solution of the drift-diffusion and carrier energy balance equations. These carrier energy 

balance equations are included by using ET.MODEL statement in our proposed device 

[54].The basic MC algorithm is based on the individual representation of a significant 

portion of the charge carrier population as computer particles. Hence, one advantage of 

this technique is its ability to depict a complete picture of carrier dynamics based on 

their microscopic material parameters, such as effective masses. MC simulation is 

considered to be the most accurate approach within the framework of semi-classical 

device physics but is not widely used due to its unattractive computing time. Hence, it 

was essential to adopt HD model in this study for accurate investigation at 80 Gbit/s. 

Given the known Ge content and strain-induced changes to the energy, degeneracy, 

and local curvature of both the conduction and valence bands in Si, it is to be expected 
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that both the carrier effective masses will be significantly altered in strained SiGe 

compared to their original Si values. Because carrier transport parameters depend 

intimately on the band structure and the resultant carrier effective masses, all of the 

carrier transport parameters can be expected to change with the addition of Ge to Si. 

These occurrences are captured in the strained SiGe model statement SIGE (EG. 

MODEL=2) [54]. These changes to the device transport parameters in SiGe are 

important because: 1) the collector current in a SiGe HBT is proportional to the minority 

electron mobility in the base (τnb); 2) the base current is proportional to the minority hole 

mobility in the emitter; 3) the base transit time is reciprocally proportional to τnb; 4) the 

base resistance, which is important in dynamic switching, is proportional to the hole 

mobility in the base. These facts are included in Philips unified model (PHUMOB) and 

the velocity saturation models [54].  

In order to compare the terminal currents, forward current gain, Gummel 

characteristics and output characteristics of our proposed device model to the IBM 

certified 8HP model, identical test circuits are constructed and simulated for both. For 

this particular work, simulations of the IBM 8HP models are performed in Virtuoso 

Analog Design Environment with SPECTRE, a simulator integrated with the circuit 

level schematic tool CADENCE. The simulations on our proposed model are performed 

using MEDICI, a device simulator from SYNOPSYS. The primary reason for adopting 

our proposed device model is to exhibit the spatial distribution of the carriers and their 

switching speed, which is not deducible from simulations of IBM 8HP models. 

Additionally, it provides us the ability to verify our model with the IBM 8HP model in 

production. The IBM published manual releases that the NPN SiGe HBT transistor of 

IBM 8HP has an emitter width 0.12 μm. In this work, an emitter length of 2 μm is 

chosen for the SPECTRE simulations. The length is not applicable for MEDICI as it is a 

2D simulator. The temperature for the simulations is chosen as 85 °C. 

5.3.2 Optical Model 

We use the Beam Propagation method (BPM) [58] for the optical analysis of the wave 

propagation in the HBT waveguide. From the values of the electron and hole 

concentrations at any point of the SiGe HBT, the induced real refractive index and 

optical absorption coefficient variations are computed according to [18] 
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(5.1)                                                      

                                                                

              (5.2) 

where, Δn and Δα are the real part of refractive index and the absorption coefficient 

respectively. In Equation 5.1 and 5.2,    represent the carrier density changes, with „e‟ 

and „h‟ denoting electron and hole, respectively. The refractive index files generated 

using the carrier distribution across the device are imported to the HBT waveguide 

constructed in the BPM software [58]. The background index in locations other than the 

device is assumed to be of silicon dioxide with refractive index 1.45. The use of 

crystalline Si (c-Si) instead of polysilicon or amorphous Si as the waveguide core 

reduces scattering and absorption losses [70]. Since the core of our waveguide lies in the 

base and the SIC region, scattering losses due to surface roughness are neglected. 

However, the scattering losses due to the change in free carrier plasma are incorporated. 

The fundamental mode of the waveguide is launched and the Lπ, propagation loss and 

extinction ratio are calculated. Lπ is computed as λ/2Δneff, where λ is 1.55 µm and Δneff is 

effective index variation of the optical channel. 

5.4 Results and discussion 

5.4.1 Electrical Analysis 

To characterize our model it is imperative to consider the DC and small-signal 

characteristics. The cut-off frequency (ft) versus collector current (Ic) curve illustrates the 

unity gain cut-off frequency of the device, which gives insight into the speed of 

operation. To characterize the behavior of the E-B and B-C junction capacitances, it is 

necessary to inspect the forward Gummel characteristics, the forward current gain, and 

the output characteristics of the device. The close match of our model to 8HP data 

confirms the feasibility of this model to be fabricated and tested experimentally through 

MOSIS. To determine the switching speed of the EO modulator, the large signal 

dynamic performance and the time evolution of the electron/hole carrier density of the 

device are computed. 
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5.4.2 Small Signal Cut-Off Frequency 

Vertical scaling of HBTs is often given higher priority than lateral scaling. In 

bipolar design, base thickness and its representative scaling parameter are of the highest 

importance. A thinner base leads to reduced minority carrier transit time and enhanced 

built-in electric field. A base thickness of 40 nm is carefully chosen in our model to push 

the peak cut-off frequency (ft) to 205 GHz, as illustrated in Figure 61. The collector 

current density (IC) corresponding to the peak cutoff frequency is 14.6 mA/µm
2
 at Vcb of 

1 V. For a typical 8HP HBT device, the peak cutoff frequency is in excess of 200 GHz at 

IC ≈ 8-16.5 mA/µm
2
 [54]. The roll-off in the curve beyond ft was obtained by tuning the 

SIC retrograde doping level and shape. A higher peak doping in the SIC pushes the onset 

of high injection condition to higher collector current densities. To control the rate of 

roll-off in the ft verse Ic curve, the slope of the SIC retrograde profile is adjusted to 

1.3×10
17 

cm
-3

/ µm. The lower slope of the retrograde profile resulted in a steeper roll-off 

in the ft vs Ic curve. With the existing device parameters assigned to our model it can be 

concluded that the AC behavior of our model is very close to the IBM 8HP CADENCE 

small-signal model, hence proving the validity of our structure and small-signal model 

parameters.  

 

Figure 61: Small-signal cutoff frequency of Medici model and IBM 8HP. 
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5.4.3 Comparative study between MEDICI and 8HP Model of Forward Gummel, 

Current Gain and Output Characteristics 

To analyze the operation of E-B junction, the forward Gummel characteristics is 

extracted from CADENCE and MEDICI by applying a Vbe sweep from 0 to 1 V with Vcb 

= 0 V. The extracted plots when superimposed further confirm good accuracy for our 

model. This is illustrated in Figure 62. The slotboom bandgap narrowing model is used 

to illustrate the high doping effects bandgap narrowing in the SiGe HBT. According to 

the slotboom model, the bandgap of a semiconductor material is given by Equation. 5.3 

[54] [56]: 

         

Figure 62: Forward Current Gain of MEDICI and IBM 8HP. 
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Figure 63: Forward Gummel Plot of Medici and IBM 8HP model. 

      = V0 × [ln 
      

  
 +     

      

  
                       (5.3) 

where Δ Eg is the bandgap change due to heavy doping effects, Ntotal is the intrinsic 

doping level used in the device (Figure 60), and k is Boltzmann‟s constant. High doping 

bandgap narrowing model parameters includes a voltage parameter, V0, a constant 

parameter, k, and a concentration parameter, N0. The parameter values are chosen to be 

V0 of 5.9 x 10
-3

, N0 of 1.3 x 10
17

, and k of 0.5 for Si and SiGe regions. To illustrate the 

recombination mechanism in the base, the electron (τn0) and hole (τp0) bulk lifetime 

parameters were chosen as 2×10
-5

 s and 2×10
-5

 s respectively [54]. At Vbe biases below 

0.15 V, the collector and base currents start at equal values of 10
-14 

A. The dominant 

component of base current at biases lower than 0.4 V is due to recombination rather than 

diffusion of carriers. Hence, the lifetime parameters played a critical role at those bias 

levels.  
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Figure 64: Ouput IV characteristics of MEDICI model and IBM 8HP model. 
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Figure 65: Transient terminal currents MEDICI model compared to IBM 8HP model. 

As the forward bias is increased to 0.4 V the collector current increases more rapidly 

than the base current. This is because of the heterojunction base resulting in a forward 

current gain as shown in Figure 623. The output characteristics of the SiGe HBT are 

extracted by applying a fixed Vbe of 0.9 V, 1 V and 1.1 V while sweeping Vce from 0 V 

to 0.8 V as shown in Figure 64. 

5.4.4 Comparison of Transient Response of the Terminal Currents 

After validation of the small signal and DC characteristics, it is necessary to 

validate the transient response of the device to verify the switching speed. The base 

doping profile in Figure 60 was adopted. The terminal currents are illustrated in Figure 

65. To perform this experiment, a square pulse of 0 to 0.9 V with 1 ps ramp-up time is 

applied at the base of the transistor in Common-Emitter configuration with collector to 

emitter voltage (Vce) of 0.5 V. This ensures the device is switching from cut-off to 
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saturation during the “ON” phase of 12.5 ps and saturation to cut-off during “OFF” 

phase of 12.5 ps. Based on our model the transient peaks of the base, emitter, and 

collector currents at the ramp-up indicate the turn on of the emitter base junction and 

hence the criticality of emitter and base doping levels. The transient peaks during ramp-

down of Vbe illustrate the removal of the charge stored in the base. These current 

components are strongly dependant on the SRH recombination lifetime parameters. The 

steady state currents are representative of the current gain of the device. A complete 

comparison of the MEDICI and CADENCE transient curves is in Figure 65. In this 

figure, the collector current curve of our MEDICI model displays the rise and fall time 

as 4.7 ps and 3.4 ps respectively, which is very close to the IBM 8HP CADENCE 

model.The switching speed of the SiGe HBT is determined by the B-E and B-C junction 

capacitances; the emitter, base and collector resistances; and the diffusion capacitances. 

Because the transistor is operating as a large signal device the depletion capacitances and 

the diffusion capacitances will vary as transistor moves from cutoff to saturation through 

the active region. 

This model predicts a much faster switching speed compared to our previous model 

[59]. This can be attributed to higher doping used in the emitter, base and collector 

resulting in much lower intrinsic resistances. The presence of thin mono-crystal silicon 

(10 nm) and a thinner base (40 nm) also assist in reducing the transit time of the 

electrons when compared to the previously reported device in [59]. For the device 

without the mono-crystal silicon, a transit delay is observed at the emitter-base junction 

due to the low mobility of the grain boundary interface with the SiGe base. However, the 

mono-crystal silicon-cap interface with SiGe base is devoid of the grain boundaries and 

hence offers lower emitter resistance [69]. In addition, a lateral width of 3.32 µm 

between the two collector contacts is much smaller than the 6.8 µm reported in our 

previous work. This results in reduced base and collector resistances and smaller emitter-

base and collector-base junction areas, thereby reducing the associated capacitances. 

Because of this, the RC time constant decreases which results in reduced switching time. 

5.4.5 Transient Analysis of the Switching Speed of the Carriers 

The steady state hole and electron distribution of the MEDICI model under bias 

of Vbe of 0.9 V, 1.0 V, and 1.1 V is shown in Figure 66and Figure 67, respectively. At 
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1.1 V, the peak change in electron concentration in the base is 1×10
20 

cm
-3

 while the 

peak change in hole concentration is 1×10
20 

cm
-3

.  

 

 

Figure 66: Spatial distribution of the change in hole concentration for Vbe = 0.9 V, 1.0 V and 1.1 V.            
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Figure 67: Spatial distribution of the change in electron for Vbe = 0 V, 0.9 V, 1.0 V and 1.1 V. 

The change in electron and hole concentrations illustrated in Figure 66 and Figure 67 

denote the carrier density at the various bias levels. To satisfy the charge neutrality 

requirement in the collector, there is a significant increase in hole concentration in 

response to the high level injection of electrons. The injection and removal of holes in 

the collector region also contribute to a change in refractive index. Because holes are 

considered slow carriers, it is important to study the time evolution of the charges in 

order to verify that the rise and fall times are on the order of picoseconds. The following 

Figure 68 and  Figure 69 show the electron concentration rise and fall respectively with 

time at the centre of device (x = 0 µm) at Vbe = 1.1 V. Similarly, Figure 70 and Figure 71 

denote the hole concentration rise and fall respectively with time at the centre of device. 

It can be observed from Figure 68 and Figure 70 that the electron and hole 

concentrations rise to about 1% of the maximum in 4 ps and 90% of the maximum in 

about 9.1 ps .This corresponds to 5.1 ps of rise time (tr). Similarly, Figure 69 and Figure 
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71 illustrate the electron and hole concentration fall to 90% in 1.2 ps and to 1% in 4.8 ps. 

This corresponds to a fall time (tf) of 3.6 ps. We chose the baseline carrier concentration 

to be 1% of the maximum charge density to get an optimal extinction ratio. The most 

important point to note is that the maximum concentration of free carriers denoted in 

Figure 66 and Figure 67 corresponds to the maximum concentration of carriers in the 

base and the SIC as denoted in Figure 68, Figure 69, Figure 70, Figure 71. The 

distribution of the charge build-up in the base and SIC determines the Lπ of the 

modulator.  

Considering the rise and fall times discussed above, the modulation speed in GHz is 

defined as the inverse of the sum of switch delays, 1/(tr + tf). Hence, the modulation 

speed or the 3 dB bandwidth is 114 GHz. This corresponds to a data bit rate of 228 

Gbit/s. However, there will be additional switching delay caused by the finite rise and 

fall time of the input driving signals. We estimate this adds an extra delay of ~ 2 ps to ~ 

3 ps, which gives a total delay of ~ 14 ps in circuit implementation of the proposed SiGe 

HBT EO modulator. Additional bandwidth budget is given to the consideration of full 

extinction ratio which requires complete carrier injection and removal in the device. 

Thus, conservatively, we estimate the proposed HBT EO modulator to have an operation 

speed of 80 Gbit/s.  
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Figure 68: Time evolution of free carriers for Vbe = 0 to 1.1 V, Electrons fall time step = 0.6 ps. 
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Figure 69: Time evolution of free carriers for Vbe = 0 to 1.1 V, Electrons fall time step = 0.6 ps. 

 

Figure 70: Time evolution of free carriers for Vbe = 0 to 1.1 V, Holes Rise time step = 0.5 ps.       
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Figure 71: Time evolution of free carriers for Vbe = 0 to 1.1 V, Holes fall time step = 0.6 ps. 

 

Figure 72: Schematic of the emitter segmented modulator driven by TWE configuration. E1, E2 and 

E3 in the sketch denote the   emitter segment 1, 2 and 3, respectively.  

Parasitic resistances and capacitances introduced by the electrical contact pads 

required for longer length of the device will degrade the operational bandwidth. One 

way to overcome this bandwidth limitation is to break the long phase shifter into smaller 
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segments and drive every segment with the same signal delayed by appropriate skew. 

This configuration can be interpreted as a Travelling Wave Electrode (TWE) as shown 

in Figure 72. The fundamental idea underlying the TWE in contrast to lumped electrodes 

is the fact that the distributed capacitance does not limit the modulator speed [66]. 

Proper design will enable identical propagation speed of the optical and the modulating 

electrical signal, permitting the phase modulation to accumulate monotonically 

irrespective of frequency. 

5.5  Optical Property Analysis 

5.5.1 Refractive Index Profiles and Modal characteristics  

The total charge stored in the device in its spatial distribution under various Vbe 

biases, is extracted and imported to BPM for optical property analysis. The mode 

computation is done using the correlation method in the BPM simulation package as it 

has advantages for problems such as leaky, lossy or radiating modes [58]. The 

wavelength is chosen as 1.55 μm. Electron and hole carrier distribution across the XY 

plane of the device is used to create the refractive index map. It is observed that the 

lateral confinement of the launched beam is achieved due to the silicon dioxide shallow 

trenches and deep trenches. However, vertical confinement is not achieved for the 1 µm 

deep sub-collector because of the very small index difference between the base-collector 

region and the sub-collector. Hence, the effect of reducing the thickness of sub-collector 

on the electrical and optical properties of the SiGe HBT is investigated. Interestingly, 

reduction of sub-collector thickness to 0.4 µm results in high vertical confinement of the 

optical modes. For a sub-collector depth of 0.4 µm the generated refractive index 

profiles for the SiGe base and the collector at a depth of 0.6 µm at Vbe of 0 V and Vbe of 

1.1 V are generated. Using these refractive index profiles for sub-collector depths of 1 

µm and 0.4 µm, the mode profiles were computed.     

A Gaussian beam of 1.3 µm × 1 µm is launched between the SiGe base and the sub-

collector along the length of the emitter. For a sub-collector depth of 0.4 µm and a 

launch field of 1.3 µm × 1 µm, the single mode operation is verified.  
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5.5.2 Transmission characteristics of Lπ, Attenuation and Extinction Ratio  

The effective indices of the HBT waveguide are computed at different biasing 

conditions. Since Transverse Magnetic (TM) mode resulted in better interaction with 

free carrier plasma and thus smaller Lπ, the following discussion is based on TM mode. 

The turn on switch is controlled by the Vbe bias, varying between 0 V and 1.0 V or 1.1 

V. In this work, we analyze in detail how the sub-collector thickness will affect the mode 

confinement, Lπ, and attenuation loss. Because the variation of carrier concentration 

takes place near the base and the base-collector junction, it is favorable to push the 

optical mode closer to the base in order to obtain the maximum index modulation over 

the optical field. The mode profiles for the HBT with sub-collector thicknesses (Wsub) of 

1 μm and 0.4 μm under bias of 0 V and 1.1 V are shown in Figure 73, Figure 74, Figure 

75, Figure 76. Single mode operation is verified by BPM mode solver for all conditions. 

For the case that the sub-collector thickness is 1 μm, the emitter upper contour, the 

shallow trench and the SiO2 at the bottom of the device form a ridge-like waveguide 

structure. As the sub-collector thickness is cut back, the shallow trench, having a total 

thickness of 0.6 μm measured from the top of the device, plays an increased role in 

confining the optical mode. For the case that the sub-collector thickness is cut back to 

0.4 μm, the optical mode has a profile similar to that of a rectangular waveguide.  

Table 5.1 below summarizes the rise time and fall time, Lπ and optical loss for various 

sub-collector thicknesses. The rise and fall times increase as the sub-collector thickness 

(Wsub) is cut back. This is because of the increase in the resistance of the sub-collector to 

collector contact path. The decrease of Lπ, as shown in Table 5.1, is anticipated as a 

result of enhanced optical wave and free carrier plasma interaction for thinner sub-

collector thickness. Within the collector region where the majority of the optical field is 

situated, the sub-collector has the highest doping compared to the SIC region and the 

background doping in the collector. For a conventional HBT device, a high sub-collector 

doping is used to reduce the resistance to the electrical contact. For an HBT on SOI or 

growth substrate removed, the electrical contact to the sub-collector is optional. In the 

proposed HBT EO modulator design, we thinned down the sub-collector thickness until 

it was totally removed. This leads to the sharp decrease in the loss due to attenuation 

from 0.041dB/μm for a Wsub of 1 μm to 0.031dB/μm for a Wsub of 0.4 μm. Additional 
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thinning of the sub-collector region from Wsub of 0.4 μm only slightly impacts the 

waveguide loss. Through our study, we conclude that the doping concentration in the 

region occupied by the optical wave should be kept at or below ~ 10
18 

cm
-3

 in order to 

maintain moderate propagation loss due to free carrier plasma scattering.  

 

Figure 73: The Major electric field profiles at λ = 1.55 µm for quasi TM input (Ey), where Wsub 

=sub-collector depth, Wsub = 1 µm and Vbe = 0 V. 

 

Figure 74: The Major electric field profile at λ = 1.55 µm for quasi TM input (Ey), where Wsub =sub-

collector depth, Wsub = 1 µm and Vbe = 1.1 V. 
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Figure 75: The Major electric field profiles at λ = 1.55 µm for quasi TM input (Ey), where Wsub 

=sub-collector depth Wsub = 0.4 µm and Vbe = 0 V. 

      

Figure 76: The Major electric field profiles at λ = 1.55 µm for quasi TM input (Ey), where Wsub 

=sub-collector depth, Wsub =0.4 µm and Vbe = 1.1 V.  
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Table 5.1: Comparison of Rise/Fall time, Lπ , Propagation Loss at different Sub-Collector thickness.  

Vbe ( V ) Tr / Tf ( ps ) W sub ( µm) Lπ ( µm ) Propagation  

Loss ( dB ) 

 

0-1.1V 4.8  / 3.2 1.0 917 (TM) 37.6 

0-1.1V 5.1 / 3.6 0.4 240.8 (TM) 7. 36 

0-1.1V 6.3 / 8.4 0.3 193.5 (TM) 6.082 

0-1.1V 7.4 / 11.2 0.2 158.03 (TM) 5.33 

0-1.1V 9.6 / 14.5 0.1 128.03 (TM) 5.12 

 

Clearly there is a trade-off between the rise/fall times and the mode confinement, and 

thus Lπ and loss figure. We chose Wsub of 0.4 μm as the optimal condition in this work. 

At Vbe of 0 V, the effective index is computed as 3.307944 + j 6.442×10
-4

; and at Vbe of 

1.1V, the effective index is computed as 3.304726 + j 8.685×10
-4

. For an MZI 

configuration, the Lπ is computed to be 240.8 µm. The total optical beam propagation 

loss of the proposed HBT EO modulator is 7.36 dB. The corresponding voltage-length 

production, or the figure of merit (FoM), is 0.0264 V-cm for TM.  

To evaluate how efficiently the light signal‟s intensity is modulated, extinction ratio 

can be examined as an indicator. It is defined as the ratio of the output intensity 

variations that represent logic level "1" (IH) and "0" (IL). The expression for extinction 

ratio in dB can be written as 10×log (IH/IL). In our proposed MZI structure, one arm is 

kept unbiased as a reference, while the other one is switched to produce the intensity 

difference. Considering the significant loss in the HBT EO modulator, both arms are 

equipped with the same HBT structure. In this way, the output intensity from each arm is 

comparable and the extinction ratio is greatly improved. However, it is worth noting that 

despite the high extinction ratio value, a photodetector with high sensitivity is necessary 

because the absolute level of intensity is low as a result of the high loss. Denote the 

intensity at the output of the reference arm as I1, and that on the modulation arm as I2 

and I2
‟
 when the modulator is OFF and ON, respectively. Considering that the phase 

difference varies from 0 to ϕ when the output intensity changes from high to low, IH and 

IL is obtained as IH = I1 + I2 = 2I1, and IL = I1 - I2
‟
. The extinction ratio for the MZI 

structure is thus 10 × log [2I1 / (I1-I2
‟
)]. Based on the mode computation results reported 
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above, the extinction ratio is calculated to be 7.5 dB when the EO modulator switches 

between 0 V and 1.1 V. 

The proposed HBT has an electrical turn on voltage of Vbe equal to ~ 0.77 V. In this 

research, we also searched for the optimal operation voltage of the proposed device. The 

results are summarized in Table II. For a Vbe swing of 0 to 1.1 V and 0 to 1.0 V, the rise 

/fall times (1% - 90%) of the carrier densities are 5.1 ps/3.6 ps and 4.6 ps/1.54 ps while 

the Lπ is 240.8 μm and 1025 μm, respectively. A more than four times difference in Lπ 

is exhibited. The electron carrier density in the intrinsic base is 5 ×10
19

 cm
-3 

and 1×10
20

 

cm
-3

 for Vbe swing of 0 to 1.0 V and 0 to 1.1 V respectively. For this amount of 

difference in carrier concentration in the base, the large change in Lπ seems unrealistic. 

However, looking at the optical modes (Figure 74 & Figure 76 ) it can be observed that 

the overlap between the electric field of fundamental mode and the charge carriers in the 

base is finite. To investigate this, a set of simulation experiments was conducted. In the 

first experiment, the base refractive index profile is varied for Vbe of 0 V and Vbe of 1.1 

V while that of the emitter and collector is kept unchanged. In the second experiment the 

collector refractive index profile is varied for Vbe of 0 V and Vbe of 1.1 V while the 

emitter and base are kept unchanged. It is observed that the first experiment produced an 

Lπ of 940 µm while the second predicted an Lπ of 360 µm. This shows that, the free 

carrier plasma in the collector is primarily responsible for the change in effective index 

rather than the free carrier plasma in the base. 

Table 5.2: Comparison of Rise/Fall time, Lπ dynamic power consumption at different bias levels. 

5.6 Dynamic Power Consumption 

The dynamic power of the device of 240.8 μm lengths is evaluated by Equation 5.4 [59]: 

                                                     
  

 
           (5.4)  

where, fS is the switching frequency, TS is the pulse duration,    is the collector current 

and    is the base current. The factor 0.5 in Equation 5.4 accounts for the fact that the 

Vbe (V) Rise time (ps) Fall time( ps) Lπ (um) Energy Consumption (fJ/bit) 

0-1.1 V 5.1 3.6 240.8 TM 3600 

0-1.0 V 4.6 1.54 1025 TM 1800 
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“ON” state appears with 50% possibility in a long random Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) 

pulse train. The minimum pulse width, or the maximum data rate, is limited by the 

response time. According to our transient analysis, the smallest Ts is 12.5 ps, and the 

inverse of Ts gives a maximum Baud rate of 80 Gbit/s. Based on the above assumption, 

the dynamic energy consumption is 3.6 pJ/bit at Vbe of 1.1 V, which is lower than 5 

pJ/bit [45] but higher than that of 400 fJ/bit [60].  To enhance this basic HBT modulation 

it will be necessary to devise a low Q resonator that is compatible with the HBT 

electrical structure, and will still permit a small amount of reuse of the plasma.  Based 

upon prior work, an assumed Q of only 10-30 could considerably shorten the device and 

lower its power consumption accordingly [63]. A patent application has also recognized 

that plasma dispersion effect can be used to modulate light in a graded base SiGe HBT 

enhanced by using a low Q resonator structure for plasma reuse [61]. 

5.7 Thermal Issues 

The use of 241μm of this device at 1.1 V raises some concern about the thermo-optic 

effect and the corresponding rise of temperature in the device. The following comments 

are worth making. 

a. The use of undoped Polysilicon in the deep trenches with 0.1 μm oxide lining 

will improve the conduction of heat through the oxide.  

b. As discussed in Section 2.2.3 the thermo-optic effect gives rise to a refractive 

index change as a result of the rise of device temperature in Si. This change in 

refractive index counteracts the change in refractive index due to plasma 

dispersion effect. However, the thermo-optic effect is several orders of 

magnitude slower than the operating speed of this device. The carrier movement 

in this modeled device is in the order of 10 -12 picoseconds while that of thermo-

optic effect in Silicon is in the order of microseconds [86]. Hence, the effect on 

the extinction ratio is negligible. 

c. The use of diamond with refractive index 2.45 as an insulator instead of oxide 

will not only help in vertical confinement but also help in spreading the heat out 

of the substrate due to its excellent thermal conductivity. 
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5.8 Conclusion 

This chapter reports the detailed device structure design as well as the electrical and 

optical property analysis of an 80 Gbit/s SiGe EO modulator. Positive ramp voltages of 

1.0 V and 1.1 V for 1 ps ramp time are applied at the base and free carrier dispersion 

effect is utilized to achieve an electro-optic modulation. An Lπ of 240.8 µm is modeled 

with rise and fall times of 5.1 ps and 3.6 ps respectively for a 0.4 µm sub-collector, and 

an Lπ of 193.5 µm with rise and fall times of 6.3 ps and 8.4 ps respectively for 0.3 µm 

sub-collector depth at Vbe of 1.1 V bias. Additionally, for a Vbe bias of 1.0 V and a sub-

collector depth of 0.4 µm, an Lπ of 1025 µm is simulated with rise and fall times of 4.56 

ps and 1.54 ps respectively. With these excellent results we report the modeling of an 80 

Gbit/s SiGe HBT Electro-optic modulator attractive for high-speed silicon photonic 

integrated circuits. Further improvements in Lπ can be made by slow light interaction 

with the carrier plasma without degrading the operation speed. In addition, the 

compatibility of the terminal characteristics of the HBT with the IBM 8HP technology 

suggests the possibility of fast deployment of the proposed HBT EO modulator.  
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6. Design of a 250 Gbit/s SiGe HBT Electro-optic Modulator 

In this chapter we present a rigorous electrical and optical analysis of a highly scaled 

graded base SiGe Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor (HBT) electro-optic (EO) 

modulator. We have realized the potential of SiGe HBT 8HP technology operating as an 

optical modulator from Chapter 5. In this study, we propose a highly scaled two-

dimensional (2-D) electrical model and a three dimensional optical model for a graded 

base SiGe HBT structure that is capable of operating at a data bit rate of 250 Gbit/s or 

higher. To explore the ultimate limits in the speed of SiGe HBT devices it is necessary 

to look at the device scaling features and its electrical characteristics. However, the 

feasibility of seamless integration in BiCMOS fabrication process is also important. The 

product of this chapter is a joint effort with Prof. Guofu Niu in Auburn University and 

Prof. John D. Cressler of Georgia Institute of Technology. In this Nano-scaled structure 

apart from a polysilicon/low doped emitter (Width = 0.09 µm) and a strained SiGe 

graded base (Depth = 8.5 nm), a selectively implanted collector (SIC) (Depth = 26 nm) 

is introduced. Furthermore, at a base-emitter swing of 0 V to 1.0 V, this model predicts a 

rise time of 3.48 ps and a fall time of 0.55 ps. Optical simulations predict a π phase shift 

length (Lπ) of 204 µm with an extinction ratio of 13.2 dB at a wavelength of 1.55 µm.  

6.1 Introduction 

Device vertical scaling has been driven by the purpose of increasing cut-off frequency. 

For the early technology, base transit time is the limitation of the speed. By reducing 

base width, base transit time has been reduced significantly. Therefore, the collector 

space charge region (SCR) transit time, becomes the bottleneck, which makes the scaled 

SiGe HBT design more a collector design issue. A high collector doping and a narrow 

collector epitaxial layer are desired to reduce collector transit time. When device 

dimension is reduced to nanometer scale, the non-equilibrium transport becomes 

significant due to both high electric field and rapid field change.  

 

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as: T. Guha Neogi, G. Niu, D. Connelly, J. D. Cressler, Z.R. 

Huang,  J. F. McDonald, “Design of a 250 Gbit/s SiGe HBT Electrooptic Modulator,” IEEE Photonics 

Journal, vol.3, no.5, pp. 897-914, Oct. 2011. 
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Because of non-equilibrium transport, velocity overshoot occurs, and collector doping 

does not have to increase dramatically to achieve quarter Terabit SiGe HBT design. 

Hence, the device breakdown performance can be suitable for application requirements. 

Before we get into the details of our design a peek into the recent progress made in the 

speed and efficiency of silicon based modulators is important. Over the last decade, 

remarkable progress has been made in research on silicon photonic devices for 

interconnect applications. The use of silicon as a material for these photonic applications 

promises high volume manufacturing using CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide 

Semiconductor) processes. In 2007 IBM reported a P-I-N silicon modulator with bit 

rates of 10 Gbit/s and an Lπ of 100 to 200 µm [46]. In the same year, Intel demonstrated 

a PN junction based high speed modulator of 40 Gbit/s with an Lπ of 1mm in a Mach-

Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) configuration using a carrier depletion structure combined 

with travelling wave electrodes [47]. In 2005, a depletion mode PN junction based SOI 

modulator was reported with rise and fall times of 7 ps with an effective bandwidth of 60 

GHz [48]. In 2011, a hybrid silicon travelling-wave electroabsorption modulator is 

demonstrated at 50 Gbit/s [48]. Recently, IBM demonstrated a 30 Gbit/s silicon 

microring modulator operating at a low power of 335 fJ/bit [73]. The use of SiGe-on-Si 

technology for high speed optical modulation based on a free carrier plasma effect dates 

back to Soref‟s work in 1990 [50]. Several of these studies provide experimental 

verification that the free carrier effect can be utilized for electro-optic modulation. The 

question that remains now is how fast this effect can operate and with what physical 

length, propagation loss and energy per bit. 

Our previous work on a SiGe HBT EO modulator reported an operation bandwidth 

limited to 80 Gbit/s at an active length of 240 um [48] with a model that approximated a 

130nm minimum feature size device in actual production today as described in Chapter 

5.  One motivation for exploring the SiGe HBT is that these devices are often required 

for the Serializer and Deserializer support circuitry at high bit rates.  In this chapter we 

examine a theoretical aggressively scaled SiGe HBT that may approximate a device that 

is two device generations more advanced.  In this new structure which we explore here, 

MEDICI [55] is used for analysis of 2D electrical transient simulations and Synopsis‟ 

Sentaurus [76] for 3D electrical and optical DC simulations. We designed an 
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aggressively scaled SiGe HBT (Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor) structure of our 

previous model [75] to justify the maximum bandwidth achievable operating this device 

as an electro-optic modulator. The key contribution of this study is the improvement in 

the rise and fall times of the EO modulator during large signal switching. This is 

achieved by the introduction of an ultra-thin and compressively strained SiGe epitaxial 

base on the selectively implanted collector (SIC). The compressive strain in the SiGe 

base enhances the lateral and vertical hole mobility. The presence of gradient germanium 

mole fraction in the vertical base results in the acceleration of minority carrier electrons 

in base.  

In this chapter, we organize our study in the following manner. We propose the 

aggressively scaled SiGe HBT structure based on a proposed two dimensional SiGe 

HBT design optimized for electrical performance on bulk SiGe HBT [77]. We also 

discuss further modifications made to this device to use it as a highly efficient and fast 

optical modulator. For any bipolar transistor, it is imperative to study and extract the 

electrical DC, AC characteristics and the bias conditions for its required operation 

regime. Hence, we analyze the terminal characteristics of the HBT, namely small signal 

cut-off frequency, current gain and Gummel plot. We present a comparative study of the 

electrical behavior of the device at different doping and graded Germanium profiles. At 

the same time we adhere to the high volume manufacturing feasibility of this device 

using existing BiCMOS processes. After determining the optimum electrical bias 

conditions required for the high speed operation, we study the transient terminal currents 

and electron hole density distributions in this structure. Finally, a comparative discussion 

on the active length of the modulator (Lπ), dynamic power consumed, propagation loss 

and extinction ratio of the optical mode is presented. Apart from speed and efficiency, 

the key advantage in opting for a modulator using the SiGe HBT technology is the 

implementation of the modulator driver circuits using the similar SiGe technology as 

demonstrated in 2004 [48].Additionally, at extremely thin bases (below 10~20 nm) the 

numerical simulation techniques used should accurately model the transport of highly 

energetic electrons and holes. We also discuss the physical models and parameters used 

for this Heterojunction device in both electrical and optical domains. Nano-scale 

dimensions in the collector leads to higher field, a concern for breakdown voltage, which 
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we also simulate. These simulations strongly support the primary conclusion of this 

study that the proposed SiGe EO modulator can operate at 250 Gbit/s or perhaps beyond.  

6.2 Physical Electrical Models 

With device scaling, not only the high electric field, but also the rapid changes of 

electric field over a short distance are presented for scaled SiGe HBTs. As a result, the 

non-equilibrium carrier transport leads to high order phenomena, such as velocity 

overshoot. In order to model device function correctly, the energy balance (EB) 

equations are solved together with Poison‟s equation, and electron and hole continuity 

equations. Due to the lack of experimental Band-gap Narrowing (BGN) data for SiGe, 

we assume here that the apparent BGN for SiGe is the same as for Si. Boltzmann 

statistics, as opposed to Fermi-dirac statistics, is used in order to ensure physically 

consistent modeling of minority carrier concentration, as discussed in [80]. Slotboom 

BGN model is used to model the heavy doping induced bandgap narrowing [48].The 

Philip‟s unified mobility model (PHUMOB) is used to be consistent with Slotboom‟s 

BGN model [56]. An electron relaxation time τn = 0.3 ps is used based on calibration of 

simulation results against measured HBT characteristics [78]. Shockley–Read–Hall 

(SRH) recombination and Auger recombination models are used along with the other 

mentioned physical models. The 2D simulation package MEDICI from SYNOPSYS 

[55] is employed to analyze the electrical transient calculations of the proposed HBT 

device. Suitability of this device modeling software to analyze electrical performance in 

SOI waveguides has been demonstrated by other authors [48]. This program simulates 

internal physics and device characteristics of semiconductor devices by solving 

Poisson‟s equation, electron and hole continuity equations as well as energy balance 

equations numerically, which are necessary given the rapidly varying electric fields in 

this nanoscale structure. Ohmic contacts without additional contact resistance or 

capacitance has been assumed. The validity of these models is also studied in Chapter 5 

when compared to the IBM 8HP SiGe HBT characteristics. 
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Table 6.1: Physical Model Parameters. 

6.3 Device Structure and Profile Design 

The proposed two-dimensional (2D) HBT device structure is shown in Figure 77. 

The typical parameters that represent the SiGe HBT are the base thickness and the 

emitter width (WE). In this design, an n-doped Polysilicon Emitter with uniform doping 

concentration of 1×10
21 

cm
-3

, width of 90 nm and thickness of 0.1 µm is chosen. There 

are two symmetric base contacts and two symmetric collector contacts on each side of 

the emitter. The base consists of p-doped strained SiGe alloy with a thickness of 8.5 nm 

and width of 0.6 µm. The graded germanium mole fraction plays an important role in 

reducing the transit time of the electrons in the SiGe base and hence in improving the 

speed of the modulator. Hence we study both the trapezoidal profile and triangular 

profile with different peak Ge fractions as shown in Figure 78.  The thin epitaxial base 

has a peak doping of 8×10
19 

cm
-3

. A highly doped p-Polysilicon (3×10
20 

cm
-3

) raised 

extrinsic base with a thickness of 30 nm is defined on each side of the narrow emitter. A 

narrow distance between the edge of emitter and the edge of raised extrinsic base is 

chosen to reduce the extrinsic base resistance. A Selectively Implanted Collector (SIC) 

region with a thickness of 30 nm and width equal to that of the emitter (90 nm) is 

incorporated. The peak doping level of 2×10
18 

cm
-3

 is chosen in the SIC with a 

downward gradient toward the base. As shown in Figure 77, there are two shallow 

trenches (ST) of 0.25 µm thickness beside the base contacts. The distance between the 

Parameters Model Used Ge Dependence (x) 

Density of States NC,Si=2.89×10
19

cm
-3

 NC,SiGe = NC,Si 

 NV, Si=1.04×10
19

cm
-3

 NV, SiGe=0.4 ×  NV, Si 

Bandgap E g, Si= 1.12 eV E g, SiGe= E g, Si -0.74x 

Affinity Χ Si =4.17 eV Χ SiGe =  Χ Si 

BGN Slotboom BGN Same as Si 

Statistics Boltzmann Statistics - 

Generation/Recombination SRH and Auger - 

Mobility Philips Unified Mobility model Same as Si 

Relaxation Time τn = 0.3 ps Same as Si 
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two ST‟s are effectively chosen as 0.6 um to fit the mode of the optical beam of 

wavelength = 1.55 µm in free space and ~ 0.45 µm in silicon material. 

 

Figure 77: Schematic cross-section of the proposed HBT EO modulator model.    

This also ensures single mode operation as we shall see in later sections. The two deep 

trenches are defined on each side of the collector contacts. These trenches are filled with 

a thin 0.1 µm layer of silicon dioxide sidewalls and a polysilicon filler to reduce stress. 

Silicon dioxide behaves as an electrical insulator and additionally confines the light due 

to its low refractive index compared to silicon. The remaining part of the low doped (N
-
) 

collector region assumes the background doping of 1×10
16 

cm
-3

 on each side of SIC. The 

buried sub collector of width 1.6 µm, depth of 0.35 µm and high doping concentration of 

1.0×10
20 

cm
-3 

is defined to reduce the resistance of the sub-collector region which 

connects the intrinsic BC junction to the collector contact. The reach-through layer 
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connecting the sub-collector layer and the collector contacts assumes a high doping of 

1×10
20 

cm
-3

. The doping profile along the center of the device cross-section (AA‟) is 

plotted in Figure 78. In later sections we will discuss the impact of different sub-

collector doping in the speed and optical properties of the modulator. A buried oxide 

layer with a thickness of 0.5 µm and width of 1.6 µm is assumed just below the sub-

collector. Figure 77 assumes a silicon substrate below the buried oxide with a p-doped 

concentration of 1×10
16 

cm
-3

. 

 

Figure 78: Doping profile and Ge Mole Fraction verse vertical distance at device centre (AA’) from 

the surface. 
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6.3.1 Emitter Design 

In the emitter design, a low doped emitter (2.0×10
18 

cm
-3

) is included between the high 

doped emitter (1.0×10
21 

cm
-3

) and the epitaxial SiGe base as shown in Figure 78. The 

highly doped emitter is used to reduce the emitter resistance. The purpose of using low-

doped emitter beneath the highly doped emitter is to reduce tunneling current and G/R 

current. The reason for the reduction in tunneling current is that the doping concentration 

at EB junction is smaller when a low-doped emitter is used, which leads to a longer 

carrier lifetime and hence a less G/R current as shown in Figure 79. Another advantage 

is that the low-doped emitter is depleted, and the Emitter-Base Space Charge Region 

(SCR) is located at this region. Therefore, the base width modulation due to the change 

of VBE is less [78].  

 

 Figure 79: Comparisons of tunneling for two emitter designs. Box Ge profile is used [78]. 

6.3.2 Base Design 

In order to reduce the base transit time dramatically, the base thickness is scaled as 

narrow as 8~9 nm. A more realistic base profile during fabrication is a Gaussian profile. 

This is mimicked in our design using a Gaussian function for base profile. To have a low 

base resistance and to replicate the profile after fabrication, a non-uniformly doped base 

profile is used, with the peak base doping as high as (9.0×10
19 

cm
-3

).  
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6.3.3 Collector Design 

The collector design is very crucial in realization of a quarter terabits per second SiGe 

modulator. The total transit time of the electrons in an npn HBT is largely dominated by 

the collector transit time after minimizing the base transit time. The collector transit time 

is inversely related to the collector doping concentration (    [78]. 

   τ c = τ CSCR + τ tc 

   τ c ∝ 
 

  
 

where τ CSCR  is the collector SCR transit time and τ tc is the CB depletion capacitance 

charging time. A 30 nm thick moderately doped retrograde collector profile is used to 

reduce the collector transit time. Higher collector doping leads to lower collector transit 

time. However, as we will show in later sections, breakdown voltage does not degrade 

too much at these nanoscale dimensions of the SiGe HBT thanks to non-equilibrium 

transport. To achieve optimum high injection performance and breakdown voltage 

tradeoff a 30 nm collector with a retrograde profile with peak doping of 2.0×10
18 

cm
-3

 is 

used as shown in Figure 78. 

6.4 2D Electrical Analysis and Results  

The transient, DC and breakdown voltage of the HBT EO modulator are explored by 

a 2D simulation tool, MEDICI. The key parameters examined include the free-carrier 

concentration and distribution. The small signal cut-off frequency (ft) of the modulator, 

the large signal transient switching speed of the carriers and the DC breakdown voltage 

was analyzed using 2D MEDICI model. The ft analysis indicates the favorable bias 

conditions required to operate the modulator to achieve maximum speed and 

subsequently avoiding high injection effects and highly stressed biased operation. The 

breakdown voltage for the collector-base junction and the Gummel characteristics 

illustrates the safe DC bias operation conditions and the collector voltage in particular of 

the device. 
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6.4.1 Small Signal Cut-Off Frequency 

 The small signal cut-off frequency (ft) is extracted for different sub-collector 

doping and Ge graded profiles as shown in Figure 80.  

 

Figure 80: Small-signal cutoff frequency of Medici model at various sub-collector doping and Ge 

graded profiles. 

The cut-off frequency (ft) vs. VBE of a SiGe HBT is a representation of the switching 

speed for small signal input. This shows the variation of the input base capacitance, 

collector base capacitance and the trans-conductance (Gm) of the device for different 

input base emitter bias. Two different sub-collectors with different doping 

concentrations were used to provide a comparative study on how the cut-off frequency 

varies. An input small signal voltage of 26 mV and having a frequency of 1 MHz is used 

as an input. The base capacitance, collector-base capacitance, the base trans-conductance 

and the collector base trans-conductance is extracted from the MEDICI simulation. Post-

processing of these extracted parameters is used to compute h21. The imaginary part of h 

21 is used to compute the cut-off frequency. The extracted ft at various Ge ramp profiles 

and different sub-collector doping is presented in Figure 80. At sub-collector doping of 

1.0×10
20 

cm
-3

 and 5.0×10
18 

cm
-3

, the peak ft is higher for a triangular profile than a 

trapezoidal profile. Additionally the peak ft shifts to higher base-emitter input bias (Vbe) 
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levels. The triangular Ge Mole fraction has a lower slope of ramp-up than the trapezoidal 

profile. This delays the onset of high injection and hence the peak ft shifts to higher Vbe. 

We will see later that the peak ft frequency is not the correct representation of large 

signal switching frequency, but it gives an estimate of the operating input bias voltage 

which is approximately ~1V. At lower sub-collector doping of 5.0×10
18 

cm
-3

 the peak ft 

drops significantly to 240GHz -260 GHz because of the onset of high injection in the 

base-collector region at much lower voltages. Hence, it can be estimated that a triangular 

Ge graded profile with sub-collector doping of 1.0×10
20 

cm
-3

 are the best choice for 

designing high speed nanoscale dimension SiGe optical modulator. 

6.4.2 Transient switching speed of the Carriers and its distribution 

As shown in Figure 81  an input voltage ramp of Vbe =1.0V is applied to the 

base of the transistor. The duty cycle of the input voltage is 50% with an “ON” cycle 

time of 50 ps and “OFF” cycle time of 50 ps. For clarity of rise and fall time the 

waveforms in Figure 81(a) and Figure 81(b) are shown till 60 ps. The ramp up time of 

the input voltage is 1ps. The collector voltage is fixed at Vc = 1.0 V and the emitter 

voltage is fixed at Ve = 0V. Figure 81(b) represents the collector terminal current 

response to the above mentioned input base voltage. At a sub-collector doping of 

1.0×10
20 

cm
-3

 and peak triangular Ge mole fraction of 28% the extracted collector 

current rise times and fall times are 3.1 ps and 0.9 ps. This corresponds to a bit rate of 1÷ 

((3.1+0.9)) = 250 Gbit/sec. Similarly, at the same sub-collector doping of 5.0×10
18 

cm
-3

 

and a trapezoidal Ge profile it is possible to achieve bit rates of 138 Gbit/s. The essence 

of having the Vc =1.0V is to reduce excessive minority carrier injection in the collector-

base junction ensuring fast turn-off times of ~0.9 ps. For a sub-collector doping of 

5.0×10
18 

cm
-3

 the high injection condition onsets at a  lower voltage of Vbe = 0.93 V and 

0.86 V for a triangular and trapezoidal Ge profile of 28 % respectively( Figure 80 ), 

compared to the sub-collector doping of 1.0×10
20 

cm
-3

. We chose to operate at Vbe = 1 V 

instead of Vbe = 0.93 V and 0.86 V because a higher voltage leads to higher carrier 

concentration and better phase modulation efficiency. Additionally, we report here a 

comparative study of the switching speed with similar phase modulation efficiency. 

However, beyond 1 V reduces the switching speed below 138 Gbit/s.  
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Figure 81: Transient Collector terminal currents from MEDICI simulation. Rise Time = (10%-

90%), Fall Time= (90%-10%). 

For an optical modulator, it is essential to study the transient electron hole 

distribution along the vertical direction of carrier transport. Figure 82 shows the transient 

electron-hole distribution for a sub-collector doping of 1.0×10
20 

cm
-3

 and a peak 

triangular Ge mole fraction of 36 %. This is chosen since the integral Ge content in 28% 

trapezoidal profile is the same as 36 % triangular profile. This ensures the same SiGe 

layer stability. Additionally, extracted rise and fall times of the collector current are 3.5 

ps and 0.9 ps respectively thus supporting high seed operation. Figure 82 (a) shows the 

evolution of electron and hole concentration at the centre of the cross-section (along AA‟ 

of Figure 77) during rise time. The rise time of the optical modulator corresponds to the 

difference in the t1 (time at 0.9 Qmax) and t2 (time at 0.1 Qmax,) where Qmax is the 

maximum electron or hole concentration at the centre of the cross-section (along AA‟ of 

Figure 77) when the carrier concentration is saturated. The SIC has a lateral width of 90 

nm below the SiGe base. Hence analyzing the 1D cut at the centre will ensure we 

consider the rise and fall times of the electron and hole concentration which accounts for 

maximum phase modulation efficiency. However, the speeds of injection type silicon 

light modulators are limited by the minority carrier injection time. Hence, we report here 

the most conservative rise and fall times when we consider the minority carrier electrons 

in the base with Qmax= 3.0×10
18 

cm
-3

. From Figure 82(a), t1=5ps and t2 =1.46 ps. Hence 
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the rise time of the modulator is 3.54 ps. Similarly the fall time of the modulator 

corresponds to the difference in the t3 (time at 0.9Qmax) and t4 (time at 0.1Qmax,) where 

Qmax is the maximum electron or hole concentration when the carrier concentration is 

saturated. From Figure 82(b), t3 =50.2 ps and t4 = 50.5 ps. Hence the fall time of the 

modulator is 0.3 ps. The reciprocal of the sum of rise and fall times corresponds to ~250 

Gbit/s. This concludes our analysis that the switching speed of the modulator is 250 

Gbit/s or higher. 

 

             (a) 
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Figure 82: Time evolution of free carriers for Vbe = 0 to 1.0 V (a) Electron and Hole Rise Time = 3.48 

ps (b) Electron and Hole Fall Time = 0.55 ps.  

6.4.3 Forward Gummel, Current Gain, and Output Characteristics. 

To analyze the operation of E-B junction, the forward Gummel characteristics is 

extracted from MEDICI by applying a Vbe sweep from 0 to 1.2 V with Vcb = 0 V. The 

extracted plots are illustrated in Figure 83. The slotboom bandgap narrowing model is 

used to illustrate the high doping effects bandgap narrowing in the SiGe HBT. 

According to the slotboom model, the bandgap of a semiconductor material is given by 

Equation 6.3 [54].   
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Figure 83: Forward Gummel plot and current gain. 

 

Figure 84: Output Characteristics.  
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      = V0 × [ln 
      

  
 +     

      

  
                     (6.1) 

where Δ Eg is the bandgap change due to heavy doping effects, Ntotal is the intrinsic 

doping level used in the device (Figure 78), and k is Boltzmann‟s constant. High doping 

bandgap narrowing model parameters includes a voltage parameter, V0, a constant 

parameter, k, and a concentration parameter, N0. The parameter values are chosen to be 

V0 of 6.5 x 10
-3

 eV, N0 of 1.3 x 10
17

 cm
-3

, and k of 0.5 for Si and SiGe regions. The 

dominant component of base current at biases lower than 0.4 V is due to recombination 

rather than diffusion of carriers. Hence, the lifetime parameters played a critical role at 

those bias levels.  

     As the forward bias is increased from 0V the base current is dominated by 

recombination of carriers. At larger forward bias the injection of electrons leads to larger 

collector current and hence higher current gain as shown in Figure 83. The output 

characteristics of the SiGe HBT are simulated at a fixed Vbe of 0.8 V, 0.9 V and 1 V, 

with Vce from 0 V to 2.3 V as shown in Figure 84. The impact ionization model is turned 

on to simulate possible breakdown conditions. The output characteristics also illustrate 

the feasibility of the sufficient collector-emitter reverse bias voltage without breaking 

down the collector base junction. Hence our assumption to operate at a collector bias of 

1.0 V is acceptable. 

6.5 Physical Optical Model 

We use the bidirectional Beam Propagation method (BPM) [76] in three dimensions 

for optical analysis of the wave propagation in the HBT waveguide. The BPM optical 

solver used is a part of Sentaurus “sdevice” package. First, we recreate the HBT 

structure in Sentaurus with exact dimensions as shown in Figure 77 and replicate the 

doping profile as shown in Figure 78. Initially, the length of the structure is chosen to be 

10 um. This is used to reduce the computational time taken for electrical and optical 

simulation. Two separate DC electrical simulations are run, one at unbiased condition 

and the other at biased condition, as discussed in Section 6.7. From the values of the 

electron and hole concentration distribution in the SiGe HBT the complex refractive 

index profile is generated as per Equation 6.2 and 6.3 [18] 
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(6.2)                                             

                                               

                                    (6.3) 

where, Δn and Δα are the real part of refractive index and the absorption coefficient 

respectively. In Equation 6.2 and 6.3,    represent the carrier density changes, with „e‟ 

and „h‟ denoting electron and hole, respectively. The refractive index in silicon dioxide 

is assumed to be constant at 1.45. The use of crystalline Si (c-Si) instead of polysilicon 

or amorphous Si as the waveguide core reduces scattering and absorption losses [70]. 

Since the core of our waveguide lies in the SIC region, scattering losses due to surface 

roughness are negligible in SIC. However, the scattering losses due to the change in free 

carrier plasma are incorporated. The scattering losses in Polysilicon is higher, but low 

loss Polysilicon with transmission loss of only 9 dB/cm at wavelength of λ = 1.55 µm is 

demonstrated [71] . The transmission loss the highly doped Polysilicon is assumed to be 

the sum of bulk loss (9dB/cm) and the free carrier loss due to doping. The bidirectional 

simulator in Sentaurus also takes into account any backward reflections of the 

propagating wave.  The fundamental mode of the waveguide is launched at Z= 0 µm and 

the output mode is extracted at Z = 10 µm. From the optical field data along Z direction 

the phase of the mode for unbiased and biased conditions are extracted using a Perl 

script. The difference in the phase between these two biased condition at Z =10 µm is 

used to compute the length required for π-phase shift (Lπ).  From the input mode 

Intensity and the output mode Intensity the propagation loss and extinction ratio are 

calculated.  
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6.6 Optical Structure and Meshing Using Sentaurus 

Figure 85 shows the 3D Sentaurus mesh. Figure 86, Figure 87, Figure 88, Figure 89 

shows the electron and hole density distribution for unbiased and biased condition. 

 

Figure 85: 3D Electrical Mesh of nano-scaled SiGe HBT in Sentaurus. 

 

Figure 86: 3D Electron Density Distribution at Unbiased Condition (Vb =0V, Vc =1V, Ve =0V). 
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Figure 87: 3D Electron Density Distribution at Biased Condition (Vb =1.0V, Vc =1V, Ve =0V). 

 

Figure 88: 3D Hole Density Distribution at Unbiased Condition (Vb =0.0V, Vc =1V, Ve =0V). 
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Figure 89: 3D Hole Density Distribution at Biased Condition (Vb =1.0V, Vc =1V, Ve =0V). 

 

 

Figure 90: 3D Refractive Index Distribution at Biased Condition (Vb =1.0V, Vc =1V, Ve =0V). 
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6.7 Optical Property Analysis 

6.7.1 Sentaurus DC carrier densities and Refractive index profiles 

 

Figure 91: Doping profile in Sentaurus (WHITE) and Ge Mole fraction (RED). 

In section 6.4.1, we concluded to use Vbe =1.0V as the forward bias switching voltage to 

the base of the modulator. To analyze the optical properties we use Sentaurus [76], a 

three dimensional electrical and optical device simulator. The three dimensional 

structure of Z direction length of 10 µm, is constructed with identical two dimension 

cross-section dimensions as Figure 77 and doping profiles of  Figure 78.  Using a 

Physical model interface (PMI) [76] the dependence of refractive index on carrier 

densities based on Soref‟s equations for each semiconductor regions are incorporated. 

Two separate DC solutions are executed, one at a forward biased voltage of Vbe =1.0 V, 

Vc =1.0 V, Ve =0.0 V and the other at an unbiased condition of Vbe =0.0 V, Vc =1.0 V, 

Ve =0.0 V. The doping profile and the Ge mole fraction is shown in Figure 78. The 3D 

refractive index distribution is shown in Figure 90. The change in the distribution of 

carrier densities during forward biased condition is responsible for the change in the 

refractive index and hence the change of the phase constant of the optical mode in the 
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waveguide section of the device. The resulting change of refractive index distribution 

between on and off states is shown in Figure 92.The waveguide of this device consists of 

the region between the two shallow trenches in the lateral direction and between the 

SiGe base and the buried (BOX) layer. The highly doped  emitter (1.0×10
21 

cm
-3

 ) 

generates a much lower refractive index (~2.5) compared to Si (3.45). Additionally, the 

SiGe base is 8.5 nm thick. The change in refractive indices in the base contributes less to 

the change in propagation constant and the power loss of the optical mode since optical 

field intensity is lower in the base compared to the SIC. The change of refractive indices 

in the SIC contributes to the maximum change in the phase and absorption losses of the 

optical mode. Hence the switching speed and the length of the modulator are mostly 

determined by the switching speed and the amount of carriers in the SIC respectively. 

From Figure 93 (a) and Figure 93 (b) it is clear that the electrons in SIC undergoes more 

change than holes during the switching from unbiased to biased condition. This also 

translates into faster switching speed. Too much injection of holes in the SIC at very 

high Vbe bias will increase the change in phase constant but at the same time reduce the 

switching speed of the modulator. 

 

Figure 92: Refractive Index change at the centre of the cross-section of the device (AA’). 
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(a)                      (b) 

Figure 93: (a) Hole Density and (b) Electron Density at Unbiased (GREEN) and Biased (RED) 

condition. 

6.7.2  Transmission characteristics of Lπ, Attenuation and Extinction Ratio  

The propagation constant and the effective indices of the HBT waveguide are 

computed at different bias conditions. Since Transverse Magnetic (TM) mode resulted in 

better interaction with free carrier plasma and thus smaller Lπ, the following discussion 

is based on TM mode. The turn on switch is controlled by the Vbe bias, varying between 

0 V and 1.0 V. In this work, we analyze in detail how the propagation constant changes 

along the length of the modulator. Because the variation of carrier concentration takes 

place near the base and the SIC, it is favorable to push the optical mode closer to the SIC 

in order to obtain the maximum index modulation over the optical field.  

A Gaussian beam of wavelength λ = 1.55 µm and half width of 0.6× 0.6 µm is 

launched at Z = 0 µm. The waveguide region in this device is that of rib waveguide. As 

we have mentioned in Section 6.3, the device structure is constructed for optimal 

electrical and optical operation. To achieve the single mode condition, we must satisfy 

the Equation 6.4[84]. Figure 94 and Figure 95 shows the input and out optical modes in 
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3D TDR mesh. Figure 96 shows the output optical mode in 3D tensor mesh. The tensor 

mesh has mesh resolution of 4.9 nm, 2.4 nm and 10 nm in X, Y and Z direction 

respectively. 

 

Figure 94: Input Mode in the SiGe HBT (TDR Mesh). 

 

Figure 95: Output Optical Mode in the SiGe HBT (TDR Mesh). 
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Figure 96: Output Optical Mode in Tensor Output Mode. 

 
 

 
     

 

       

  For,   0.5 ≤ r ≤ 1.0      (6.4)  

Where, W, H and r are defined in Figure 97. In the figure, W = 0.6 µm, H = 0.615 µm, h 

= 0.35 µm, r = 0.5691, 
 

  
      . The right hand side of Equation 6.4 is 0.9921. The 

bidirectional feature of Beam Propagation Method is turned on. The optical tensor mesh 

output is chosen with fine grid spacing to ensure accurate results. A grid resolution of 

approximately 1.3 nm is chosen in X and Y direction for nanoscale feature sizes of the 

base and SIC region. The Z directional meshing is carefully chosen to 4.6 nm to account 

for accurate prediction of optical phase and loss. The input and output optical mode is 

shown in Figure 987 and Figure 98 respectively. The stable mode profile at the output 

end is confined between the two lateral shallow trench oxides and vertically by the BOX 

layer at the bottom and highly doped emitter and spacer oxides at the top.  
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Figure 97: Input Optical Mode profile at Z = 0 µm. 

 

Figure 98: Output Optical mode at Z = 10 µm. 
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 A Perl script is executed in order to extract the propagation constant from the real 

and imaginary output optical fields at each point from Z = 0 µm to Z = 10 µm and 

different X,Y coordinates where the peak optical field resides.  The complex propagation 

constant (γ) consists of an attenuation constant (α) and phase constant (β). We know 

from [83], 

  E(x, y) = E0(x, y) * exp (- γd)          (6.5)  

where, Y = α +j β and E(x, y) and E0(x, y) are propagation constant and electric 

fields respectively at a particular point in Z. 

The transmission coefficient,   T = 
      

        
  exp (- γd),           (6.6) 

  Then,  β = - ( 
     

 
),              (6.7) 

Where, ϕ = arc tan { 
                    

                   
 }      

The phase ϕ is extracted for the centre of the beam at X = 0 µm, Y = - 0.4 µm along 

different points in the length of the modulator. Figure 99 illustrates the phase of the 

optical mode along the length of the modulator. At Z = 10 µm, the phase at unbiased 

condition, p1= 126.07 radians and the phase in biased condition is p2 = 125.916 radians. 

The corresponding propagation constants are β1 = 12.607 and β2 = 12.5916. The 

wavelength of light (   used is 1.55 µm. 

The corresponding effective refractive index during unbiased condition:  

neffunbias = 
  

 
  

 
 
 = 3.11002287.  

The corresponding effective refractive index during biased condition:  

neffbias = 
  

 
  

 
 
 = 3.106223841.  

The change in effective refractive index, Δneff = neffunbias - neffbias = 3.799029*10
-3

 

The Length required to obtain the   phase shift =  
 

           
 ~ 203.99 µm~ 204 µm. 
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Figure 100 also shows the phase difference across different points in the peak optical 

field output. The average length predicted across different points is 204 µm. 

To compute the optical loss due to the propagating mode, the optical Intensity is 

monitored from the launch to the output end. Figure 97 and Figure 98 shows the optical 

mode intensities at the input, I0 (Z =0 µm) and at the output end, Iout (Z =10 µm). I0 = 

5.55998 ×10
-2

 Watt/m
3
 and Iout = 5.11053 ×10

-2
 Watt/m

3
.  

Hence the propagation loss = 10×log (
    

  
) = 0.0366 dB per µm. Hence for total active 

length of the modulator of 204 µm, Optical power loss = 0.0366 * 204 = 7.46 dB.  

To evaluate how efficiently the light signal‟s intensity is modulated, extinction ratio 

can be examined as an indicator. It is defined as the ratio of the output intensity 

variations that represent logic level "1" (IH) and "0" (IL). The expression for extinction 

ratio in dB can be written as 10×log (IH/IL). In our proposed MZI structure, one arm is 

kept unbiased as a reference, while the other one is switched to produce the intensity 

difference. Considering the significant loss in the HBT EO modulator, both arms are 

equipped with the same HBT structure. In this way, the output intensity from each arm is 

comparable and the extinction ratio is greatly improved. However, it is worth noting that 

despite the high extinction ratio value, a photodetector with high sensitivity is necessary 

because the absolute level of intensity is low as a result of the high loss. Denote the 

intensity at the output of the reference arm as I1, and that on the modulation arm as I2 

and I2
‟
 when the modulator is OFF and ON, respectively. Considering that the phase 

difference varies from 0 to ϕ when the output intensity changes from high to low, IH and 

IL is obtained as IH = I1 + I2 = 2I1, and IL = I1 - I2
‟
. The extinction ratio for the MZI 

structure is thus 10 × log [2I1 / (I1-I2
‟
)]. Based on the mode computation results reported 

above, the extinction ratio is calculated to be 13.2 dB when the EO modulator switches 

between 0 V and 1.0 V.  
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Figure 99: Phase vs. length of the modulator. 

 

Figure 100: Phase difference vs. Length of the modulator. 
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6.8 Dynamic Power Consumption 

The dynamic power of the device of 204 μm lengths is evaluated by Equation 6.8: 

                                                
  

 
              (6.8)  

where,    is the collector current and    is the base current as shown in Figure 101. The 

factor 0.5 in Equation 6.8 accounts for the fact that the “ON” state appears with 50% 

possibility in a long random Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) pulse train. The minimum pulse 

width, or the maximum data rate, is limited by the response time. According to our  

 

 

Figure 101: One bit transient Terminal Currents for Input base ramp of 1V with ramp time = 1 fs 

during “Rise Time” and fixed Vc = 1V during “Rise Time” and “Fall Time”. 

transient analysis, the smallest Ts is 4 ps, and the inverse of Ts gives a maximum bit 

rate of 250 Gbit/s. Based on the above assumption, the dynamic energy consumption is 

2.01 pJ/bit at Vbe of 1.0 V, which is lower than 3.6 pJ/bit [75] but higher than that of 400 

fJ/bit [60].  The input voltage swing can be reduced to 0.5 V by operating the modulator 

with a base swing voltage from 0.5V to 1.0V. This makes implementation of driver 

circuits simpler.  To enhance this basic HBT modulation it will be necessary to devise a 

low Q resonator that is compatible with the HBT electrical structure, and will still permit 

a small amount of reuse of the plasma.  Based upon prior work, an assumed Q of only 

10-30 could considerably shorten the device and lower its power consumption 

accordingly [63] 145. A patent application has also recognized that plasma dispersion 
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effect can be used to modulate light in a graded base SiGe HBT enhanced by using a low 

Q resonator structure for plasma reuse [61][85]. 

6.9 Thermal Issues 

The use of 204μm long device at 1.0 V raises some concern about the thermo-optic 

effect and the corresponding rise of temperature in the device. The following comments 

are worth making. 

a. The use of undoped Polysilicon in the deep trenches with 0.1 μm oxide lining 

will improve the conduction of heat through the oxide.  

b. As discussed in Section 2.2.3 the thermo-optic effect gives rise to a refractive 

index change as a result of the rise of device temperature in Si. This change in 

refractive index counteracts the change in refractive index due to plasma 

dispersion effect. However, the thermo-optic effect is several orders of 

magnitude slower than the operating speed of this device. The carrier movement 

in this modeled device is in the order of 10 -12 picoseconds while that of thermo-

optic effect in Silicon is in the order of microseconds [86]. Hence, the effect on 

the extinction ratio is negligible. 

c. The use of diamond with refractive index 2.45 as an insulator instead of oxide 

will not only help in vertical confinement but also help in spreading the heat out 

of the substrate due to its excellent thermal conductivity. 

6.10 Conclusion 

This chapter reports the highly scaled device structure design as well as the electrical 

and optical property analysis of a 240-250 Gbit/s SiGe EO modulator. Positive ramp 

voltages of 1.0 are applied at the base and free carrier dispersion effect is utilized to 

achieve an electro-optic modulation. An Lπ of 204 µm is modeled with rise and fall 

times of 3.48 ps and 0.55 ps. With these excellent results we report the modeling of an 

240-250 Gbit/s SiGe HBT Electro-optic modulator attractive for high-speed silicon 

photonic integrated circuits. The added advantage in opting for this device also resides in 

using CMOS compatible voltage swing levels and feasibility of implementing driver 

circuits using SiGe BiCMOS technology. 
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7. Design of Test Circuit for 80 Gbit/s Modulator 

This chapter explains the system overview of using the SiGe HBT Modulator to 

modulate data patters input generated from an external source.  

7.1 Modulator and Driver circuit layout  

The 80 Gbit/s clock is used to drive the SiGe HBT modulator, which is expected to 

operate at 80 Gbit/s as discussed in Chapter 5. Here, we discuss the development of test 

structures to test the operation of the SiGe Modulator. This includes design of driver 

circuitry and the modulator itself. A schematic representation of the test structure is 

shown in Figure 102. Due to unavailability of SOI SiGe HBTs which is required as 

mentioned in Chapter 5, bulk Si Substrate SiGe HBTs are used as a modulator in this 

discussion. The simulated output waveforms of the driver circuitry after parasitic 

extractions are also reported. 

 

Figure 102: Schematic representation of Driver circuitry and SiGe HBT Modulator. 
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Figure 103: Floorplan of the Layout for SiGe HBT Modulator testing. 

Figure 103 shows the layout of the SiGe HBT Modulator with a 50 um deep notch as a 

placeholder for the optical fiber. These notches are present at the input end and the 

output end. Figure 104 shows the layout of three buffer stages used in designing the 

driver circuitry. The Modulator used is of 60 μm long because of the unavailability of 

sufficient space for building the support circuitry. The most challenging part in building 

the driver circuitry is to develop the same potential across the input base of the 

transistor. Hence, the first step is to divide the modulator into several segments and drive 

each segment with a buffer stage. Hence, the modulator of 60 μm is partitioned into 15 

segments of 4 μm each. Each transistor used is a bulk SiGe HBT from IBM 8HP 

technology generation. The layout and the schematic are built in CADENCE 8HP 

software kit. Each transistor is flattened and the Poly filled Deep Trench Oxide 

surrounding the transistor is removed from the input end and the output end of the 

modulator. A single strip of Poly filled deep trench oxide stretches across the length of 
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the modulator. Each segments of 5 μm each are placed along the length for seamless 

flow of the optical mode through the device as shown in Figure 105. The full chip layout 

with the driver circuit and the segmented modulator is shown in Figure 106. 

     

Figure 104: Layout of the 3 buffer stages of the Driver Circuitry. 

                  

Figure 105: Layout of segmented SiGe HBT Modulators. 

1 2 3 
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Figure 106: Full test circuit layout with the Driver and Segmented SiGe HBT modulator. 
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7.2 Buffer Driving Capabilities 

In standard computational structures CMOS has a size and power advantage over SiGe 

CML. In applications where a large load is being driven by the circuit CMOS devices 

tend to be limited by the large turn on resistance of the devices. The turn on resistance of 

the CMOS devices are, for a given process, affected by the width to length ratios of the 

devices as well as the power supply voltage. The use of SiGe HBT as driver circuits in 

this design has two-fold advantages. Firstly, comparably sized buffers for SiGe perform 

4 or more times faster than there CMOS counterpart. Secondly, employing the same 

process technology for driver circuits as the modulator itself makes the implementation 

and fabrication much simpler. The SiGe advantage will be further increased when input 

driver loading and CMOS tapering are taken into account. Even though the simulations 

will demonstrate a significant bipolar advantage the advantage is constrained by the 

presence of deep trench isolation (DTI) in the bipolar devices, compounded by the 

somewhat more constraining design rules for the bipolar devices. Another process-based 

disadvantage, which the bipolar devices are subject to, is the wire sizing to prevent 

electro-migration. Even though the CMOS devices and the Bipolar devices might need 

to source and sink comparatively large currents, the CMOS device sources and sinks 

these currents solely during switching transient, whereas the Bipolar devices have a 

static current flowing through the emitter follower which is used to source and sink 

current from the load. In consequence, when designing the circuit the CMOS device may 

take advantage of the less stringent limitations placed on RMS current flowing through 

wires, whereas the bipolar device needs to satisfy the design rules for DC current. This 

constraint limits the level of compactness possible in the design of the bipolar circuit. 

New materials as well as better conducting copper wires with a defect free structure 

could increase the current permissible without inducing electro-migration. In 

consequence, the comparisons are limited not only by the relative strengths and 

weaknesses of the two devices but also by the process limitations. More research into 

increasing the placement density of bipolar devices would certainly make their 

performance significantly better for a given area. 
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Figure 107: Simple Current Mode Logic (CML) buffer/inverter. 

Figure 107 shows a simple buffer/inverter element. The current source at the bottom 

ensures that a fixed amount of current IBIAS flows through the tree at all times. In 

general, circuits that have different sized switching transistors will use a different value 

for IBIAS, and the resistors at the top are chosen to provide a single design-wide uniform 

swing. The VCC supply voltage is traditionally set at 0V, due to the direct effect this 

supply has on the signal outputs. VEE is set to some negative value dependent on 

considerations that will be covered later. 

A desirable property of current steering logic is that the constant current per gate 

prevents or minimizes the problems associated with switching noise on the power supply 

lines. This leads to smaller allowable logic swings, and ultimately to a smaller power 

supply voltage. The two complementary differential inputs a0 and a1, cause the current to 

flow in one of the two branches through the collector resistors RC, affecting the 

corresponding outputs z0 and z1. 

The transistors in these CML trees are meant to remain exclusively in the active mode, 

so simplifications can be made regarding modeling their collector currents. 

In a bipolar transistor operating in forward-active mode the collector current is expressed 

by the equations: 

IC = IS (e
VBE/ϕ

T
 
)         (7.1) 

   

   
 = 

              

              
 = eVDIFF  ϕT        (7.2) 
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The choice of IBIAS is determined by the fT of the two identical transistors used in the 

circuit. Based on the Ibias the resistor values are chosen.  

Figure 108 shows a modified buffer with emitter followers to form the ECL logic. ECL 

logic is better at driving output signal. When multiple voltage levels are used, it is 

necessary to shift signals from one voltage level to another. This is done by the use of 

emitter followers especially when a signal needs to be shifted from a higher level to 

lower level. To shift from lower level signal to higher level, one makes use of a buffer 

instead. 

 

Figure 108: Addition of emitter followers at the output of CML buffer to form ECL. 

Figure 110 shows the schematic of the buffer stages driving the modulator. Each buffer 

stage consist of an emitter follower and a CML stage with current source as shown in 

figure 109. However, only a single ended output was utilized for the modulator. The 

external clock circuit schematic and the test circuit schematic is shown in Figure 111 and 

Figure 112 respectively. DRC, LVS was successfully run on the layout. After parasitic 

extraction the layout of the buffer stages is shown in Figure 113. Parasitic extraction 

takes into account all RC limited effects for the wires in the interconnections. 
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Figure 109:  Buffer Circuit Schematic. 

 

Figure 110: Buffer Stages Schematic. 
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Figure 111: External Clock Schematic. 

 

Figure 112: Test Circuit Schematic. 
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Figure 113: Circuit Layout after parasitic Extraction. 

7.3 Simulation Results  

 

Figure 114: The output waveform of Driver circuit at the mid segment (1.05V, 40 GHz signal). 

Figure 114 shows voltage swing output from the middle segment of the final stage of 

buffer. This buffer output from the third stage is the input to the base of the modulator. 

The output voltage of the buffer stage shows a swing voltage of 750 mV with the 
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maximum voltage level of 1.05V. This is high enough to attain the driving voltage 

required for the modulator to inject carriers as discussed in Chapter 5.  

In comparison the voltage output from the top segment of the final buffer stage is a little 

lower at 1.03V as shown in Figure 115 and at 1.02V for the bottom segment of the final 

buffer stage as shown in Figure 116. The difference can be attributed to the voltage 

droop in the top and bottom segments due to longer metal layers. This can be further 

improved by shortening the electrical path length of the top and bottom segments metal 

connections. However, due to limited space in the chip area the following adjustments 

could not be made. 

 

Figure 115: The output waveform of Driver circuit at the top segment (1.03V, 40 GHz signal). 
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Figure 116: The output waveform of Driver circuit at the bottom segment (1.02 V, 40 GHz signal). 

7.4 Conclusion 

This chapter discusses the Driver circuit layout and the modulator layout using 8HP 

SiGe HBT Transistor. It shows the segmented emitter SiGe modulator which can be 

driven by identical buffer circuits to maintain a uniform skew of the input signal across 

the length of the modulator. The voltage swing input to the modulator is fairly uniform 

from 1.02V to 1.05V across the length limited by the space available for the driver 

circuit in the chip. 
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8. Optical Model of a bi-directional partially reflective structure 

The quest to reduce the active length of the SiGe HBT optical modulator leads 

the author to use a bidirectional partially reflective structure on two arms of the Mach-

Zehnder Interferometric structure. The intuitive idea is to reflect the optical mode in the 

injected electron-hole plasma and increase the accumulated phase in the biased arm 

much more than that of the unbiased arm. However, as we will see due to superposition 

of the reflected waves destructively interfering the phase accumulated in the structure is 

nullified. This leads to reduced phase difference between the biased and the unbiased 

arm. Additionally, the optical loss in the cavity increases. 

8.1 Model Setup 

An 8hp Model is setup in Sentaurus 3D SDEVICE. The dimensions of the structure and 

Doping profile are kept exactly the same as in Chapter 5. The 3D model is illustrated in 

Figure 117. The sub-collector depth is chosen as 0.1 um since without reflector the Lπ = 

128 μm using BPM solver as mentioned in Table 5.1and 135 μm using Sentaurus BPM 

solver. Two SiO2 layers of thickness 270 nm (λ/4) is inserted at the front (Z =0 μm) and 

end (Z = 3.5 μm) of the device. 

 

Figure 117: 3D SiGe HBT with oxide reflector with thickness of 270 nm at the front and back. 
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8.2 Optical Simulation Results 

Figure 118 shows the optical tensor mesh used for extracting the phase.  

 

Figure 118: Optical Tensor Output Intensity for 270 nm oxide at Z = 0 μm and Z = 3.5 μm. 

 

   

Figure 119: Optical Mode input at Z = 0 μm. 

The input and output optical model at Z = 0 μm and Z = 3.5 μm are shown in Figure 119 

and Figure 120. 
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Figure 120: Output Mode at Z = 3.5 μm. 

 

Figure 121: Phase change along the length of the modulator. 

A Perl script was executed on the 1D cutline of the real and imaginary optical field data 

as shown in Figure 121. 
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Figure 122: Phase difference vs length. The resonance effect in the cavity can be seen. 

Due to resonant effects, the optical mode interferes constructively and destructively 

along the length of the cavity. Hence the phase difference shown in Figure 122 illustrates 

multiple crests and troughs. From Figure 119 and 120 the optical loss is computed to be 

1.56 dB/um. The loss has increased to a large extent making it less practical and not an 

attractive option. Similar effects were observed with thinner oxides even though the loss 

reduced considerably. 
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9. Additional and Future Work 

9.1 Review 

The problem addressed in this research was the design of an electro-optic modulator 

with high switching speeds and moderate length and power consumption. To implement 

this design a device is chosen which is widely used in high volume CMOS 

manufacturing processes. For applications in optical interconnection, a modulator with 

high bandwidth, low power consumption, large modulation efficiency and small size is 

highly attractive. This work is based upon calibrated TCAD simulations and represents 

an important first step to confirm the theoretical practicality of using SiGe HBTs to 

realize ultra-high-speed SiGe-based EO modulators. We have shown two separate 

designs of using SiGe HBT as the electro-optic modulator. First, a third generation SiGe 

HBT is designed with switching speed of 80 Gbit/s, Lπ of 240 μm , extinction ratio of 

7.5 dB and a dynamic power consumption of 3.6 pJ/bit. The second design shows a 

highly scaled SiGe HBT capable of operating at a data bit rate of 250 Gbit/s, Lπ of 204 

μm , extinction ratio of 13.2 dB and a dynamic power consumption of 2.1 pJ/bit. Both 

these designs have been implemented at a communication wavelength of 1.55 μm.  

9.2 Future work 

9.2.1 Aggressive reduction of active length using slow wave structures 

In spite of achieving a high bit rate the modulator will look even more appealing if 

the dynamic power consumption and the active length of the modulator can be reduced 

below 100 fJ/bit and 10 μm respectively. Such a low power consumption with reduced 

active length will be very attractive for on chip interconnects.  

Figure 123 shows the use of multiple emitter segments along the lateral width of the 

transistor. These segments are individually of 50-60 nm widths. The effective increase in 

emitter width might lead to increased electron per unit area and hence reduced length.  
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Figure 123: Multiple Narrow emitter structure. 

 

 

Figure 124: Alternate SiO2/Air segments in the shallow Trench. 
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Figure 125: Square air holes in the Shallow trench oxide. Circular Air holes can also be used. 

One can also take up the task of implementing a slow-wave structure as shown in 

Figure 124 and Figure 125. The shallow trench of the SiGe HBT is used as an electrical 

isolator between the collector and base. The shallow trenches can be modifies by 

introducing a material of low dielectric constant namely Air. This will not only improve 

the switching speed of the modulator but also provide a periodic discontinuity along the 

direction of propagation of the optical mode, hence the slow wave nature of light. As we 

have seen from the study of other groups this might result in dramatic reduction in the 

active length and dynamic power consumption.  

9.2.2 Fabrication of SiGe HBT as optical modulator 

This dissertation work is based upon calibrated TCAD simulations and represents 

an important first step to confirm the theoretical practicality of using SiGe HBTs to 

realize ultra-high-speed SiGe-based EO modulators. Clearly, however, the path to an 

experimental proof-of-concept is highly desirable. The structure and vertical profiles of 

the SiGe HBT needed to support these types of speeds in the EO domain are aggressive 

(e.g., 600 GHz peak fT), but not impractical. It is increasingly well accepted that 
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performance levels approaching a THz will be experimentally achievable in SiGe, and in 

fact fmax above 600 GHz has already been demonstrated at cryogenic temperatures in a 

conservative 130 nm SiGe HBT [87]. Multiple groups are presently pursuing 500 GHz 

SiGe HBTs at 300K and this appears to be a very reasonable performance target while 

maintaining the virtues of fully silicon-compatible manufacturing. This SiGe HBT for 

the EO modulator requires 90 nm lithography but this is fairly routine (very conservative 

by CMOS standards) and existing fourth-generation SiGe platforms already use 90 nm 

today. The SiGe HBT needed for the EO modulator also requires SOI underneath the 

transistor for optical confinement, but there again there is precedence for doing this. 

Best-of-breed SiGe analog platforms have already made use of thick film SOI for 

improved isolation for several years now. While adding SOI does indeed add process 

complexity, it has been repeatedly demonstrated as a viable path in SiGe. Finally, this 

SiGe HBT for the EO modulator must interface seamlessly with the requisite on-die 

optical wave guiding. This will present several complexities in fabrication but is viewed 

as only a problem requiring development effort. Taken together, while there are clearly 

significant challenges ahead for reducing the concept presented in this study to 

experimental practice, they are not viewed as insurmountable, and the potential of an on-

die, all-silicon-based high-speed SiGe EO modulator with supporting on-die electronics 

remains exceptionally appealing. 

9.2.3 Application of SiGe HBT optical modulator as a linear Analog modulator 

For the applications in high speed high resolution optical sampling systems a 

modulator needs to have low nonlinearity. Nonlinearity distorts signals by introducing 

additional higher harmonic terms besides the fundamentals. The nonlinearity in Mach 

Zehnder interferometer is induced by the Mach-Zehnder sinusoidal transmission 

characteristics. The non-linearity can also be induced by the SiGe HBT itself because the 

forward-biased current is exponentially proportional to the biased voltage. However, 

surprisingly SiGe HBT‟s exhibit excellent linearity in both small-signal and large-signal 

RF circuits, despite their strong I-V and C-V nonlinearities [32]. Hence, one can take up 

this task of characterizing the SiGe HBT optical modulator as a linear analog modulator. 
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Figure 126: Phase Shift with the input Vbe bias of the modulator (8HP Model). 

 

Figure 127: Output Power vs Input Power showing the linearity of the HBT. 

Figure 126 shows the variation of Optical phase with the input voltage bias. Figure 127 

shows the output power variation with the input power for a 240 μm active length of the 

modulator. 
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Appendix A 

2D MEDICI CODE 

A1. DC Solution for Initial Conditions 

assign    name=sufix c.val="RaisedBaseE2_we=90nm2_THz" 

mesh        in.fil=@sufix".msh" 

models        phumob bgn consrh auger et.model tmpmob ef.tmp 

call        file=newslotboom 

material    silicon ele.tauw=3e-13 

symb        newton carrier=2 ele.temp 

if cond=1 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(coll)=0 v(base)=0  

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.1 v(coll)=0.1 

save    out.fil=@sufix"INIuncoup.sov" 

if.end 

symb    newton carr=2 ele.temp coup.ele 

load    in.fil=@sufix"INIuncoup.sov" 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.1 v(coll)=0.1 out.fil=@sufix"VBE=0p1V_VCB=0V.sov" 

loop    steps=8 

    assign    name=vb n.val=0.15 delta=0.05 

    solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=@vb v(coll)=@vb 

l.end 

save    out.fil=@sufix"VBE=0p5V_VCB=0V.sov" 

load    in.fil=@sufix"INIuncoup.sov" 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.5 v(coll)=0.5 elec=coll vstep=0.05 nstep=5 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.5 v(coll)=1.0 

out.fil=@sufix"VBE=0p5V_VCB=0p5V.sov" 

load    in.fil=@sufix"INIuncoup.sov" 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.0 v(coll)=0.0 elec=coll vstep=0.05 nstep=30 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.0 v(coll)=1.5 

out.fil=@sufix"VBE=0p0V_VCE=1p5V.sov" 
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load    in.fil=@sufix"INIuncoup.sov" 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.0 v(coll)=0.0 elec=coll vstep=0.05 nstep=20 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.0 v(coll)=1.0 

out.fil=@sufix"VBE=0p0V_VCE=1p0V.sov" 

load    in.fil=@sufix"INIuncoup.sov" 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.0 v(coll)=0.0 elec=coll vstep=0.05 nstep=40 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.0 v(coll)=2.0 

out.fil=@sufix"VBE=0p0V_VCE=2p0V.sov" 

A2. Small Signal AC Solutions 

assign    name=sufix c.val="RaisedBaseE2_we=90nm2_THz" 

assign    name=sign c.val="SOI1E20Trapezoid28" 

mesh        in.fil=@sufix".msh" 

PLOT.2D BOUND FILL SCALE JUNC  X.MIN=0.0 X.MAX=1.9 Y.MIN=0.0 + 

Y.MAX=1.3 L.JUNC=1  ^CLEAR X.OFF=8.5 TITLE="SiGe HBT Structure"+ 

PLOT.2D   GRID  SCALE FILL   TITLE="SiGe HBT Mesh"  X.OFFSET=0.6 + 

Y.LENGTH=12 

PLOT.1D   DOPING  LOG  X.ST=0.8  X.EN=0.8  Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  COLOR=1 

+ LINE.TYP=1  TITLE="DOPING concentration" OUT.FILE =doping.dat 

PLOT.1D    X.MOLE         X.ST=0.8  X.EN=0.8  Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24   ^CLEAR + 

^AXES ^MARKS ^LABELS 

symb      newton carriers=2 ele.temp coup.ele 

load    in.fil=@sufix"INIuncoup.sov" 

models      bgn phumob consrh auger tmpmob et.model ef.tmp     

call    file=newslotboom 

material    silicon ele.tauw=3e-13 

assign    name=nstep n.val=90 

assign    name=vstep n.val=0.008 

assign      name=VCB n.val=0.5 

log    out.fil=logfile 

Loop steps=@nstep 

mailto:out.fil=@sufix%22VBE=0p0V_VCE=2p0V.sov
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
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assign name=vb n.val=0.55  delta=@vstep 

assign name=index n.val=1 delta=1 

solve  v(emitter)=0 v(coll)=1 v(base)=@vb        AC.anal term=base freq=1e6 

L.end 

EXTRACT  NAME=Gcb    UNITS=S   EXPRESS="@G(coll,Base)" 

EXTRACT  NAME=Gbb    UNITS=S   EXPRESS="@G(Base,Base)" 

EXTRACT  NAME=Ccb   UNITS=Farads/um   EXPRESS="@C(coll,Base)" 

EXTRACT  NAME=Cbb   UNITS=Farads/um   EXPRESS="@C(base,Base)" 

EXTRACT NAME=Ic   UNITS=Amp/um    express="@I(coll)" 

EXTRACT  NAME=Vbe UNITS=Volts EXPRESS="@V(Base)-@V(Emitter)" 

EXTRACT   NAME=cden  UNITS=mA/um^2    EXPRESS="@I(coll)*1E3/(0.09)"   

COMMENT   Ft = Gcb/(2*pi*Cbb) 

EXTRACT   NAME=Ft  UNITS=Hz + 

EXPRESS="@G(coll,Base)/(6.28*@C(Base,Base))"   

 

COMMENT   ALL PLOTS 

 

PLOT.1D   X.AX=Vbe   Y.AX=Gcb         POINTS  COLOR=2  IN.FILE=logfile 

+         out.fil=@sign"G21vsVbeVce1V.plt" DEVICE=l/postscript + 

plot.out=G21_Vbe1E20Vce1V.ps 

 

PLOT.1D   X.AX=Vbe   Y.AX=Gbb 

+         POINTS  COLOR=2  IN.FILE=logfile 

+         out.fil=@sign"G11vsVbeVce1V.plt" DEVICE=l/postscript  + 

plot.out=G11_Vbe1E20Vce1V.ps 

 

PLOT.1D   X.AX=Vbe   Y.AX=Ccb 

+         POINTS  COLOR=2  IN.FILE=logfile 

+         out.fil=@sign"C21vsVbeVce1V.plt" DEVICE=l/postscript  + 

plot.out=C21_Vbe1E20Vce1V.ps 

 

http://x.ax/
http://y.ax/
http://x.ax/
http://y.ax/
http://x.ax/
http://y.ax/
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PLOT.1D   X.AX=Vbe   Y.AX=Cbb 

+         POINTS  COLOR=2  IN.FILE=logfile 

+         out.fil=@sign"C11vsVbeVce1V.plt" DEVICE=l/postscript  + 

plot.out=C11_Vbe1E20Vce1V.ps 

 

PLOT.1D   X.AX=cden   Y.AX=Ft 

+         X.LOG   POINTS  COLOR=2  IN.FILE=logfile 

+         out.fil=@sign"ftvscd.plt" DEVICE=l/postscript  plot.out=SS_ft1E20.ps 

+          bottom=1E1 left=1e-4 right=2e2 

 

PLOT.1D   X.AX=Ic   Y.AX=Ft 

+         X.LOG   POINTS  COLOR=2  IN.FILE=logfile 

+         out.fil=@sign"ftvsIc.plt" DEVICE=l/postscript  plot.out=ft_Ic1E20.ps 

+          bottom=1E1 left=1e-4 right=1E1 

 

PLOT.1D   X.AX=Vbe   Y.AX=Ft 

+         POINTS  COLOR=2  IN.FILE=logfile 

+         out.fil=@sign"ftvsVbe.plt" DEVICE=l/postscript  plot.out=ft_Vbe1E20.ps 

+          bottom=1E1 left=0 right=1.3 

 

A3. Large Signal Transient simulations 

assign    name=sufix c.val="RaisedBaseE2_we=90nm2_THz" 

assign    name=sign c.val="SOI90nm1E20triangular" 

mesh        in.fil=@sufix".msh" 

 

COMMENT  PLOT STRUCTURE/DOPING 

PLOT.2D BOUND FILL SCALE JUNC  X.MIN=0.4 X.MAX=1.6 Y.MIN=0.0 + 

Y.MAX=0.55 L.JUNC=1  ^CLEAR X.OFF=8.5 TITLE="SiGe HBT Structure" 

+ PLOT.2D   GRID  SCALE FILL   TITLE="SiGe HBT Mesh"  X.OFFSET=0.6 + 

Y.LENGTH=12 

http://x.ax/
http://y.ax/
http://x.ax/
http://y.ax/
http://x.ax/
http://y.ax/
http://x.ax/
http://y.ax/
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PLOT.1D   DOPING  LOG  X.ST=0.95  X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=1 LINE.TYP=1  TITLE="DOPING concentration"  

PLOT.1D    X.MOLE         X.ST=0.95  X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24   ^CLEAR 

^AXES ^MARKS ^LABELS 

 

LOAD IN.FILE=MDEPS16 

PLOT.1D   ELECTRON  Y.LOG  X.ST=0.95  X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=2  LINE.TYP=2   BOTTOM=1E1   

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = ELEC0p83ps 

PLOT.1D   HOLES  Y.LOG X.ST=0.95  X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=3  LINE.TYP=1   BOTTOM=1E1 UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = HOLE0p83ps 

 

 

LOAD IN.FILE=MDEPS19 

PLOT.1D   ELECTRON   Y.LOG  X.ST=0.95  X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=2  LINE.TYP=2  BOTTOM=1E1   UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = ELEC1p03ps 

PLOT.1D   HOLES   Y.LOG X.ST=0.95   X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05   Y.EN=0.24   

COLOR=3   LINE.TYP=1   BOTTOM=1E1   UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = HOLE1p03ps 

 

LOAD IN.FILE=MDEPS20 

PLOT.1D   ELECTRON   Y.LOG  X.ST=0.95  X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=2  LINE.TYP=2   BOTTOM=1E1  UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = ELEC1p14ps 

PLOT.1D   HOLES   Y.LOG X.ST=0.95   X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05   Y.EN=0.24   

COLOR=3  LINE.TYP=1  BOTTOM=1E1  UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = HOLE1p14ps 

 

http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
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LOAD IN.FILE=MDEPS21 

PLOT.1D   ELECTRON  Y.LOG  X.ST=0.95  X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=2  LINE.TYP=2  BOTTOM=1E1  UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = ELEC1p3ps 

PLOT.1D   HOLES   Y.LOG X.ST=0.95   X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=3  LINE.TYP=1  BOTTOM=1E1  UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = HOLE1p3ps 

 

LOAD IN.FILE=MDEPS22 

PLOT.1D   ELECTRON  Y.LOG  X.ST=0.95  X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=2  LINE.TYP=2  BOTTOM=1E1  UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = ELEC1p53ps 

PLOT.1D   HOLES   Y.LOG X.ST=0.95   X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05   Y.EN=0.24   

COLOR=3  LINE.TYP=1  BOTTOM=1E1  UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = HOLE1p53ps 

 

LOAD IN.FILE=MDEPS23 

PLOT.1D   ELECTRON  Y.LOG  X.ST=0.95  X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=2  LINE.TYP=2  BOTTOM=1E1  UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = ELEC1p92ps 

PLOT.1D   HOLES   Y.LOG X.ST=0.95   X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05   Y.EN=0.24   

COLOR=3   LINE.TYP=1   BOTTOM=1E1   UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = HOLE1p92ps 

 

LOAD IN.FILE=MDEPS25 

PLOT.1D   ELECTRON  Y.LOG  X.ST=0.95  X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=2  LINE.TYP=2  BOTTOM=1E1  UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = ELEC3p82ps 

PLOT.1D   HOLES   Y.LOG X.ST=0.95   X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05   Y.EN=0.24   

COLOR=3  LINE.TYP=1   BOTTOM=1E1 UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = HOLE3p82ps 

http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
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LOAD IN.FILE=MDEPS26 

PLOT.1D   ELECTRON  Y.LOG  X.ST=0.95  X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=2  LINE.TYP=2  BOTTOM=1E1  UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = ELEC6p31ps 

PLOT.1D   HOLES   Y.LOG X.ST=0.95   X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05   Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=3  LINE.TYP=1   BOTTOM=1E1 UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = HOLE6p31ps 

 

LOAD IN.FILE=MDEPS31 

PLOT.1D   ELECTRON  Y.LOG  X.ST=0.95  X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=2  LINE.TYP=2  BOTTOM=1E1  UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = ELEC50ps 

PLOT.1D   HOLES   Y.LOG X.ST=0.95   X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05   Y.EN=0.24   

COLOR=3   LINE.TYP=1   BOTTOM=1E1 UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = HOLE50ps 

 

LOAD IN.FILE=MDEPP00 

PLOT.1D   ELECTRON   Y.LOG  X.ST=0.95  X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=2  LINE.TYP=2   BOTTOM=1E1  

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = ELEC50p01ps 

PLOT.1D   HOLES   Y.LOG X.ST=0.95   X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05   Y.EN=0.24   

COLOR=3   LINE.TYP=1   BOTTOM=1E1   UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = HOLE50p01ps 

 

LOAD IN.FILE=MDEPP08 

PLOT.1D   ELECTRON  Y.LOG  X.ST=0.95  X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=2  LINE.TYP=2  BOTTOM=1E1  UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = ELEC50p25ps 

PLOT.1D   HOLES   Y.LOG X.ST=0.95   X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05   Y.EN=0.24   

COLOR=3   LINE.TYP=1   BOTTOM=1E1 UNCHANGE 

http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
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+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = HOLE50p25ps 

 

LOAD IN.FILE=MDEPP09 

PLOT.1D   ELECTRON  Y.LOG  X.ST=0.95  X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=2  LINE.TYP=2  BOTTOM=1E1  UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = ELEC50p5ps 

PLOT.1D   HOLES   Y.LOG X.ST=0.95   X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05   Y.EN=0.24   

COLOR=3   LINE.TYP=1   BOTTOM=1E1   UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = HOLE50p5ps 

 

LOAD IN.FILE=MDEPP10 

PLOT.1D   ELECTRON  Y.LOG  X.ST=0.95  X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=2  LINE.TYP=2  BOTTOM=1E1  UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = ELEC50p8ps 

PLOT.1D   HOLES   Y.LOG X.ST=0.95   X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05   Y.EN=0.24   

COLOR=3   LINE.TYP=1   BOTTOM=1E1   UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = HOLE50p8ps 

 

LOAD IN.FILE=MDEPS12 

PLOT.1D   ELECTRON  Y.LOG  X.ST=0.95  X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  

COLOR=2  LINE.TYP=2  BOTTOM=1E1  UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = ELEC51p7ps 

PLOT.1D   HOLES Y.LOG X.ST=0.95 X.EN=0.95 Y.ST=0.05 Y.EN=0.24   

COLOR=3   LINE.TYP=1   BOTTOM=1E1   UNCHANGE 

+ TITLE="ELECTRON/HOLE Conc." OUT.FILE = HOLE51p7ps 

 

COMMENT   INITIAL SOLVE 

symb      newton carriers=2 ele.temp coup.ele 

load    in.fil=@sufix"VBE=0p0V_VCE=1p0V.sov" 

models      bgn phumob consrh auger tmpmob et.model ef.tmp     

call    file=newslotboom 

http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
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material    silicon ele.tauw=3e-13 

assign name=temper n.val=300 

 

COMMENT   Create a log file 

LOG       OUT.FILE=MDESSI 

 

COMMENT   Perform a 0-volt steady state solution, then simulate  

$         the transient turn-on and turn-off characteristics for the HBT.  

SOLVE     V(Coll)=1.0 V(Emitter)=0.0 V(Base)=0 OUT.FILE=MDEPS01  

SOLVE     V(Coll)=1.0 V(Emitter)=0.0 V(Base)=1.0  

+         TSTEP=1E-15  TSTOP=50E-12  RAMPTIME=1E-12 OUT.FILE=MDEPS02   

SOLVE     V(Coll)=1.0 V(Emitter)=0.0 V(Base)=0  

+         TSTEP=1E-15  TSTOP=100E-12  RAMPTIME=1E-12 OUT.FILE=MDEPP00  

EXTRACT   NAME=Ib UNITS=Amp/um        EXPRESS="@I(Base)" 

EXTRACT   NAME=Vb UNITS=Volts        EXPRESS="@V(Base)" 

 

PLOT.1D   X.AXIS=TIME Y.AXIS=Ib  

+         DEVICE=l/postscript  plot.out=base_current.ps out.fil=@sign"Ibt.dat"  

+         TITLE="Base Current vs. Time" COLOR=2 PLOT.1D   X.AXIS=TIME 

Y.AXIS=Vb         DEVICE=l/postscript  plot.out=base_voltage.ps          

out.fil=@sign"Vbt.dat"  TITLE="Base Voltage vs. Time" COLOR=2  

 

EXTRACT   NAME=Ie UNITS=Amp/um         EXPRESS="@I(Emitter)" 

PLOT.1D   X.AXIS=TIME Y.AXIS=Ie    DEVICE=l/postscript  

plot.out=emitter_current.ps out.fil=@sign"Iet.dat" TITLE="Emitter Current vs. Time" 

COLOR=2 

 

EXTRACT   NAME=Ic UNITS=Amp/um       EXPRESS="@I(coll)" 

PLOT.1D   X.AXIS=TIME Y.AXIS=Ic      DEVICE=l/postscript  

plot.out=collector_current.ps    out.fil=@sign"Ict.dat"  TITLE="Collector Current vs. 

Time" COLOR=3 

http://base_current.ps/
http://base_voltage.ps/
http://emitter_current.ps/
http://collector_current.ps/
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A4. Forward Gummel and Current Gain Simulation 

assign    name=sufix c.val="RaisedBaseE2_we=90nm2_THz" 

assign    name=sign c.val="SOI90nm1E20triangular" 

mesh        in.fil=@sufix".msh" 

 

COMMENT PLOT STRUCTURE/DOPING 

PLOT.2D BOUND FILL SCALE JUNC  X.MIN=0.4 X.MAX=1.6 Y.MIN=0.0 

Y.MAX=0.55 L.JUNC=1  ^CLEAR X.OFF=8.5 TITLE="SiGe HBT Structure" 

PLOT.2D   GRID  SCALE FILL   TITLE="SiGe HBT Mesh"  X.OFFSET=0.6 

Y.LENGTH=12 

PLOT.1D   DOPING  LOG  X.ST=0.8  X.EN=0.8  Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  COLOR=1 

LINE.TYP=1  TITLE="DOPING concentration"  

PLOT.1D    X.MOLE         X.ST=0.8  X.EN=0.8  Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24   ^CLEAR 

^AXES ^MARKS ^LABELS  

symb      newton carriers=2 ele.temp coup.ele 

load    in.fil=@sufix"VBE=0p0V_VCE=0p5V.sov" 

models      bgn phumob consrh auger tmpmob et.model ef.tmp     

call    file=newslotboom 

material    silicon ele.tauw=3e-13 

assign    name=nstep n.val=120 

assign    name=vstep n.val=0.01 

assign      name=VCB n.val=0.5 

assign name=logfile c.val=@sign"Gummel.log" 

assign name=psfile c.val=@sign"Gummel.ps" 

log    out.fil=@logfile 

plot.2d grid fill 

Loop steps=@nstep 

    assign name=vb n.val=0.0 delta=@vstep 

        assign name=index n.val=1 delta=1 

$        assign name=zfile c.val=@sufix"_DCsov"@index"_VCB=0p5V" 

$    log    out.fil=@zfile".log" 

http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
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solve  v(emitter)=0 v(coll)=@vb+@VCB v(base)=@vb  

L.end 

COMMENT   Plot Ic and Ib vs. Vbe 

 

PLOT.1D   IN.FILE=@logfile  Y.AXIS=I(coll)  X.AXIS=V(Base) 

+       device=l/postscript plot.out=@psfile 

+       Y.LOG  POINTS  LINE=1  COLOR=2 

+       out.fil=@sign".ic" 

 

PLOT.1D   IN.FILE=@logfile  Y.AXIS=I(Base)  X.AXIS=V(Base) 

+         Y.LOG  POINTS  LINE=2  COLOR=2  UNCHANGE 

+         out.fil=@sign".ib" 

 

COMMENT   Plot the current gain (Beta) vs. coll current 

EXTRACT   Name=Beta  EXPRESS=@I(coll)/@I(Base) 

PLOT.1D   IN.FILE=@logfile  X.AXIS=I(coll)  Y.AXIS=Beta 

+         out.fil=@sign".betavsIc" 

+         X.LOG  POINTS  COLOR=2 

 

COMMENT   Plot the current gain (Beta) vs. coll current 

EXTRACT   Name=Beta  EXPRESS=@I(coll)/@I(Base) 

PLOT.1D   IN.FILE=@logfile  X.AXIS=V(Base)  Y.AXIS=Beta 

+         out.fil=@sign".betavsVbe" 

+          POINTS  COLOR=2 

 

A5.  Initial Solve for Output Characteristics 

assign    name=sufix c.val="RaisedBaseE2_we=90nm2_THz" 

mesh        in.fil=@sufix".msh" 

PLOT.2D BOUND FILL SCALE JUNC  X.MIN=0.0 X.MAX=2 Y.MIN=0.0 

Y.MAX=0.55 L.JUNC=1  ^CLEAR X.OFF=8.5 TITLE="SiGe HBT Structure" 

PLOT.2D   GRID  SCALE FILL   TITLE="SiGe HBT Mesh"  X.OFFSET=0.6 
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Y.LENGTH=12 

 

PLOT.1D   DOPING  LOG  X.ST=0.8  X.EN=0.8  Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  COLOR=1 

LINE.TYP=1  TITLE="DOPING concentration"  

PLOT.1D    X.MOLE         X.ST=0.8  X.EN=0.8  Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24   ^CLEAR 

^AXES ^MARKS ^LABELS 

 

models        phumob bgn consrh auger et.model tmpmob ef.tmp impact.i 

call        file=newslotboom 

material    silicon ele.tauw=3e-13 

symb        newton carrier=2 ele.temp 

load    in.fil=@sufix"INIuncoup.sov" 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.0 v(coll)=0.0 elec=base vstep=0.05 nstep=2 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.1 v(coll)=0.0 

out.fil=@sufix"VBE=0p1V_VCE=0p0V.sov" 

load    in.fil=@sufix"VBE=0p1V_VCE=0p0V.sov" 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.1 v(coll)=0.0 elec=base vstep=0.05 nstep=2 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.2 v(coll)=0.0 

out.fil=@sufix"VBE=0p2V_VCE=0p0V.sov" 

load    in.fil=@sufix"VBE=0p2V_VCE=0p0V.sov" 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.2 v(coll)=0.0 elec=base vstep=0.05 nstep=6 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.5 v(coll)=0.0 

out.fil=@sufix"VBE=0p5V_VCE=0p0V.sov" 

load    in.fil=@sufix"VBE=0p5V_VCE=0p0V.sov" 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.5 v(coll)=0.0 elec=base vstep=0.05 nstep=6 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.8 v(coll)=0.0 

out.fil=@sufix"VBE=0p8V_VCE=0p0V.sov" 

load    in.fil=@sufix"VBE=0p8V_VCE=0p0V.sov" 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=0.8 v(coll)=0.0 elec=base vstep=0.05 nstep=4 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=1.0 v(coll)=0.0 

out.fil=@sufix"VBE=1p0V_VCE=0p0V.sov" 

http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
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load    in.fil=@sufix"VBE=1p0V_VCE=0p0V.sov" 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=1.0 v(coll)=0.0 elec=base vstep=0.05 nstep=4 

solve    v(emitter)=0 v(base)=1.2 v(coll)=0.0 

out.fil=@sufix"VBE=1p2V_VCE=0p0V.sov" 

 

A6.  Output Characteristics simulation 

assign    name=sufix c.val="RaisedBaseE2_we=90nm2_THz" 

assign    name=sign c.val="SOI90nm1E20triangular28pGe" 

mesh        in.fil=@sufix".msh" 

 

PLOT.2D BOUND FILL SCALE JUNC  X.MIN=0.4 X.MAX=1.6 Y.MIN=0.0 

Y.MAX=0.55 L.JUNC=1  ^CLEAR X.OFF=8.5 TITLE="SiGe HBT Structure" 

PLOT.2D   GRID  SCALE FILL   TITLE="SiGe HBT Mesh"  X.OFFSET=0.6 

Y.LENGTH=12 

PLOT.1D   DOPING  LOG  X.ST=0.8  X.EN=0.8  Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24  COLOR=1 

LINE.TYP=1  TITLE="DOPING concentration"  

PLOT.1D    X.MOLE         X.ST=0.8  X.EN=0.8  Y.ST=0.05  Y.EN=0.24   ^CLEAR 

^AXES ^MARKS ^LABELS  

 

symb      newton carriers=2 ele.temp coup.ele 

 

load    in.fil=@sufix"VBE=0p1V_VCE=0p0V.sov" 

models      bgn phumob consrh auger tmpmob et.model ef.tmp     

call    file=newslotboom 

material    silicon ele.tauw=3e-13 

assign    name=nstep n.val=40 

assign    name=vstep n.val=0.05 

assign      name=Vb n.val=0.1 

assign name=logfile c.val=@sign"output1.log" 

assign name=psfile c.val=@sign"output1.ps" 

log    out.fil=@logfile 

http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://x.st/
http://y.st/
http://output1.ps/
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Loop steps=@nstep 

    assign name=vc n.val=0.0 delta=@vstep 

        assign name=index n.val=1 delta=1 

        solve  v(emitter)=0 v(coll)=@vc v(base)=@vb  impact.i 

L.end 

COMMENT   Plot Ic vs. Vce 

        PLOT.1D   IN.FILE=@logfile  Y.AXIS=I(coll)  X.AXIS=V(coll) 

+       device=l/postscript plot.out=@psfile       POINTS  LINE=1  COLOR=2 

+       out.fil=@sign"ic0p1.txt" 
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Appendix B 

Sentaurus Modeling and Post-processing 

B1. Sdevice Optical and Electrical DC simulation files 

 

#- Sentaurus Device input deck for 

Electrode { 

  { Name="collectorc"    Voltage= 0.0 } 

  { Name="substratec"     Voltage=0.0 } 

  { Name="basec"      Voltage=0.0   } 

  { Name="emitterc" Voltage=0.0 } 

 

  } 

 

File { 

   * Input Files 

   Grid= "cbebcst0_msh.tdr" // Input Mesh TDR 

  Parameter= "mySiGeHBTBias.par" 

   * Output Files 

   Current= "HBTBias_msh" 

   Plot= "HBTBias_msh" 

   Output= "HBTBias_msh" 

   PMIPATH = "/home/rhome/guhant/Documents/sentaurus/HBTMZI/CRI/fca" 

   TensorPlot = "tp" // OUTPUT TENSOR PLOT 

} 

Plot { 

  *--Density and Currents, etc 

  eDensity hDensity 

  TotalCurrent/Vector eCurrent/Vector hCurrent/Vector 

  eMobility hMobility 

  eVelocity hVelocity 
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  eQuasiFermi hQuasiFermi 

  *--Fields and charges 

  ElectricField/Vector Potential SpaceCharge 

 

  *--Doping Profiles 

  Doping DonorConcentration AcceptorConcentration 

 

  *--Driving forces 

  eGradQuasiFermi/Vector hGradQuasiFermi/Vector 

   xMoleFraction 

  *--Optics 

OpticalIntensity 

  OpticalField 

  ComplexRefractiveIndex 

} 

 

TensorPlot ( 

* ----For bidirectional BPM, tensor plots are generated not only for the final solution, but 

*  also after every iteration if   “maximum”  is specified. 

  *OutputLevel =maximum 

  xmin = -0.63 

  xmax = 0.63 

  ymin = -0.62 

  ymax = 0.1 

  zmin = 0 

  zmax = 3.5 

  Name = "biased_1.0_1.0_fw_lowlossPoly_nm_TM" 

) { 

  ComplexRefractiveIndex 

  OpticalField 

  OpticalIntensity } 
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Physics { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

 

  Optics ( 

    OpticalGeneration ( 

      ComputeFromMonochromaticSource 

      -AutomaticUpdate 

    ) 

    OpticalSolver ( 

      BPM ( 

       GridNodes = (500 500 1000) 

        ReferenceRefractiveIndex = fieldweighted 

        Excitation ( 

          Type = "Gaussian" 

          SigmaGauss = (0.8, 0.8) 

          CenterGauss = (0.0, -0.3) 

        ) 

        Bidirectional ( 

          Iterations = 100 

          Error = 1e-10 

        ) 

      ) 

    ) 

    Excitation ( 

      Wavelength =1.55 

      Intensity = 4 

      Theta = 0 

      Phi   = 0 

tel:%28500%20500%201000
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      Polarization   = TM 

    ) 

  ) 

} 

 

Physics( Material= "SiO2" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CarrierDep (real imag) 

        ) 

    ) 

} 

 

Physics( Region= "poly_DT_left" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

  

 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     

        ) 

    ) 

 

} 
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Physics( Region= "poly_DT_right" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

  

 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     

        ) 

    ) 

} 

 

Physics ( Region= "sigebase_top" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     

        ) 

    ) 

MoleFraction( 

    RegionName = [  "sigebase_top"  ] 

       XFraction=0.0 

       Grading( 

                  (RegionInterface = ( "sigebase_top" "uniformSiGe" ) 

             XFraction=0.148235294 GrDistance=0.0035) 

            ) 

       ) } 
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Physics ( Region= "uniformSiGe" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     

 

        ) 

    ) 

MoleFraction( 

    RegionName = [  "uniformSiGe"  ] 

       XFraction=0.148235294 

       Grading( 

                  (RegionInterface = ( "uniformSiGe" "sigebase_bottom"  ) 

             XFraction=0.224470588 GrDistance=0.0018) 

            ) 

       ) 

} 

 

Physics ( Region= "sigebase_bottom" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     

        ) 

    ) 
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MoleFraction( 

    RegionName = [  "sigebase_bottom"  ] 

       XFraction=0.224470588 

       Grading( 

                  (RegionInterface = ( "sigebase_bottom" "sic" ) 

             XFraction=0.36 GrDistance=0.0032) 

            ) 

       ) 

} 

 

Physics( Region= "sic" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

        CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     

        ) 

    ) 

 

MoleFraction( 

    RegionName = [  "sic"  ] 

       XFraction=0.0 

       Grading( 

                  (RegionInterface = ( "sigebase_bottom" "sic" ) 

             XFraction=0.36 GrDistance=0.0045) 

            ) 

       ) 

} 
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Physics( Region= "MonoEmitter_top" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     

        ) 

    ) 

} 

 

Physics( Region= "MonoEmitter_bottom" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

 

 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     

        ) 

    ) 

} 

 

Physics( Region= "PolyEmitter" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 
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 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     

        ) 

    ) 

} 

 

Physics( Region= "PolyEmitter_top" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     

        ) 

    ) 

} 

 

Physics( Region= "subcollector" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     

        ) 

    ) 

} 
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Physics( Region= "reachthrough_right" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

  

 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     

        ) 

    ) 

} 

 

Physics( Region= "reachthrough_left" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

  

 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     

        ) 

    ) 

} 

 

Physics( Region= "silicon_subcollector_sic" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 
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 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     

        ) 

    ) 

} 

 

Physics( Region= "sic_subc_left" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

  

 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     

        ) 

    ) 

} 

 

Physics( Region= "sic_subc_right" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

  

 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     
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        ) 

    ) 

} 

 

Physics( Region= "raisedbase_left" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

  

 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     

        ) 

    ) 

} 

 

Physics( Region= "raisedbase_right" ) { 

   Hydrodynamic( eTemperature ) 

   EffectiveIntrinsicDensity( BandGapNarrowing(Slotboom )) 

   Mobility ( PhuMob     ) 

   Recombination (Auger   SRH(DopingDependence)  ) 

  

 Optics ( 

    ComplexRefractiveIndex ( 

           CRIModel ( Name = "crimi_k_fca" )     

        ) 

    ) 

} 
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Math { 

   -CheckUndefinedModels 

    Number_Of_Threads = 4 

    StackSize = 900000000 

 

  Method=ILS(Set=6) // BEST FOR 3D MESH CONVERGENCE 

 

  ILSrc = " 

 

    set (1) { // default 

 

      iterative (gmres(100), tolrel=1e-8, tolunprec=1e-4, tolabs=0, maxit=200); 

 

      preconditioning (ilut(0.001,-1)); 

 

      ordering (symmetric=nd, nonsymmetric=mpsilst); 

 

      options (compact=yes, verbose=0, 

 

        refinebasis=0, 

 

        refinescaling=none, 

 

        refineresidual=0 

 

      ); 

 

    }; 

 

    set (2) { // improved accuracy for AC analysis 
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     iterative (gmres(150), tolrel=1e-11, tolunprec=1e-8, tolabs=0, maxit=300); 

 

      preconditioning (ilut(0.0001,-1), left); 

 

      ordering (symmetric=nd, nonsymmetric=mpsilst); 

 

      options (compact=yes, verbose=0, 

 

        refinebasis=0, 

 

        refinescaling=none, 

 

        refineresidual=1 

 

     ); 

 

    }; 

 

    set(6) { 

 

      iterative( gmres(100), tolrel=1e-10, tolunprec=1e-4, tolabs=0, maxit=200 ); 

 

      // choose ILUT factorization as preconditioner 

 

      preconditioning( ilut(0.0002,-1), left ); 

 

      ordering( symmetric=nd, nonsymmetric=mpsilst ); 

 

      options( compact=yes, refineresidual=45, verbose=4 ); 
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    }; 

 

" 

 

  ACMethod=Blocked 

 

  ACSubMethod=ILS(Set=2) 

} 

Solve { // SOLVE INITIAL CONDITION 

* Initial Guess 

  Coupled ( Iterations= 100 ) { Poisson } 

   Coupled { Poisson Electron Hole eTemperature } 

    

* Initial base ramp SOLVE DC SOLUTION FOR BIAS OR UNBIAS 

   Quasistationary ( 

      InitialStep= 1e-5 Increment= 1.5 

      Minstep= 1e-5 MaxStep= 0.2      

      Goal { Name="basec" Voltage=1.0 } // 0.0 FOR UNBIAS 

      Goal {  Name="collectorc" Voltage=1.0} // 1.0 FOR UNBIAS 

 

   ){ Coupled { Poisson Electron Hole  eTemperature } } 

     

    optics  // SOLVE OPTICS 

    plot(FilePrefix="SiGeHBTafter_bias1p0Optics_lowlossPoly_nm_TM") 

} 
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B2. Sdevice 3D Input Mesh (cbebc.cmd) 

 

Title "Untitled" 

 

Controls { 

} 

Definitions { 

    AnalyticalProfile "Err.monoemitter" { 

        Species = "ArsenicActiveConcentration" 

        Function = Gauss(PeakPos = 0.005, PeakVal = 2e+18, ValueAtDepth = 2.1e+17, 

Depth = 0) 

        LateralFunction = Gauss(Factor = 0.01) 

    } 

    Constant "Const.monoemitter" { 

        Species = "BoronActiveConcentration" 

        Value = 2e+17 

    } 

    Constant "Const.sigebase" { 

        Species = "BoronActiveConcentration" 

        Value = 9e+19 

    } 

    Constant "Const.raisedbase" { 

        Species = "BoronActiveConcentration" 

        Value = 5e+20 

    } 

    Constant "Const.siliconsicall" { 

        Species = "PhosphorusActiveConcentration" 

        Value = 1e+16 

    } 
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    Constant "Const.substrate" { 

        Species = "BoronActiveConcentration" 

        Value = 1e+16 

    } 

    Constant "Const.monoemitterbottom" { 

        Species = "ArsenicActiveConcentration" 

        Value = 1e+16 

    } 

    Constant "Const.monoemittertop" { 

        Species = "ArsenicActiveConcentration" 

        Value = 2.1e+18 

    } 

    Constant "Const.polyemitter" { 

        Species = "ArsenicActiveConcentration" 

        Value = 1e+21 

    } 

    Constant "Const.sicsubc" { 

        Species = "PhosphorusActiveConcentration" 

        Value = 1e+20 

    } 

    AnalyticalProfile "Gauss.SiGeBasebottom" { 

        Species = "BoronActiveConcentration" 

        Function = Gauss(PeakPos = 0.0033, PeakVal = 9e+19, ValueAtDepth = 2e+16, 

Depth = 0) 

        LateralFunction = Gauss(Factor = 0.1) 

    } 

    AnalyticalProfile "Gauss.SiGeBasetop" { 

        Species = "BoronActiveConcentration" 

        Function = Gauss(PeakPos = 0.005, PeakVal = 9e+19, ValueAtDepth = 2e+17, 

Depth = 0.0085) 

        LateralFunction = Gauss(Factor = 0.1) 
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    } 

    AnalyticalProfile "Gauss.SIC" { 

        Species = "PhosphorusActiveConcentration" 

        Function = Gauss(PeakPos = 0.004, PeakVal = 2e+18, ValueAtDepth = 6e+17, 

Depth = 0.0265) 

        LateralFunction = Gauss(Factor = 0.01) 

    } 

    AnalyticalProfile "Err.subcollectorsic" { 

        Species = "PhosphorusActiveConcentration" 

        Function = Erf(SymPos = 0.0015, PeakVal = 1.5e+20, ValueAtDepth = 1.6e+18, 

Depth = 0.013) 

        LateralFunction = Gauss(Factor = 0.01) 

    } 

    AnalyticalProfile "gauss.monoemittertop" { 

        Species = "ArsenicActiveConcentration" 

        Function = Gauss(PeakPos = 0.005, PeakVal = 1e+21, ValueAtDepth = 2e+18, 

Depth = 0.0036) 

        LateralFunction = Gauss(Factor = 0.01) 

    } 

    AnalyticalProfile "gauss.monoemitter" { 

        Species = "ArsenicActiveConcentration" 

        Function = Gauss(PeakPos = 0.001, PeakVal = 2e+18, ValueAtDepth = 2.6e+17, 

Depth = 0) 

        LateralFunction = Gauss(Factor = 0.01) 

    } 

    Refinement "RefDef.emitter" { 

        MaxElementSize = ( 0.01 0.0005 3.5 ) 

        MinElementSize = ( 0.01 0.0005 3.5 ) 

        RefineFunction = MaxTransDiff(Variable = "ArsenicActiveConcentration",Value = 

1) 

    } 
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    Refinement "RefDef.sic" { 

        MaxElementSize = ( 0.01 0.0005 3.5 ) 

        MinElementSize = ( 0.01 0.0005 3.5 ) 

        RefineFunction = MaxTransDiff(Variable = 

"PhosphorusActiveConcentration",Value = 1) 

    } 

    Refinement "RefDef.sigebase" { 

        MaxElementSize = ( 0.01 0.0005 3.5 ) 

        MinElementSize = ( 0.01 0.0005 3.5 ) 

        RefineFunction = MaxTransDiff(Variable = "BoronActiveConcentration",Value = 

1) 

    } 

    Refinement "RefDef.subcsic" { 

        MaxElementSize = ( 0.01 0.01 3.5 ) 

        MinElementSize = ( 0.01 0.01 3.5 ) 

        RefineFunction = MaxTransDiff(Variable = 

"PhosphorusActiveConcentration",Value = 1) 

    } 

} 

 

Placements { 

    Constant "PlaceCD.polyemitter" { 

        Reference = "Const.polyemitter" 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["PolyEmitter"] 

        } 

    } 

    Constant "PlaceCD.sigebasemid" { 

        Reference = "Const.sigebase" 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["uniformSiGe"] 
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        } 

    } 

    Constant "PlaceCD.raisedbaseleft" { 

        Reference = "Const.raisedbase" 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["raisedbase_left"] 

        } 

    } 

    Constant "PlaceCD.raisedbaseright" { 

        Reference = "Const.raisedbase" 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["raisedbase_right"] 

        } 

    } 

    Constant "PlaceCD.siliconsicall" { 

        Reference = "Const.siliconsicall" 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["sic"] 

        } 

    } 

    Constant "PlaceCD.sicsubc" { 

        Reference = "Const.sicsubc" 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["silicon_subcollector_sic"] 

        } 

    } 

    Constant "PlaceCD.subcollector" { 

        Reference = "Const.sicsubc" 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["subcollector"] 

        } 
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    } 

    Constant "PlaceCD.reachthroughleft" { 

        Reference = "Const.sicsubc" 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["reachthrough_left"] 

        } 

    } 

    Constant "PlaceCD.reachthroughright" { 

        Reference = "Const.sicsubc" 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["reachthrough_right"] 

        } 

    } 

    Constant "PlaceCD.substrate" { 

        Reference = "Const.substrate" 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["substrate"] 

        } 

    } 

    Constant "PlaceCD.monoemitterbottom" { 

        Reference = "Const.monoemitterbottom" 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["MonoEmitter_bottom"] 

        } 

    } 

    Constant "PlaceCD.monoemittertop" { 

        Reference = "Const.monoemittertop" 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["MonoEmitter_top"] 

        } 

    } 
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    Constant "PlaceCD.sic_subc_left" { 

        Reference = "Const.sicsubc" 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["sic_subc_left"] 

        } 

    } 

    Constant "PlaceCD.sic_subc_right" { 

        Reference = "Const.sicsubc" 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["sic_subc_right"] 

        } 

    } 

    Constant "PlaceCD.polyemitter_top" { 

        Reference = "Const.polyemitter" 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["PolyEmitter_top"] 

        } 

    } 

    AnalyticalProfile "PlaceAP.sigebasebottom" { 

        Reference = "Gauss.SiGeBasebottom" 

        ReferenceElement { 

            Element = Polygon [ (-0.086 -0.0085 0) (-0.086 -0.0085 3.5) (0.086 -0.0085 3.5) 

(0.086 -0.0085 0)] 

        } 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["sigebase_bottom"] 

        } 

    } 

    AnalyticalProfile "PlaceAP.sigebasetop" { 

        Reference = "Gauss.SiGeBasetop" 

        ReferenceElement { 
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            Element = Polygon [ (-0.086 -0.0085 0) (-0.086 -0.0085 3.5) (0.086 -0.0085 3.5) 

(0.086 -0.0085 0)] 

        } 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["sigebase_top"] 

        } 

    } 

    AnalyticalProfile "PlaceAP.sic" { 

        Reference = "Gauss.SIC" 

        ReferenceElement { 

            Element = Polygon [ (-0.045 -0.035 0) (-0.045 -0.035 3.5) (0.045 -0.035 3.5) 

(0.045 -0.035 0)] 

        } 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["sic"] 

        } 

    } 

    AnalyticalProfile "PlaceAP.subcsic" { 

        Reference = "Err.subcollectorsic" 

        ReferenceElement { 

            Element = Polygon [ (-0.045 -0.053 0) (0.045 -0.053 0) (0.045 -0.053 3.5) (-

0.045 -0.053 3.5)] 

        } 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["sic"] 

        } 

    } 

    AnalyticalProfile "PlaceAP.monoemittertop" { 

        Reference = "gauss.monoemittertop" 

        ReferenceElement { 

            Element = Polygon [ (-0.045 0 0) (-0.045 0 3.5) (0.045 0 3.5) (0.045 0 0)] 
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        } 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["MonoEmitter_top"] 

        } 

    } 

    AnalyticalProfile "PlaceAP.monoemitterbottom" { 

        Reference = "gauss.monoemitter" 

        ReferenceElement { 

            Element = Polygon [ (-0.045 0 0) (-0.045 0 3.5) (0.045 0 3.5) (0.045 0 0)] 

        } 

        EvaluateWindow { 

            Element = region ["MonoEmitter_bottom"] 

        } 

    } 

    Refinement "PlaceRefWin.emitter" { 

        Reference = "RefDef.emitter" 

        RefineWindow = Cuboid [(-0.045 0 0) (0.045 0.01 3.5)] 

    } 

    Refinement "PlaceRefWin.sic" { 

        Reference = "RefDef.sic" 

        RefineWindow = Cuboid [(-0.3 -0.053 0) (0.3 -0.0085 3.5)] 

    } 

    Refinement "PlaceRefWin.sigebase" { 

        Reference = "RefDef.sigebase" 

        RefineWindow = Cuboid [(-0.1 -0.015 0) (0.1 0 3.5)] 

    } 

    Refinement "PlaceRefWin.sicsubc" { 

        Reference = "RefDef.subcsic" 

        RefineWindow = Cuboid [(-0.3 -0.615 0) (0.3 -0.053 3.5)] 

    } 

} 
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Delaunizer { 

    faceProximity=0 

    sliverAngle=179 

    delaunayTolerance=0.1 

} 

AxisAligned { 

    maxAngle=179 

    maxNeighborRatio=10000 

    decimate=false 

    smoothing=true 

} 

 

B3. Input RefEvalWindow 

(sdedr:define-refeval-window "Baseline.sic" "Polygon" (list (position -0.045 -0.035 -

3.2499999875) (position -0.045 -0.035 6.7499999875) (position 0.045 -0.035 

6.7499999875) (position 0.045 -0.035 -3.2499999875))) 

(sdedr:define-refeval-window "Baseline.sigebase" "Polygon" (list (position -0.086 -

0.0085 -3.2499999875) (position -0.086 -0.0085 6.7499999875) (position 0.086 -0.0085 

6.7499999875) (position 0.086 -0.0085 -3.2499999875))) 

(sdedr:define-refeval-window "Baseline.monoemitter" "Polygon" (list (position -0.045 0 

-3.2499999875) (position -0.045 0 6.7499999875) (position 0.045 0 6.7499999875) 

(position 0.045 0 -3.2499999875))) 

(sdedr:define-refeval-window "Baseline.subc" "Polygon" (list (position -0.045 -0.053 -

3.2499999875) (position 0.045 -0.053 -3.2499999875) (position 0.045 -0.053 

6.7499999875) (position -0.045 -0.053 6.7499999875))) 

(sdedr:define-refeval-window "Refwin.base" "Cuboid" (position -0.1 -0.015 -

3.2499999875) (position 0.1 8.673617379884e-19 6.7499999875)) 

(sdedr:define-refeval-window "Refwin.emitter" "Cuboid" (position -0.045 -

8.673617379884e-19 -3.2499999875) (position 0.045 0.01 6.7499999875)) 
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(sdedr:define-refeval-window "Refwin.sic" "Cuboid" (position -0.3 -0.053 -

3.2499999875) (position 0.3 -0.0085 6.7499999875))  

B4. Tecplot Optical Data Extraction  

#!MC 1120 

$!READDATASET 'tp_biased_1.0_1.0_fw_lowlossPoly_nm_TM.tdr' 

  DATASETREADER = 'SWB-Loader' 

$!EXTRACTFROMPOLYLINE 

  EXTRACTTHROUGHVOLUME = YES 

  EXTRACTLINEPOINTSONLY = NO 

  INCLUDEDISTANCEVAR = YES 

  EXTRACTTOFILE = YES 

  NUMPTS = 1601 // Number of points in Tensor Plot +1 

  FNAME = 'cutlinebiased_3.5_1.0_1.0_fwlowlossPoly_nm_Ym0.4X0.1_tec_TM.dat' 

  RAWDATA 

2 

0.1 -0.4 0    // STARTING COORDINATE 

0.1 -0.4 3.5 // ENDING COORDINATE 

$!QUIT 

 

// Command to run in the specified Directory 

tecplot_sv –b –p cutline_bias_tec.mcr 

B5. Perl Script to extract phase from B3 output  

#! /usr/bin/env perl 

# parse tecplot cutline file 

my $twopi = 2 * atan2(0, -1); 

my $fdat = $ARGV[0]; 

warn("processing inspect data file $fdat\n"); 

$0 =~ s(.*/)(); 

# parse tecplot output file 
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open FTEC, $fdat 

  or die("ERROR opening file $fdat"); 

# read in variable names 

1 while (($s = <FTEC>) && ($s !~ /VARIABLES\s*=/)); 

die("Unexpected end to plt file $d/$ftecplt\n") 

  unless ($s); 

my $n = 0; 

my $l; 

my @collabels; 

my @data; 

if ($s =~ /\"(.*)\"/) { 

  (my $l = $1) =~ s/\s/_/g; 

  warn("field found : $l\n"); 

  push @collabels, $l; 

  while (($s = <FTEC>) && ($s =~ /\"(.*)\"/)) { 

    (my $l = $1) =~ s/\s/_/g; 

    push @collabels, $l; 

    warn("field found : $l\n"); 

    $n++; 

  } 

1 while (($s !~ /ZONE/) && ($s = <FTEC>)); 

  die("Unexpected end to plt file $d/$ftecplt\n") 

    unless ($s); 

  my (@a, $s); 

  my $phase_last; 

  my $phase_init; 

  my $phase_final; 

 $file = "phasebias_air.txt"; 

 unlink($file); 

  while ($s = <FTEC>) { 

    1 while (($s =~ /DT=\(/) && ($s = <FTEC>)); 
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    last 

      unless (@a = split(" ",$s)); 

    my %var; 

    @var{@collabels} = @a; 

    # check optical field components 

    my $real = $var{'Re(OpticalField)_[W*m^-3]'}; 

    my $imag = $var{'Im(OpticalField)_[W*m^-3]'}; 

    my $dist = $var{'Distance'}; 

    

   my $intensity = $var{'OpticalIntensity_[W*m^-3]'}; 

    my $phase = atan2($imag, $real); 

   # $phase +=$phase 

    $phase += (int(($phase_last - $phase) / $twopi) + 1) * $twopi 

      if ((defined $phase_last) && ($phase < $phase_last)); 

 #   warn("$dist $real $imag $phase  $intensity \t \n"); 

    $phase_last = $phase; 

    $phase_init = $phase 

      unless (defined $phase_init); 

    $phase_final = $phase; 

    open(DA, ">>$file"); 

   print DA "$dist \t $phase \t $real \t $imag \t $intensity\n"; 

  } 

 printf "DOE: phase_init %g\n", $phase_init; 

 printf "DOE: phase_final %g\n", $phase_final; 

  printf "DOE: phase_delta %g\n", ($phase_final - $phase_init); 

} 
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Appendix C 

MATLAB SCRIPTS 

C1.  Code to Extract Transient Rise and Fall Time 

load ELEC0p83ps; 

load HOLE0p83ps; 

load ELEC1p03ps; 

load HOLE1p03ps; 

load ELEC1p14ps; 

load HOLE1p14ps; 

load ELEC1p3ps; 

load HOLE1p3ps; 

load ELEC1p53ps; 

load HOLE1p53ps; 

load ELEC1p92ps; 

load HOLE1p92ps; 

load ELEC3p82ps; 

load HOLE3p82ps; 

load ELEC6p31ps; 

load HOLE6p31ps; 

load ELEC50ps; 

load HOLE50ps; 

load ELEC50p01ps; 

load HOLE50p01ps; 

load ELEC50p25ps; 

load HOLE50p25ps; 

load ELEC50p5ps; 

load HOLE50p5ps; 

load ELEC50p8ps; 

load HOLE50p8ps; 

load HOLE51p7ps; 
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load ELEC51p7ps; 

distE0p83 = ELEC0p83ps(:,3); 

elec0p83 = ELEC0p83ps(:,4); 

hole0p83 = HOLE0p83ps(:,4); 

distH0p83 = HOLE0p83ps(:,3); 

distE1p14 = ELEC1p14ps(:,3); 

elec1p14 = ELEC1p14ps(:,4); 

hole1p14 = HOLE1p14ps(:,4); 

distH1p14 = HOLE1p14ps(:,3); 

distE1p3 = ELEC1p3ps(:,3); 

elec1p3 = ELEC1p3ps(:,4); 

hole1p3 = HOLE1p3ps(:,4); 

distH1p3 = HOLE1p3ps(:,3); 

distE1p92 = ELEC1p92ps(:,3); 

elec1p92 = ELEC1p92ps(:,4); 

distH1p92 = HOLE1p92ps(:,3); 

hole1p92 = HOLE1p92ps(:,4); 

distE3p82 = ELEC3p82ps(:,3); 

elec3p82 = ELEC3p82ps(:,4); 

distH3p82 = HOLE3p82ps(:,3); 

hole3p82 = HOLE3p82ps(:,4); 

distE50p = ELEC50ps(:,3); 

elec50p = ELEC50ps(:,4); 

distH50p = HOLE50ps(:,3); 

hole50p = HOLE50ps(:,4); 

distE50p01 = ELEC50p01ps(:,3); 

elec50p01 = ELEC50p01ps(:,4); 

distH50p01 = HOLE50p01ps(:,3); 

hole50p01 = HOLE50p01ps(:,4); 

distE50p25 = ELEC50p25ps(:,3); 

elec50p25 = ELEC50p25ps(:,4); 
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distH50p25 = HOLE50p25ps(:,3); 

hole50p25 = HOLE50p25ps(:,4); 

distE50p5 = ELEC50p5ps(:,3); 

elec50p5 = ELEC50p5ps(:,4); 

distH50p5 = HOLE50p5ps(:,3); 

hole50p5 = HOLE50p5ps(:,4); 

distE50p8 = ELEC50p8ps(:,3); 

elec50p8 = ELEC50p8ps(:,4); 

distH50p8 = HOLE50p8ps(:,3); 

hole50p8 = HOLE50p8ps(:,4); 

distE51p7 = ELEC51p7ps(:,3); 

elec51p7 = ELEC51p7ps(:,4); 

distH51p7= HOLE51p7ps(:,3); 

hole51p7 = HOLE51p7ps(:,4); 

 

C2.  Code to Extract Phase difference vs length of modulator 

// FOR ONE CUTLINE at X = 0.0, Y = -0.3 

format long; 

load phaseunbias_air.txt; 

load phasebias_air.txt; 

dUnbiasX0p0Ym0p3=phaseunbias_air(:,1); 

dBiasX0p0Ym0p3=phasebias_air(:,1); 

PUnbiasX0p0Ym0p3=phaseunbias_air(:,2); 

PBiasX0p0Ym0p3=phasebias_air(:,2); 

PdiffX0p0Ym0p3 = PUnbiasX0p0Ym0p3-PBiasX0p0Ym0p3; 

figure 

plot(dBiasX0p0Ym0p3,PdiffX0p0Ym0p3); 

// FOR ONE CUTLINE at X = 0.1, Y = -0.3 

format long;    

load phaseunbias_air.txt; 
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load phasebias_air.txt; 

dUnbiasX0p1Ym0p3=phaseunbias_air(:,1); 

dBiasX0p1Ym0p3=phasebias_air(:,1); 

PUnbiasX0p1Ym0p3=phaseunbias_air(:,2); 

PBiasX0p1Ym0p3=phasebias_air(:,2); 

PdiffX0p1Ym0p3 = PUnbiasX0p1Ym0p3-PBiasX0p1Ym0p3; 

plot(dBiasX0p0Ym0p3,PdiffX0p0Ym0p3,dBiasX0p1Ym0p3,PdiffX0p1Ym0p3); 

 

C3.  Code to Compute Energy/bit 

format long; 

load SOI90nm1E20triangularIbt.dat; 

load SOI90nm1E20triangularIct.dat; 

load SOI90nm1E20triangularIet.dat; 

timeIc = SOI90nm1E20triangularic(:,1); 

timeIc = SOI90nm1E20triangularIct(:,1); 

timeIb = SOI90nm1E20triangularIbt(:,1); 

timeIe = SOI90nm1E20triangularIet(:,1); 

ic  =  SOI90nm1E20triangularIct(:,2); 

ib = SOI90nm1E20triangularIbt(:,2); 

ie = SOI90nm1E20triangularIet(:,2); 

powerIc = ic; 

powerIb = ib; 

IcOnTime = powerIc(37:44) 

Ontime = timeIc(37:44) 

powerIcOnTime = IcOnTime; 

energyIcOn = trapz(Ontime,powerIcOnTime); 

IbOnTime =ib(37:44); 

powerIbOnTime = IbOnTime; 

energyIbOn = trapz(Ontime,powerIbOnTime); // integrate On time power 

totalOnEnergy = energyIbOn+energyIcOn 
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Lpi = 204; 

totalOnEnergyLpi = totalOnEnergy*Lpi; 

totalOnEnergyLpi = totalOnEnergy*Lpi 

Offtime = timeIc(56:61) 

IcOffTime = ic(56:61) 

IbOffTime = abs(ib(56:61)) 

powerIcOffTime = IcOffTime 

powerIbOffTime = IbOffTime 

energyIcOff = trapz(Offtime,powerIcOffTime) // integrate Off time power 

energyIcOffLpi = energyIcOff*Lpi 

totalOffEnergyLpi = energyIcOffLpi 

totalOnOffEnergy = totalOnEnergyLpi+totalOffEnergyLpi 

EnergyPerBit = totalOnOffEnergy*0.5; 

 


